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FOREWORD 

In 1 982 the Russell Sage Foundation, one of America's oldest general 
purpose foundations, celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary. To com
memorate this long commitment to the support and dissemination of 
social science research, we departed from our customary publishing 
procedures to commission several special volumes. Unlike most Rus
sell Sage books, which emerge as the end products of various Founda
tion-supported research programs, these Anniversary volumes were 
conceived from the start as a series of publications. In tone; they were 
to be distinctly more personal and reflective than many of our books, 
extended essays by respected scholars and authors on significant aspects 
of social research. 

As befits an anniversary celebration, the volumes in this series ad
dress issues of traditional concern to the Foundation social measure
ment techniques, research on women, the interaction of law and 
society. That choice of issues also reflects the Foundation's broader 
interest in analyzing and illuminating significant social changes. So it 
is appropriate that this volume, the second in our series, should focUs 
specifically on strategies for the analysis of social change. 

Charles Tilly approaches his subject from a distinctively historical 
perspective, asking how twentieth century social scientists have at
tempted to understand and explain the enormous social changes that 
marked the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He answers with 
a spirited indictment of many of the assumptions underlying standard 
social scientific theory and a persuasive argument for the importance 
of concrete and comparative historical research. 

In its short and lucid span, Big Structures, Large Processes, Huge 
Comparisons encompasses a selective and imaginative literature re
view; a challenging agenda for future research; and some tantalizing 
glimpses of the author's own historical speculations .  One of our hopes 
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in commissioning these special Anniversary volumes was that they 
might appeal to scholars and interested general readers alike; we think 
this l ively book demonstrates just how gracefully and well that hope 
can be realized. 

MARSHALL ROBINSON 
President 

Russell Sage Foundation 



PREFACE 

Why do other people's books behave like docile marionettes? Mine 
keep playing Pinocchio. They take on characters of their own and re
sist correction .  This one, for instance. When I sat down to write it, the 
book was supposed to end up mild-mannered, studious, and balanced: 
an even-handed survey of various ways to approach large comparisons 
of social structures and processes. Somehow it materialized as a bit of a 
bully. It struts around with a confident, pugnacious air. Yet behind the 
bravado hides a lazy, indecisive, pusillanimous weakling, with sticks 
for legs. My little book often makes accusations without naming 
names, avoids fights one might have expected it to welcome, and fails 
to specify when, where, or how alleged misdeeds occurred. Incorrigible! 

Yet, for all its faults , I love the little rapscallion . The Russell Sage 
Foundation's invitation to write an essay on "comparative and interdis
ciplinary research in the social sciences" gave me a welcome chance to 
reRect on the strengths and weaknesses of the schemes we customarily 
use. to analyze large social processes and to speculate on their origins. 
That part of the assignment kept me in familiar surroundings; I �ave 
spent many years studying large processes such as proletarianizati£g1; 

- , " - . '  

urbanization, and statemaking. " " .. ,,- . 

Given the drift of recent work on large processes, however, I felt I 
should also discuss the ways in which people analyze very large social 
structures such as systems of states and make comparisons among 
them. There I left my own turf: Although I have sometimes speculated 
on big structures and huge comparisons, and have read other people's 
work on the subject attentively, I have never undertaken serious empir
ical work of my own along those l ines. When I have worked through 
huge comparisons for my own purposes, they have almost always 
fallen into the category this book calls "individualizing" comparisons: 
attempts to clarify the characteristics of the case at hand by means of 
contrast with another well-documented case. Familiarity with state
making and collective action in France, for example, has often helped 
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me think through the links between statemaking and collective action 
in Great Britain, and vice versa; but I have never undertaken a sus
tained comparison between the two states for the purpose of identi
fying principles of variation in statemaking, collective action, or the 
links between them. Thus I come to the discussion of large processes 
as an old hand, and to the discussion of big structures and huge com
parisons as an interested outsider. 

Nevertheless I enjoyed whittling the new log. Scattered thoughts 
and dissatisfactions, long accumulating, came together in a rush. 
Words tumbling onto the page. Some of them looked interesting 
enough to keep. The resulting book falls far short of documented 
intellectual history, systematic review of the literature, or close textual 
exposition and criticism. It comes closer to what the French call a prise 
de position: statement of a view to be argued and explored later on. An 
extensive bibliography of the work I have consulted on these matters will, 
I hope, provide some compensation for the book's failings. (Although 
almost all of the text is brand new, I did borrow much of chapter 4's 
discussion of Fernand Braudel from my "The Old New Social History 
and the New Old Social History, " Review 7 ( 1 984): 363-406 . )  

Many friends helped me chase down the nimble puppet. On very 
short notice, ample, thoughtful critiques of a first draft arrived from 
Rod Aya, Robert Cole, Frederick Cooper, Ronald Gillis, Raymond 
Grew, Michael Hechter, Lynn Hunt, Ira Katznelson , William Roy, 
James Rule, Theda Skocpol, · Arthur Stinchcombe, l'vltlrtin King 
Whyte, and Mayer Zald. They persuaded me to eliminate some defec
tive ideas, to clarify some murky arguments, and to provide a bit more 
documentation for some of the book's less plausible notions. In a 
second round, Daniel Chi rot, Robert Merton, and (again) Theda 
Skocpol offered various combinations of critique and encouragement. 
They caused another substantial series of revisions. 

My critics did me the great compliment of taking the work seriously 
and stalking its errors relentlessly. Their critiques, regrettably, made it 
clear that no revisions I could make in the short run would convince 

• 

any of them much less all of them that each of the book's argu-
ments was correct. Absolve them and blame Pinocchio. 

CHARLES TILLY 
Ann Arbor 

September 1984 
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Worrying About Social Change 

e bear the nineteenth century l ike an incubus. Inspect the map 
of almost any American city. Notice the telltale marks: rail lines slic
ing one section from another; a speculator's grid, with its numbered 
rectilinear streets and avenues repeating themselves to the horizon; 
clustered residential areas, once serving as suburban middle-class}'ef� 
uges from the city but now absorbed into the urban mass, · S4011 

, " C "  �'r " "', " 

through and see it up close. Notice the characteristic artifacts: dep�rt� 
ment store, office building, warehouse, factory, chimney, boiler, �U!'E
tric pole, street mixing people with machines. For all the twentieth 
century's new technologies and stylistic experiments, the apparatus of 
everyday life still bears strong markings of the nineteenth century . . 

The same is true for many of our ideas and institutional arrange
ments. In the world of education, we still behave as though the effec
tive way to prepare young intellects for the fight ahead were to divide 
all youngsters of a certain age into groups of twenty or thirty, place 
each group in a closed room with a somewhat older person, seat the 
youngsters in rows of small desks, arrange for the older person to talk to 
them for hours each day, have them write various sorts of exercises for 
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the older person to evaluate, and require them to speak periodically in 
class about the exercises they have written, about material they have 
read, a bout general issues the older person has raised. (Young people 
who survive a dozen years or so of that treatment often move on to the 
even stranger system of the lecture; there the older person gets to talk at 
them without interruption for fifty minutes at a time. Very nineteenth 
century!) 

In these waning years of the twentieth century, the nineteenth cen
tury also keeps its hold on many ideas a bout social organization. In the 
analysis of social change, we cling loyally to ideas built up by 
nineteenth-century intellectuals. Intellectuals formed those ideas in 
their astonished reaction to what they saw going on around them: 
unprecedented concentrations of population, production, capital, 
coercive force, and organizational power. They formed ideas treating 
increasing differentiation as the master process of social change, ideas 
of societies as coherent but delicate structures vulnerable to imbal
ances between differentiation and integration, and other ideas con
nected to them. 

The nineteenth-century incubus weighs us down. I hope this little 
book will serve as a lever to lift some of the burden. I t  addresses one big 
question: How can we improve our understanding of the large-scale 
structures and processes that were transforming the world of the 
nineteenth century and those that are transforming our world today? 
It asks in particular how comparisons among times, pla�s, popula
tions, structures, and processes can aid that understanding. It reviews a 
number of outstanding contributions to comparative analysis of big 

. . 

structures and large processes. On the way, it proposes accounts of 
national states, capitalist organization, urbanization, industrialization, 
and other big structure� and large processes that often differ from 
conventional accounts. It enters a plea for historically grounded anal
yses of big structures and large processes as alternatives to the timeless, 
placeless models of social organization and social change that came to 
us with the ninetGenth-century heritage. 

Where did the old models come from? Before scholars codified 
them, practical people fashioned them to interpret their new, surpris
ing nineteenth-century experiences. Let the nineteenth century speak. 

"Machines are ruining all classes , "  declared Johann Weinmann in 
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1 849, Weinmann,' master stocking knitter in Erlangen, Germany, 
described the machine as "the destroyer of households, the ruination 
of youth, the inducer of luxury, the spoiler of the forests, the populator 
of the workhouse, and soon the companion of general upheaval" 
(Shorter 1969: 206), Weinmann was, of all things, sharing his 
thoughts with King Maximilian of Bavaria, In the shadow of 1 848's 
revolution, King Max had established an essay contest on the topic of 
long-term remedies for material distress in Bavaria and in Germany as 
a whole, Weinmann's reply arrived with over six hundred others, 

From Ansbach, for example, police official Carl Seiffert sent in 
remarks on a related wor�y: "Now while the rich replenish their ranks 
with moderation and are purely conservative, the lower classes are 
thriving only too greatly and an enormous proletariat is growing up 
that, if an escape valve is not opened, will soon demand to divide up 
the property of the wealthy" (Shorter 1 969: 20 1 ) ,  Although Seiffert did 
not share Weinmann's concern about machines, both writers feared 

-

the growth of a dissolute proletariat and warned of its threat to property 
and public order. 

Three themes reverberated through the entries to King Max's con
test: overpopulation, mechanization, and immorality, The middle
class essayists felt that heedless breeding of the proletariat, migration of 
surplus rural people, and the consequent rapid growth of cities were 
creating new dangers for political and moral order . Many of them felt 
that machines threatened humanity, They argued, furthermore, that 
the combination of overpopulation with mechanization dissolved old 
social controls, thereby promoting dissolution, rebellion, crime',;�'Fld 
violence. Traditional ways were disintegrating. Or so they thougl5:�� . . . .  

Honest nineteenth-century burghers found many things aboutt}\eir 
century puzzling and distressing: the rapid growth of cities, 'the 
mechanization of industry, the restiveness of the poor. Putting such 
things together, they created a commonsense analysis of social change 
and its consequences. That bourgeois analysis posited an unending 
race between forces of differentiation and forces of integration. To the 
extent that differentiation proceeded faster than social integration, or 
to the extent that integration weakened, disorder resulted. 

What, in this formulation, qualified as differentiation? Urbaniza
tion, industrialization, occupational specialization, the expansion of 
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consumer markets, increasing education anything that seemed to 
compound the distinctions among people, the contact of unlike beings 
with each other. . 

What was integration? A sense of likeness, shared belief, respect for 
authority, satisfaction with modest rewards, fear of moral deviation
essentially a set of habits and attitudes that encouraged people to 
reproduce the existing structure of rewards and authority. 

What, then, was disorder? At the small scale, popular violence, 
crime, immorality, madness. If urbanization, industrialization, and 
other differentiating changes occurred without a corresponding rein
forcement of the sense of likeness, shared belief, and so on, these evils 
would beset individuals and families. At the large scale, popular rebel
lion, insubordination, class conflict. Increasing education, the expan
sion of markets, occupational specialization, and other forms of differ
entiation would cause these dangers as well, unless respect for 
authority, fear of moral deviation, and related forms of integration . 
developed simultaneously or at least survived. At either scale, a 
victory of differentiation over integration produced a threat to 
bourgeois security. 

N or were master stockingers and police officials the only people to 
see a contest between differentiation and integration. Their analyses 
did not differ fundamentally from the position Freiherr vom Stein had 
taken when addressing the Westphalian Parliament in 1 83 1 .  The 
Freiherr was ending decades of public life; he died later th� same year. 
Stein spoke of the "danger developing with the growth in numbers and 
claims of the lowest class of civil society . "  "This class, " he declared, 

is forming in our cities out of a homeless, property less rabble and in the 
countryside from the mass of little cotters, squatters, settlers, marginals, and 
day-laborers. They nurtm,e the envy and covetousness bred by various other 
ranks of civil society. The present condition of France shows us how seriously 
property and persons are threatened when all ranks on earth are made equal. 
Fidelity, love, religious and intellectual development are the foundations of 
public and personal happiness. Without such a base the clash of parties 
undermines every constitution. [Jantke and Hilger 1 965 :  1 3 3J 

Population growth, according to this analysis, was swelling the danger
ous classes and therefore increasing the differentiation of classes as it 
spread the demand for equality. The mechanisms of integration-

• 
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"fidelity, love, religious and intellectual development" failed before 
the onslaught. The recent revolution (of 1830) in France made the 
dire consequences all too plain. Differentiation overwhelmed integra
tion, and disorder flourished . . 

A t the end of his long public life, Stein's warning has its ironies . 
With his ally Hardenberg, after all ,  the Freiherr himself had initiated 
Prussia's steps toward the liberation of the peasantry, the relaxation of 
restrictions on the exercise of various trades, and the constitutional 
reforms instituted at the start of the century. 

Indeed, great landlord General von der Marwitz was to complain a 
few years later that Stein himself had started "the war of the prop
ertyless against property, of industry against agriculture, of the transi
tory against the stable, of crass materialism against the divinely estab
lished order . . .  " (Hamerow 1 958: 69). Because of the destruction of 
lordly authority over the rural population, thought Marwitz, paternal 
control within the rural household had dissolved, young rustics con
sidered themselves anyone's equal , and youngsters "want nothing 
more than to leave their home towns as fast as possible, and to find the 
town with the least discipline, where the apprentice plays master at the 
inn . Thus it is no longer the best, but especially the worst and laziest, 
who go out into the world. " (Jantke and Hilger 1965 :  1 36). Suddenly 
we see the distinction between modulated conservative caution and 
genuine reactionary hysteria . 

Yet they have a common theme. To Stein, Marwitz, and other 
nineteenth-century conservatives or reactionaries, contemporary social 

, .. ,. 

change in particular, the growth of a masterless proletarjat ___ . -

threatened to overwhelm the political and moral bases of public of<ler> 
The basic analysis, however, could take on tones ranging from 

radical to reactionary. As a radical, one could value the change 
greatly, identifying the .Eise of the working class wit.� die, Sozialbewe
gung, the Social Movement. As an anarchist, one could regard the 

----

disorder itself so long as it acted in the right direction as creative 
force. As a social reformer and surveyor, one could argue that if the 
growth of a proletariat caused disorder it was not because of the disso
lution of social bonds or the diffusion of envy, but because sheer 
misery caused despair, and despair caused desperate action. As a lais
sez-faire liberal, one could consider the growth of the proletariat inevi
table; then one might accept misery and disorder as costs of progress, 
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costs to be contained but never quite eliminated. As a conservative or 
reactionary, finally, one could value integration so much that any 
substantial change seemed threatening. 

Thinkers Face Change 

In all these views, a balance between the forces of differentiation and 
of integration determines the extent of disorder. Stein the reforming 
conservative and Proudhon the anarchisant socialist actually held 
similar commonsense analyses of social change and its consequences. 
In those analyses, they joined many of their nineteenth-century fel
lows. Consider Alexis de Tocqueville's famous summary of factors 
behind the French Revolution of 1 848, as he set them down in 
1 8 50- 5 1 :  

The industrial revolution which in thirty years had made Paris the chief 
manufacturing city of France and had brought within its walls a whole new 
mass of workers to whom work on fortifications had added another mass of 
unemployed agricultural workers. 

The love of material satisfactions which, with encouragement from the gov
ernment, agitated that multitude more and more, and fomerti:ed in it the 
democratic illness of envy. 

Newborn economic and political theories which tended to make people think 
that human misery was a result of laws and not of providence, that one could 
eliminate poverty by changing the system of taxation. 

The contempt in which the governing class, and especially those at its head, 
had fallen contempt so deep and general that it paralyzed the resistance of 
even those who' had the greatest reason for maintaining the power that was 
being overthrown. 

The centralization which reduced the whole revolutionary action to seizing 
control of Paris and taking hold of the assembled machinery of government. 

Finally, the mobility of everything institutions, ideas, customs, and men
in a moving society which had been stirred up by seven great revolutions in 
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less than sixty years, not to mention a multitude of secondary shocks. 
[Tocqueville 1978: 1 1 3-14] 

Tocqueville's emphasis on government brought in elements that 
Freiherr vom Stein had neglected in 1 83 1 .  Yet when it came to ques
tions of mobility and integration, Tocqueville clung to the common
sense interpretation of social change and its consequences. In his 
thinking of 1 848, industrial expansion and population mobility chal
lenged the. state's integrative power. In his opinion, the contemporary 
state had failed the test. 

Out of such nineteenth-century reflections on capitali sm, national 
states, and the consequences of their growth grew the disciplines of 
social science as we know them. Economists constructed theories of 
capitalism, political scientists theories of states, sociologists theories 
of those societies that contained national states, anthropologists theo
ries of stateless societies. Each discipline bore marks of its birthdate; 
economists were obsessed by markets, political scientists concerned by 
citizen-state interactions, sociologists worried by the maintenance of 
social order, and anthropologists bemused by cultural evolution to
ward the fully developed world of the nineteenth century. 

Nevertheless., all disciplines dipped into their century's evolutionary 
thinking to some degree. For all of them, increasing differentiation
as specialized production, as individualism, as interest groups, or as 
something else took on the air of a general historical law. For all of 
them, increasing differentiation posed a difficult problem ofso£ial 

" .-

int�g[ation. The sense of revollifion'j appeared clearly in the g��C;lt 
sociological dichotomies� status and contract, Gemeinschafti:tifld 
Gesellschaft, primary and secondary groups, mechanistic and organic 
solidarity. 

What Was Happening? 

--. ' 

Nineteenth-century European observers were not wrong to think that 
great changes were happening. For several centuries, industrial expan
sion had occurred mainly in small towns and rural areas. Rapidly 
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multiplying capitalists had acted mainly as merchants rather than di
rect supervisors of manufacturing. Capital ' therefore accumulated 
more than it concentrated, as the proliferation of semi-independent 
producers in households and small shops accounted for most of the 

j large increase in manufacturing. In that era of mercantile capitalism, 
the European population had been very mobile, but had moved 
mainly within regional labor markets or in great systems of circular 
migration. Although regional labor markets and long-distance circuits 
deposited a residue of migrants in cities, mortality, fertility, and migra
tion c�mbined to produce no more than modest urban growth. In
deed, many cities lost population when the pace of activity in their 
hinterlands slowed. 

During the nineteenth century , in contrast, capital concentrated. 
Individual capitalists and firms acquired much greater masses of pro
ductive means than they had ever owned before. Capitalists took direct 
hold over the processes of production and located them increasingly 
near markets and sources of energy or raw materials instead of near 
supplies of self-sustaining labor. Production, rather than exchange, 
became the nexus of capitalism . Accordingly, the process of pro
letarianization that had long been at work in the countryside moved to 
the city. Large firms employing disciplined wage-workers in urban 
locations became increasingly important worksites. Workers migrated 
from industrial hamlets, villages, and towns toward manufacturing 
cities and industrial employment, as displaced agriculttral workers 
moved into urban services and unskilled labor. Small wonder that Karl 
Marx, observing these very processes, should fix on the separation of 
labor from the means of production and the conversion of surplus 
value into fixed capital as virtual laws of nature . 

As results of this urban implosion of capital, net rural-urban migra-
, 

tion accelerated, cities increased rapidly, large areas of the countryside 
deindustrialized, and differences between country and city accen
tuated. Mechanization of production facilitated the concentration of 
capital and the subordination of labor. Sometimes, in fact, we write 
this history as the story of technical improvements in production . At 
its extreme, the technological account postulates an "industrial revolu
tion" depending on a rapid shift to grouped machine production fueled 
by inanimate sources of energy and dates "industrialization" 
from that proliferation of factories, machines, and industrial cities . 
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Within manufacturing, the pace of technical innovation did accel
erate during the nineteenth century. The spinning jenny, the power 
loom, and the blast furnace certainly increased the amounts that spin
ners, weavers, and smel ters could produce in a day. Steam power, 
assembly l ines, and factories evidently became crucial to many 
branches of industry after 1750. In all these regards and more, the 
nineteenth century made a technological break with i ts predecessors. 

To call the nineteenth-century reorganization of production an "in
dustrial revolution," nevertheless, exaggerates the centrality of techno
logical changes. I t  draws attention away from the great transformation 
of relations between capital and labor that  marked the century . I t  
ignores the fact that in all industrial countries, including England, 
small shops predominated in almost all branches of production up to 
the s tart of the twentieth century. Not until the automobile era did 
time-disciplined, assembly-line factories become the characteristic 
sites of proletarian production. To date industrialization from the de
velopment of the factory, furthermore, relegates to nothingness cen
turies of expansion in manufacturing via the multiplication of small 
producing units linked by merchant capi talists .  It also hides the vast 
deindustrialization of the European countryside that accompanied the 
nineteenth-century implosion of manufacturing into cities. 

As capitalism was undergoing fundamental alterations, European 
states were likewise entering a new era. By the second half of the 
eighteenth century, national states had made themselves the dominant 
organizations in most parts of Europe. Their preparations for war had 
become so extensive and costly that military expenditure and payments · 
for war debts occupied the largest shares of most s tate budgets"�$h� 
strongest states had built great apparatuses for the extraction from 'tb�ir 
populations of the means of war: conscripts, food, supplies, mODey, 
money, and more money. Paradoxically, the very construction oflarge 
mil i tary organizations reduced the autonomy of military men and 
created large civilian bureaucracies . The process of bargaining with 
ordinary people for their acquiescence and their surrender of re
sources money, goods, labor power engaged the civilian managers 
of the state in establishing l imits to state control, perimeters to state 
violence, and mechanisms for eliciting the consent of the subject 
population. 

Those s tates, however, continued to rule indirectly. For routine 
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enforcement of their decisions, collection of revenues, and mainte� 
nance of public order, they depended mainly on local notables. The 
notables did not derive their power or tenure from the pleasure of 
superiors in the governmental hierarchy. They retained plenty of room 
for maneuver on behalf of their own interests. As a result, much of the 
business of national authorities consisted of negotiating with local and 
regional notables . Ordinary people carried on an active political life, 
but almost entirely on a local or regional level. When they did get 
involved in national struggles for power, it ordinarily happened 
through the mediation of local notables, or in alliance with them. 

During the nineteenth century, all this changed. Although war kept 
on getting more costly and destructive, i t less often pitted members of 
the European state system against one another and more often in
volved conquest outside of Europe. Revolutionary and reformi�t gov
ernments extended their direct rule to individual communities and 
even to households. In the process of bargaining with ordinary people 
for even greater resources, statemakers solidified representative institu
tions; binding national elections, and a variety of means by which 
ordinary people could participate routinely in national politics. 

Under pressure from their constituents, likewise, states took on re
sponsibilities for public services, economic infrastructure, and house
hold welfare to degrees never previously attained. The managers of 
national states shifted from reactive to active repression; authorities 
moved from violent reactions against rebellion and resis"hmce as they 
occurred toward active surveillance of the population and vigorous 
attempts to forestall rebellion and resistance. All these activities sup
planted autonomous local or regional notables and put functionaries 
in their places . As a consequence, notables lost much of their strength 
and attractiveness as intermediaries in the attempts of ordinary people 

< to realize their interests. Those were the nineteenth century's great 
changes. 

Big Structures, Large Processes, Huge Comparisons 

Nineteenth-century Europe's great shifts in organization set the frame 
for this book in two complementary ways. First, those shifts formed the 
context in which our current standard ideas for the analysis of big 

• 
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social structures, large social processes, and huge comparisons among 
social experiences crystallized. Second, they marked critical moments 
in changes that are continuing on a world scale today. JJnders�§Inding 

--

those changes and their consequences is our most pressing reason for 
'-�=------undertaking the systematic study of big structures and large processes .  

We must look at them comparatively over substantial blocks oGpace 
and time, in order to see whence we have come, where we are going, 
and what real alternatives to our present condition exist. Systematic 
comparison of structures and processes will not only place our own 
situation in perspective, but also help in the identification of causes 
and effects. 

With capitalism and the state in rapid transformation/. ninete�nth
century European burghers, 'Interrect�ls, -' a�d p�werholders had good 

_ • .___ ____ ' ·_r 

cause to worry about .social change. They made serious, even desper-
ate, efforts to understand what was happening to them. Those efforts 
created the nineteenth-century conceptions which now encumber our 
thought. 

From a mistaken reading of nineteenth-century social changes 
emerged the eight Pernicious Postulates of twentieth-century social 
thought. They include these principles: 

1 "Society" is a thing apart; the world as a whole divides into distinct 
"societies ," each having its more or less autonomous culture, gov
ernment, economy, and solidarity. 

2 Social behavior results from individual mental events, which are 
conditioned by life in society. Explanations of social behflyior 
therefore concern the impact of society on individual minds: ..... . 

3 "Social change" is a coherent general phenomenon, explicable 
en bloc. 

4 The main processes of large-scale social change take distinct 
societies through a succession of standard stages, each more ad
vanced than the previous stage. 

S Differentiation forms the dominant, inevitable logic of large-scale 
change; differentiation leads to advancement. 

6 The state of social order depends on the balance between processes 
of differentiation and processes of integration or control; rapid or 
excessive differentiation produces disorder. 

7 A wide variety of disapproved behavior including madness, mur
der, drunkenness, crime, suicide, and rebellion results from the 
strain produced by excessively rapid social change. 

, 
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8 "Illegitimate" .and "legitimate" forms of conflict, coercion, and 
expropriation stem from essentially different processes: processes of 
change and disorder on one side, and processes of integration and 
control on the other. 

All eight are mistakes. Although national states do, indeed, exist, 
there is no "society" that somehow exercises social control and em
bodies shared conceptions of reality. S.oS;igl J2ehavi9u:iue.S-.l1.ot result 

.." ���i III ���_<i_�?��_()!! i n?!�_��.�
a! .Tl1in dS}.��tJE9.IIJ_��J_�!i ons��I?s 

a�ong in�ivi��,al� �n�J�!o'::.l�"Social chaQge" is not a general pro
cess', Dut a catchall name for very different processes varying greatly in 
their connection to each other. Stage theories of social change assume 
an internal coherence and a standardization of experiences that disap
pear at the first observation of real social life. 

The difficulties continue. Although differentiation is certainly one 
important process of change, many of the_fundam�n,tal �hang��_in our 
era actually entail dedifferentiation/_and to some of them the question 
of differentiation -is secondary or even irrelevant. It is simply not true 
that rapid social change produces generalized strain, which in turn 
creates alternative forms of disorder as a function of the available 
avenues of escape. The more closely we look, the more coercion by 
officials resembles coercion by criminals, state violence resembles pri
vate violence, authorized expropriation resembles theft. We will re-
turn to these difficulties repeatedly later on. * 

The eight illusions connect neatly; they follow from a sharp division 
between the forces of order and the forces of disorder: 

ORDER 
society 

integration 
satisfaction 

legitimate control 
progress 

normality 

DISORDER 
individual mental event 
disintegration 
strain 
violence 
decay 
abnormality 

These �harp dichotomies rest on .� sense th�t social order is fragile,.,...that 
differel,1ti?tion threatens-sOCial order, that change is riskYI that ume-

� . -- .-- �-.- -- � 
§.t!:<liQe? c�!.��J��_��rates strain, V§�!!��J._�ecay ' __ �I1<:I _cl!§i.fltE;gration, 
that onry guided andcorifainecfchange leads �to"integration, satisfac-

>'._-- . • • • - .---��'".�-.., ....... " .•. �-.,.�--'---,.-. - " '- ' - " �--- ' - � --- - ' ", . - -.' - "� .," ""--'-'-' -�, ........ , 
". " ,  ._." .--_ . .  - �--'�---'-'-�--' 
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tion and progress. They express the will of powerhQlde.rs actual or 
, .

, 
...- . . ' -. -would-be to improve the people around them, by means of coercion 

and persuasion, at a minimum cost. To the extent that they still 
promulgate these ideas, the social sciences of the twentieth century 
remain the bearers of nineteenth-century folk wisdom. 

My summary exaggerates the unity of nineteenth-century thought. 
The opposition of order to disorder characterizes the teachings of Dur
kheim and Tonnies much more than those of Marx or Weber. Both 
Marx and Weber regarded a sort of order as all too likely. They thought 
it would take demonic force of revolution or of charisma to disrupt 
the existing order. But Marx and Weber stood far from nineteenth
century folk wisdom. Sadly, the lines of social-scientific thought that 
embodied folk wisdom prevailed well into the twentieth century. 

Fortunately, the social sciences that formed in the nineteenth cen
tury also took observation seriously. Much the same spirit that brought 
burghers and bureaucrats to worry about rising disorder induced social 
reformers and officials to undertake surveys of living conditions, estab
lish household censuses, collect statistics, and publish documented 
descriptions of social life. In western Europe, the half-century from 
1 870 to 1 920 was the golden age of official statistics and social surveys; 
after that period, official statistics and social surveys became more 
efficient and regular, but lost much of their richness. However faulty, 
the results of social inquiries set challenges to theories of social change; 
at a minimum, analysts had to explain away the contrary evidence. A 
combination of mutual criticism and accumulated evidence has made 

, . 

it clear that the eight great nineteenth-century postulates are illusidI.'ls, 

What to Do 

If the notion of a contest between differentiation and integration fails 
us, if we cannot usefully reduce social behavior to the impact of society 
on individual minds, if the picture of the world as an ensemble of 
coherent societies, each undergoing similar processes of change in 
partial independence from the others, misleads us, if the analytic 
distinction between legitimate and illegitimate varieties of coercion 
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blocks our comprehension of political processes, if there is no general 
phenomenon of social change whose sequences ana consequences ;e 

/;can usefully model, much of the intellectmil app;;�tus"soci�l ;�ientists 
h��� _I�h�iit�§}r.2.ill,Jh��ii[Il�!�£�.t�� �<:��Y!Y.. :.V_�U.}-{�I ���J::: _,-_w.�at 
should we do? 

'Weshoulcrbuild concrete and historical analyses of the big struc
tures andlarge processes that shape our er�. The analyses should be 

.. � -- ' "' -'-

concrete in having real times, places, and people as their referents and 
in Testing-1he-coh�ren'�e '�rthe- poslulafe�" str�ft�r.esa-nd ' processes 
against 1fie·expeiiencesorie�Iij.iri�?; ·pi?�es, ,anclpeg'pl�-.·They- should 
be_����i�-;n�"11�i�itheir j�gp�J9.ClE_era.?o�"�.�d,,bx tqe playjng 
ou� .. _�: cert�in �ll-_'!;§� ����:;::���"I1�LjQ - r�£.Qg��ing,J�Qm the 
outset fnanlme maffers =tI1at w7ien thmgs happen with m a sequence 
ciffeC"ts""how"'tne"Ynappen, that every structure or process constitutes a 
series of choice points. Outcomes at a given point in time constrain 
possible outcomes atJater points in time. 

If the work is historical, it need not be grand. When it comes to 
_�_�m"_,_._�_". �_ , . . . ___ � ...... �o, ........ _ N .... 10, " "  ' • � understanding proletarianizaliori;-for example, m�1D§'::ffiQ.SLyalu-

� . . , . -..... ,�,-.. -...-----.... -" ... ""-----.... able wOrK"" "p'--ro-:-c:-":eecl's at the scale of a single village. Keith Wrightson and 
David:-Cevirie's' 'srucly of�'fefHng,"-Essex;' rrO"� 1 52 5  to 1 700 tells us 
more about the creation of a propertyless underclass than do reams of 
general essays about capitalism. Ted Margadant's analysis of the 1 8 5 1  
insurrection against Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat has more to teach 
about the actual process of rebellion than dozens of b�ad statements 
about the pattern of revolt in Europe as a whole. 

Nor, for that matter, need historical work concern the distant past. 
T iII-�-Arthur--StinchC6m15e'nreatmerif()nne--dii·ra'l51e'·inHuence-�of the 
"social technology" prevailing at the time of an organization's found
ing on its basic structure. Stinchcombe applies essentially the same 
analysis to the structures of industrial crafts, men's college fraternities, 
savings banks, trade unions, and other organizations. He shows both 
that organizations of a given type tend to be established in spurts and 
that the structures they adopt at the outset persist over long periods of 
time (Stinchcombe 1965 :  1 5 3ff. ). While the argument is eminently 
historical, it brings us right up to the present. A concrete, historical 
program of inquiry must include work at the small scale and can well 
include our own time. 

In the case of Western countries over the last few hundred years, the 

, .oc, 

, �, 
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program begins by recognizing thal the development of capitalism and 
the formation of powerful, connected national . states' dominated all ' 
other social processes and shaped all social structures. The program 
continues by locating times, places, and people within those two mas
ter processes and working out the logics of the processes. It goes on by 
following the creation and destruction of different sorts of structures by 
capitalism and statemaking, then tracing the relationship of other pro
cesses for example, migration, urbanization, fertility change, and 
household formation to capitalism and statemaking. A demanding 
program, but a rewarding one. 

This book makes only a small contribution to the program. For 
Western countries in recent centuries, it asks: 
1 What fundamental large-scale processes must we distinguish in 

order to understand how that world has changed and is changing? 
2 How do those processes relate to each other? 
3 What social structures experience those processes? 
4 How can systematic, large-scale comparison help us understand 

the structures and processes involved? 
5 In approaching these questions, how much should we rely on the 

,./ intellectual frames we have inherited from the nineteenth century? 
In trying to answer these questions, I reason mainly from a series of 
outstanding works that have addressed them in recent years. Most of 
my examples come from sociology and political science. Those are the 
two fields of the social sciences that produce the largest volume of self
conscious large-scale, comparative research on social structures a�d . 

, . " . .  ,' , 

processes. I regret my relative neglect of anthropology, economi9�' 
geography, and, especially, history. But each of them poses special 
problems deserving discussion by themselves. Some other time. 

In aiming a small book at large questions, I have veered away from 
mii'Y problems other authors might reasonably take up under the head-

/ ings "big structures, large processes, and huge comparisons." In the 
pages to come, you will find little discussion of the logic of comparison 
as such; "strategies for the comparative study of big structures and large 
processes" comes closer to my intentions. Although I discuss a num
ber of specific writings, you will look in vain for a continuous, com
prehensive history of thinking about big'structures and large processes. 
You will find no reviews of previous works on comparative ,1lllilJy.sis; 

� .  --- - - - - - - _ ."---,- .. - - -
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little treatment of existing models of migration, population growth, 
capital accumulation, and other large processes; not much on tech
niques or evidence. 

For the most part, I will resist the temptation to trot out examples of 
bad comparative analysis, like prisoners from their cells, for interroga
tion and shaming; many convicts languish deservedly in those cells, 
but they will stay in the dark. In compensation, the bibliography 
contains enough references on these matters for someone to start a 
campaign of systematic reading. 

Do those omissions leave anything to talk about? Plenty, I think. 
First, a review of the eight misleading postulates we have inherited 
from nineteenth-century social science. Then, a discussion of various 
strategies for comparison of big structures and large processes. Along 
the way, observations and speculations on what actually happened in 

• modem Europe. 
The book's three elements dovetail nicely. 9iti�ism of misleadi!!EL . 

. .J1in.etee]J.th.�c.enJ;q.ry i�eaL leads effortlessly both to a search for com
parisons to test and revise those ideas and to the formulati.on O{iIJtc::rna-

" -. ,-. ,.� tive historie� for..!;b.e_Western past. 
...- ' *C '  '''.. ___ "'.�� 

• 

-, ._. 

-,-.0.: 



Jialse jlrinc�les 

he nineteenth century's legacy to twentieth century social scien
tists resembles an old house inherited from a rich aunt: worn, over
decorated, cluttered, but probably salvageable. Appraising the old 
structure, we will want to save the belief in intelligible patterns of 
social interaction, the hope that disciplined observation will make 

" -those patterns more intelligible, the search for fundamental structUre's 
and processes, the attempt to reconstruct the processes that created d�t 
contemporary ways of life, and the organization of these inquiries aia 
cumulative, collective enterprise. We will want to retain a few specific 
theories, such as Marx's theory of capital accumulation. But we will 
also want to throw out and strip down. 

To reduce the clutter, false general principles derived from the 
bourgeois reaction to nineteenth-century changes should be the first to 
go. Let us discard the ideas of society as a thing apart and of societies as 
overarching entities; of social behavior as the consequence of individ
ual mental events shaped by society and of those mental events as the 
links between persons and societies; of social change as a single coher
ent phenomenon; of standard stages through which societies develop; 
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of differentiation as the dominant, inevitable logic of social change; of 
a contest between differentiation and integration as the source of order 
and disorder; of disorder itself as a general phenomenon resulting from 
the strain of rapid social change; of sharp separation between legitimate 
and illegitimate forms of coercion, conflict, and expropriation. 

In recent years, the eight pernicious postulates have lost some of 
their hold. The encounters of European and American social scien
tists with the Third World, with social scientists based in the Third 
World, and with critics of their own governments' involvements in the 
Third World have shaken all the postulates to some degree. In the 
1950s, for example, international meetings of experts on Third World 

, 

urbanization and industrialization almost always concluded that rapid 
change was increasing the likelihood of rebellion and protest in Third 
World countries, that the growing slums of Third World cities bred 
crime and disorder, that excessive migration to cities by people forced 
off the land was producing an explosive urban situation. 

The summary report of a 1959 international seminar in Santiago, 
Chile, classified the "problems arising in modern countries as a result 
of the formation of an industrial society" as ( 1 )  dissolution without 
replacement of traditional structures; (2) appearance of contradictory 
social structures facing individuals with contradictory requirements; (3) 
excessively rapid changes, including those of mass rural migration. 
"Maladjustment reveals itself in the three classes," concluded the rap-
porteurs, " 

as a lack of norms, or anomy, in the individual. People's behaviour is always 
conditioned by a number of frames of reference which guide their actions, 
and their modes of feeling and thought. They may be the stricter norms of the 
traditional society or the more elastic criteria of choice which are typical of an 
industrial society. In any event, the individual needs adequate inner resil
iency: the application of prescribed solutions or the manoeuvring of different 
selective criteria. During a period of transition, however, the individual may 
find himself deprived of one or the other. [Echavarria and Hauser 196 1 :  54] 

The language is guarded, but the argument's lineaments come 
through clearly. In general, it conforms to the nineteenth-century 
postula tes. . 

Turning to the comparable literature of the 1970s, I can hardly 
suppress a fantasy. What if the participants in the 1 9 59 meeting had all 
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fallen fast asleep (at the plenary session of an international conference, . not an unthinkable event), only to wake up twenty years later, in the 
midst of another international conference? What a shock for them! 
Consider the proceedings of a 1 978 conclave in Delhi: The reports and 
general statements bristle with ideas of dependency, of capitalist pene
tration, of survival strategies for the poor and powerless. "In sum
mary," comments the volume's editor, 

. . . capitalist penetration appears to shape the process of urbanization in the 
Third World in several distinctive ways. It leads to the eventual disintegration 
of the rural subsistence sector and increasing reliance on the urban informal 
economy; to increasing articulation between the formal and informal sectors 
of the urban economy; to increasing internal differentiation within cities, 
including differentiation within caste or ethnic groups; to increasing demands 
on the state for public services and infrastructure, while the autonomy of the 
state is simultaneously weakened by foreign intervention; and to the possibility 
of increased collective action and protest focused on the state by the urban 
poor who have continually been denied access to adequate housing, jobs, 
education and other necessities. This process has developed much further in 
Latin America, which has experienced a longer history of capitalist penetra
tion than Africa or Asia, where in many areas it is just beginning. [Safa 1982: 1 3J 
Some of the old words and problems remain; the discussion still fea
tures disintegration and differentiation. The vocabulary still includes 
plenty of debatable terms. Some of the shift merely attaches new labds 
to old theoretical baggage. Yet the basic orientation has changed. Ideas 
of anomie, maladjustment, overurbanization, and excessively rapid 
change have disappeared, while many participants take for granted tWilt 
the most pressing theoretical problems are to connect local events to . 

international structures of power and to improve existing models of 
those international structures. 

Since the 1950s, in short, the classic themes have almost disap
peared from scholarly discussion of changes in the Third World. In the 
meantime, a combination of theoretical criticism, political sensitiza
tion, and field research had brought the specialists to see structure 
everywhere: in what had once seemed pell-mell flight from the land, 
in the shantytowns of Latin America, in the Third World's popular 
politics. 

Other fields have not altered their perspectives so radically. Students 
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of crime, of fertility, of organizational structure, and of religion, awak
ening from the 19 50s, would still have a good deal to discuss with their 
successors of the 1980s. Nevertheless, on the whole wherever special
ists actually examine big structures, large processes, and huge com
parisons the nineteenth-century postulates have lost their dominance. 

Some postulates have lost more ground than others. The ideas of 
society and societies have come under strong attack from advocates of 
world-system analysis, but no theory or practice dispensing with them 
has really taken hold. Much social analysis still takes individual mental 
events, rather than social relationships, as the center of social life. 
Except among Marxist theoreticians, it has become unfashionable to 
fashion general statements about social change as such. Stage theories 
have lost much of their glitter, partly as a result of the move away from 
general theories of social change. Differentiation still captures the 
imagination of many social analysts, especially those who worry about 
fragmentation of everyday existence. The balder theories pitting differ
entiation against integration have given way to explanations of the 
same presumably "disorderly" phenomena as organized, interest
oriented behavior. 

At the same time, scholars have become much more skeptical about 
the sequence rapid change/strain/disorder. Yet no comparable decline 
has struck the notion of two separate processes underlying "illegiti
mate" and "legitimate" coercion, conflict, and expropriation. In vary
ing degrees of health, the eight pernicious postulate�still Hve. Let us 
take them up in turn, giving more attention to those that currently play 
an important part in social scientists' theories of large-scale structure 
and process. 

Society Is a Thing Apart 

Sociology's greatest victory as an academic discipline brought its great
est defeat as an intellectual enterprise. Persuading others that a distinct 
realm called "society" and distinct entities called "societies" existed 
freed sociologists to justify their studies. Those premises justified 
sociology as at once essential and independent of philosophy, psychol-
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ogy, or biology. Although human beings created society, once in 
existence society had its own laws. Such presociological thinkers as 
Montesquieu had long since established the practices of comparing 
"societies" and of distinguishing between formal organizations (espe
cially states) and the social structures, or societies, shaping and sustain
ing them. Comte, Spencer, Durkheim, and other nineteenth-century 
greats consolidated those practices into a discipline called sociology. 
That discipline promised to explain social variation and to develop 
means of repairing rents in the social fabric. On the basis of those 
promises its promoters built a method, an organization, and a cluster 
of concepts: society, norm, role, status, collective belief, and so on. 

In the same process, a division of labor emerged. Sociology inves
tigated the internal structure of rich, powerful societies. Anthropol
ogy, for its part, received a double duty: to account for large variations 
among societies and to analyze the internal structures of societies 
outside the charmed circle of power and wealth. 

That accomplishment, nevertheless, gave sociologists and an
thropologists a terrible burden: the task of delineating structures and 
processes of fictitious entities. As a practical matter, sociologists usu
ally began with existing national states and defined society residually. 
Society was everything else but the state, or everything but the organi
zation of production, the structure of distribution, and the state. As 
John Meyer and Michael Hannan say, a bit uneasily, in the introduc
tion to their own studies of international inequalities: 

. 

Almost all these ideas have a common frame: there are entities called societies '. -.,.' . c-

in which the hypothesized forces operate. Societies are internally interdep�p� 
dent systems, such that the transformation of one subsystem leads to the 
transformation of all the others. True, external factors operate at the bound
aries of each society, generating market pressures, political threats and oppor
tunities, and social and technical innovations. But once these factors impinge 
on a society, the main consequences occur through the internal structural 
processes that maintain the coherence of the society as a bounded system. 
Leave for later the defects of this perspective, which clearly takes too seriously 
as distinct units the national political states that are created and become 
dominant as a product of the history of modern development. [Meyer and 
Hannan 1979: 3] 

Later on, as promised, they voice second thoughts. They wonder 
about the legitimacy of models and statistical procedures such as 
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theirs, which treat the hundred-odd countries whose characteristics 
they correlate as coherent, independent entities (Meyer and Hannan 
1979: 1 1 - 1 3). They have reason to doubt. 

Anthropologists have customarily dealt with the problem of de
lineating societies either by starting with a local community and as
suming that the definitions of identity with others stated by members of 
that community delineated a larger "society" or by accepting the polit
ical entities "tribes," "peoples,"  "kingdoms," and so forth-

, 

encountered by westerners in the course of commercial and imperial 
expansion. They, too, have run into doubts, Many anthropologists 
who lean toward statistical analysis, for example, worry about "Gal
ton's problem": the likelihood that as a result of diffusion of cultural 
traits adjacent "societies" fail to qualify as the independent cases one 
needs for crisp analyses of cultural covariation. (Galton's problem was 
no afterthought: E, B. Tylor announced Comparative Method as an
thropology's new program at a meeting of the Royal Anthropological 
Institute in 1 8 89; at that very session, in comments on Tylor's own 
paper, Galton raised this very objection; thus the difficulty has dogged 
the doctrine from · its very beginning: Hammel 1980: 146-47), 

Ethnographers who have observed the coexistence and interpene
tration of distinctly different cultural identities, furthermore, despair of 
bundling the world up neatly into separate societies. Those separate, 
autonomous entities are fictitious , 

All of the standard procedures for delineating�ocieties run into 
severe trouble when the time comes either to check the clarity and 
stability of the social boundaries thus produced or to describe the 
coherent structures and processes presumably contained within those 
boundaries. How? In many variants, all the troubles return to two 
fundamental difficulties: first, how to make boundaries of the "same" 

. unit consistent in time, space, and personnel; second, how to deter-
mine whether the proposed boundaries do, in fact, delimit a distinct 
and coherent social ·entity, 

In the first case, each of the criteria national state boundaries, 
local-community statements, westerners' politically derived defini
tions groups heterogeneous populations, produces conflicting de
lineations of the terrains and populations involved, and/or encounters 
changes in the apparently relevant boundaries. What bounds, for ex-
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ample, should we place around "German society" at the moment in 
which Europe contained dozens of states whose populations were 
mainly German-speaking, in which the courtiers of those same states 
affected French, and in which the Habsburg empire included not only 
a substantial block of German-speaking subjects, but also millions of 
people speaking Czech, Rumanian, Serbian, Turkish, and twenty 
other languages? \-V"IA ":'l 0. , ; 0'- h, � 

What about German society at the moment in which Napoleon's 
troops had conquered substantial German-speaking populations and 
laid down the French state's administrative apparatus in important 
parts of Central Europe? German society at the moment in which 
Prussia and a number of other mainly German-speaking states formed 
a customs union, while emigrants from their territories had established 
numerous German-speaking communities in the Americas? German 
society in the days of the Federal Republic, the Democratic Republic, 
Berlin, and the Austrian Republic not to mention German-speaking 
enclaves in Czechoslovakia, France, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary, and 
elsewhere? 

No consistent set of boundaries will contain all these multifarious 
entities, or even their cores. No continuous German Society under
went all these permutations. German society, as such, did not exist 

The second problem is to delineate cohere distinct social entities. 
-...... ' 

Without some coherence and distinctiveness, one cannot reasonably 
treat a "society" as a self-sustaining entity with dominant norms, 
values, beliefs, and mechanisms of control. Yet we have no a .pri9ri 
guarantee that current national-state boundaries, Jocal-corrUTI)J»ity �.........-. , 

,
' . 

-..... . � 
,', -:"'" statemen:ts; '()r-wesfernerircoriqu�st-derTVea delineations to returilictb 

, '-.- --.�-,-.-- -" , - -' .- - . . . .. -�.-
. 

-.. ,---� .----- ,.-..... �-...,.....-. - " the three standard meafis'ondentifying societies in sociology and an� 

thropology markfhe limits of interpersonal networks, S�.;:IT�d . .b�1i.efs, 
m},IJUflJ. obliga tions�·sy�t�ms·-orproCE!£ti�Q;.�9i-�uy·a . .ili<;". 9tML12re
s�mesLi;.Qmp-·Q.n�!i�2L:l'-·�QC1.ti:-" 
-""In principle, to be sure, we face an empirical question: To what 
extent do the boundaries of different kinds of social relations coincide? 
Certainly some geographic divisions separate a wide range of social life; 
consider the lines separating West Berlin from East Berlin, Haiti from 
the Dominican Republic, Hong Kong from the Chinese People's Re
public. Surely national states control migration, trade, and many other 

) 
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flows across their frontiers. Unquestionably people on either side of the 
Hungarian-Austrian border see a boundary that bounds genuine dif
ferences. 

Yet these politically reinforced frontiers do not cQD1ai.D all social " 
JjJ�. EC�l;��lc-geograp1ieis-eiljoy demonstratlrlg -ho;-differe-;ti�-��;re' ,,' 
and contour are the units defined by different activities or social rela
tions: ties of credit versus ties of marriage, trips to buy food versus trips 
to sell computers, and so on. Economic geographers also delight in 
showing the enormous, even worldwide, extension of some sorts of 
interdependence: intercontinental migration chains, huge circuits of 
trade, far-flung professional structures, international flows of capital. 
Both demonstrations challenge any notion of neatly packaged social 
units. 

Savor, for example, a geographer's final word on the notion of 
• regIOn: 

In summary, regions do exist, they do have meaning, and we can delineate 
them. However, they are not clear-cut areas in which activities are confined. 
Rather, regions are useful more as a system of classification; they are imper
fect generalizations of the underlying spatial complex, which itself can be 
better described as the connections of countless individuals, farms, plants, 
and businesses. [Morrill 1 970: 1 86] 

The point applies as well to regions at the scale of the national state or 
the continent as it does to smaller territories. � 

Although activities and populations have orderly spatial distribu
tions, they typically lack sharp boundaries. Such boundaries as exist 
for one activity or population almost never coincide with the bound
aries defined by another activity or population. (Anyone who tries to 
separate the area called "Canada" from the area called "United States" 
by means of communications flows, markets, personal acquaintance, 
and other criteria of interaction soon discovers how much social life 
spans the legal frontier. See Bourne and Simmons 1 983 :  45.) 

If we insist on clinging to the idea of societies as spatial clusters, we 
have only a few choices: ( 1 )  to turn the existence of large, bounded, 
c!lEIP1:�h�.�sive, coherent so�i'�IgrQ�"'- �r�;det{e���J�9�ri!:� gs:p��al ..... . "_�--..,_�. ,�_�._,.��_�� ..• •  ".,,�,..,....,._, •• _ .... ,_"'" .. - • • _ " •.. , __ • _ �_, __ ·c __ ••• ___ .. "' __ presumption to an empirical Q!ltstiQu:Jo.whaLexteut,.and-uH6@f.-what · co'nditi�.��:'��Q�:£ki�5 ':g�Qi!RS·���$.rJQr.m?; (2) to choose a siI1gk.actiyity or 
reTaflC;��hip_.,, _ _ citizenship,J�I1gll�g�; 

__ 

m,!!_�et as the criterion of a so-
' " ,-" ." ". .,,-/ �_ .... _ . •  ,,,,. ��···-_'·' __ "_"T,.,",, "'�··_"" · · '  .'-" _______ "" .. _ _  ��_. _ _  � �  __ '._.__ _  __.':.. 

�.-, .. "",,,,,> , 
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ciety's boundaries and leave ' the relatio�h!JLQiJ.Q�.!.Ehenomenon to 
. the bO�2�ti�..!f.�@I��iiQm���e.�_t�111mli£�lIQgYiiY;I�fto · 
admi t ,.lllat..,�9�cji11.x�IJ�Jj.Qll�JQI!Jl,.�9.DJiJlI,.LO�US,.Jids:k.?Jl� 1.9_ block 0 u t 
"���i�ti es'.: mo.I.��Qt:J�s's_axbitIatiLy-""withiJUhose..fielck. " 

-,.-' .' " -

U�i��; th�'�orld does, however, fall into neatly bounded complexes 
of friendship, kinship, production, consumption, power, belief, and 
language, any of the three procedures compromises the effort to erect 
within the boundaries of a "society" the norms, roles, beliefs, values, 
hierarchies, controls, and self-sustaining activities about which we 
presume to theorize, Even if every aspect of social life had its own 
sharp boundaries, that would not be enough�.�L�2�!:!�,�i��",9Lc.!i[(�,�ent 
sorts of action do not coincide, the idea of a society as an autOD,QIDUUS,. 

_. " __ __ • "" "  '-"''__ ." .,.... • • _-,""-"'-'� .l"",.-.. ",. p�" ", ... .. _...:-.. ...e"-""�'"<-,,,,",," "."":o. .. _ ... �._ • • _ ... _ ..... .-.->o--.. � ... _ . ...,...... + . _ .................. _ • __ �"" .... '." ... .... . ' -

qrg�!li:u�&tjD.�!IlS;R�D9,��t�y.�t�lo..se.s.it.s,_pla..llsjQjJj.ty, Not all interde
pendent systems, to be sure, have sharp boundaries, But an interde
pendent system that is at once distinct from adjacent systems and 
organized around enforced rules requires such boundaries, 

If a spatial criterion does not delineate societies, other criteria work 
even less welL We are therefore better off in e.Q.�l1slQ!:��gJb_�"n,Qti.911 of 
"society" and "societies" as autonomous systems, We are better off in 

• 

ad'opt;'�g-'th�.:: '�T��IQ�tiY�=;4��::£fi!i�!i[�!iiQ�1iLid�tiQn�Ji!R§.,-.. i��e 
q;]'ite ' )ocafi'zed, and l'gJJ:le .. wQd<i�ide in scale, ' 
--"'Ir:::n-:r��;;ty�;'��,-' ;dvocates of w��]d-system analysis have been offer
ing a similar critique of the notion of society, but concluding that the 
remedy is to consider the entire world a single unit of analysis, Easy in 
principle, hard in practice, So far, world-system analysts have had 
more success in pursuing the remedy theoretically and conceptual},y . 
than methodologically, In fact, a number of the most visible empiriC'ill 
efforts inspired by world-system ideas for example, those of Richard 
Rubinson and Christopher Chase-Dunn have produced their evi
dence through statistical analysis of data for national aggregates, By 
introducing blockmodeling into analyses of the world system, David 
Snyder and Edward Kick have directly represented relations among 
national states as the objects of analysis, Their work offers one of the 
few indications that an alternative method is coming into view, 

Having only one case to analyze certainly blocks the application of 
conventional procedures for the study of variation among indepen
dently observed units, while making time-series analysis difficult. But 
a single case has not kept geologists from extending our firm knowledge 
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of the earth or biologists from building tolerable models of particular 
ecosystems. The most serious diffic:y.J.ty, in my opinion, lies,in the shift , .  
to observ.a.tiQll. .• OJ.iu.ktacliQus .ra.tb.e.r�tha.R-�fl,@-hehavior of individu;l . .• 

�"""*"_ . -'or _ . .......... "_ . , . ' .. " ---..,.""""",� -, -- , '""t.., -.!l�� There is no inconsistency among conceiving of the world as a ' 
connected whole, testing whether the hypothesized connections exist, 
and examining numerous interactions to see whether they correspond 
to the expectations we derive from our models of that connected 
whole. But there we confront the legacy of the nineteenth century: 
Both existing evidence and ingrained habits of thought depend on the 
fragmentation of interactions into characteristics of individuals and of 
societies. 

Paradoxically, the belief in societies as overarching social structures 
with their own logic dovetails neatly with the belief in the socially 
conditioned mental event as the prime link between person and soci
ety. A mind, in the simplest model, internalizes society and directs 
behavior in conformity with that internalization. Undesirable behavior 
then results from imperfect internalization or from a bad fit between 
what the mind internalizes and the immediate situation of the troubled 
individual. 

M ental Events Cause Social Behavior 

It is easy and convenient to think of individual mental events as ( 1 ) 
products of social life, (2) determinants of social behavior, (3)  links 
between persons and societies. With that postulate, we can readily sum 
individual consciousnesses into a global mentality. 

Social researchers have built a good deal of their twentieth-century 
technique on the assumption that individual mental events are their 
basic social units. The survey, our own time's dominant means of 
amassing evidence on social life, involves a direct attempt to stimulate 
and record individual mental events for aggregation into social struc
ture. If we incl ude censuses the largest of all social surveys,
individual interviews and questionnaires provide the great bulk of the 
hard evidence that social scientists analyze. 

By and large, our techniques for deriving group structure from indi-
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vidual observations remain feeble and artificial. Standard techniques 
of computing and statistical analysis in the social sciences assume that 
the evidence refers to independent individual events; data-analysis 
routines work best when the evidence comes in uniform, separate 
individual packets; statistical models compare an observed distribution 
of individuals with the distribution of individual events produced by 
random processes or by an ideal type such as perfect equality or com
plete segregation. The practice of social scientists depends on a close 
analogy between the social behavior under study and the operation of 
an idealized market. 

Yet just as real markets consist of shifting, constructed social rela-
tions among limited numbers of actors, other !�L<:':L��!..u,C;:�,��es b.;[�n 
with interactions among persons (see White 198 1) .  �Y.h�!L��GQ�r 
t�h-a-t-so--m-e-o(fO-:· t""Fi-e-se---:-irit�a�'tio�'�ecur in approximately the same form, 
;�" ;;�"'�;a�b�a'1;ry-beglnfO" 'SPear'otsoCiar'sTiuctu��'-'R�lth';;-than 
i�d;vlCIu·arOri��t;ti�'��;" ·�-o�i;;T ·fles:- Kifl1cr·-ti;��··-s�i:'-'a'l'-a-:-to-m-"s�;-' -soCiaf 

�� ... ----------'-- -. .  -'--�.-� ... '" . . .... �"'.��-..-- - - - . .  ' ,,-.�, - _ .. � " """' .... -...... ---n etwq,�ks.....- " _ . -....... -,.,.. . .", ...... -'"""" "'''''''''-''
.
---'� ��'''''''-',",,-.. -"�.,,-............ ,--..... �,. . .......-- -........ --,�,- .,--

Let me state this delicate point with care. Individual human beings 
exist. No one can see, hear, smell, taste, or feel a social relationship in 
the same sense that he can identify another human being. Social 
relationships, indeed, are merely abstractions from multiple interac
tions among individual human beings. But that brings us to the point: 
We abstract not from individual behaviors, but from sets of individual 

.,� .. - •.•. w . . . """._.", •. --" ..... , -,'''' .... =,'''' . ..-,.�c __ ''·· ___ ,.-�'"'·� ..... ·.'_�''''''''_�,_... ,.m, ,,,,,,- ,, ,,,,.' , •• ,.�_""''''..-.--... --... ''� ...... -beha,yiorsjn'v'oI.ving,.two or more persons at a time. 
,'" ," " -, . - - " _." .. ""_.-._ ..... , ..... ,,-,"'-""", "".,-... ....".,."' .. ."."'"....,,�.-,,--"-.....,--,-If the point seems strange, consider two problems. First, how do we 

know that an individual encountered at several separate times is H�e 
"same" individual? Organisms, to be sure, persist form birth to dea�}rf;. 
Willfully scientific identifications of individuals depend on lasting fea� 
tures of the organism such as height, skin color, scars, fingerprints, 
dental structure, and facial configuration. Yet what we normally expe
rience as sameness ultimately depends on the reckoning of relation
ships. Al remains Al as the son of Bill, the lover of Cathy, the father of 
Dorothy, the employer of Ed. 

The ability to simulate or reconstruct such relationships, in fact, 
allows imposture: By falsely claiming the same set of relationships, one 
organism can assume the identity of another. In historical work, Ian 
Winchester points out, we can only reasonably say we have identified 
an individual when we have linked at least two different records re-
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ferring to the same person. That record-linkage amounts to connecting 
the historical persons to the authors or recipients of the documents. 

Second, what do a firm, a household, a patron-client chain, a 
lineage, a football team, and a community have in common? Surely 
not that they consist of some precise set of individuals, but that they 
amount to very different ways of organizing relationships among indi
viduals. A player leaves, the team continues. 

The point is not new. Forty years ago, Pitirim Sorokin was inveigh
ing against the search for the "simplest social unit," and especially 
against the acceptance of the individual as the basic social unit. "The 
most generic model of any sociocultural phenomenon," wrote Soro
kin, "is the meaningful interaction of two or more human individuals" 
(Sorokin 1 947: 40. Rediscovery of those arguments in my oId teacher's 
writings recalls one of Sorokin's preferred putdowns. "A very good 
idea, Mr. Tilly, " he would rumble in his heavy Russian accent, "but 
Plato said it better. ") 

On the base of meaningful interaction, Sorokin built an elaborate 
�--.,.,.r,-,,--'�' . Je.�9!!9Jl1Y of social interaction, culminating in cultural "supersys-

terns. " Th�··soc;rsci �nc�s ';;re,Tth�Cbclt�;'o'f(forl17Ivi'iig'aDandonea 
" lh�"" ' effort to construct complex, supposedly comprehensive 
classification schemes for relationships and groups. But the recogni
tion that relationships are the basic social units did not deserve to die 
with the classification schemes. 

Following an approach sketched long ago by G�rg Simmel but 
strangely neglected by subsequent sociologists, Harrison White has 
fashioned this insight into a simple, effective instrument of social 
analysis. White begins with populations of two or more individuals 

... . -

and distinguishes a pair of elements: categories and networks. A popu-
') --.--..�, .. ,---.-.� --'--" - -" '-.. -- _._.---, lation forms a to the extent That its members share a charac-

teristic . . ng them from others. (White restricts his attention 
to characteristics that the persons themselves recognize as shared with 
the others, but his formulation adapts readily to common characteris
tics identified by outside observers. ) All Welshmen, all coal miners, 
and all viola players are examples of populations qualifying as catego-

• nes. 
�.�'-'�""'''''''� A population forms a{fiet)v.o.u.:to the extent that its members are 

connected by the same s�T;1 tie. The tie may be direct from Alice 
to Boris, Alice to Celeste, and Boris to Celeste as well. It can also be 
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indirect from Alice to Boris and Alice to Celeste, but not from Boris 
to Celeste, a configuration that links Boris and Celeste via Alice. The 
chain of people who pass gossip or rumors defines a network that is 
often not a category. So does the web iof ���9,?,'among people who ?ave 

d f th lI'i\. , \, / '" " �  '"' " � .  if. , J'. borrowe money rom one ano er. '-7 (71"'\-' c:V .. �·,,- C ,_, <),">- ,�' .. ...,\ 

A population forms catnet category )( network), finally, to the 
---extent that both conditi s common characteristics and linking 

ties apply. A catnet, thu�escribed, comes close to the intuitive 
:--.. ..... 

meaning of the word ' .group/ Nuclear families, households, firms, 
voluntary associations, �Bui�nes, states, armies, and parties, among 
other sets of persons, commonly meet the criteria for a catnet. 
Whether those entities we refer to indecisively as communities, in
stitutions, classes, movements, ethnic groups, and neighborhoods cor
respond to genuine catnets remains an empirical question: Some do, 
some don't. Societies, cultures, civilizations, peoples, publics, and 
masses, as analysts ordinarily use these words, almost never qualify as 
catnets. Indeed, in most cases the words do not even designate 
bounded populations, categories, or networks. 

The 
onshi ps reJa.tLQuiliiR�",�.�'!�1�b;.� ... . , , , ' , on e one hand and by the 

p�seo..Q� gL�Q£i.qJ ti�s on the other. By specifying the character and 
" . " " •• ,',.': ,.' . �;.,,;(. ;1'!"I'. " ,"" '_�,' .-:\� .. ,"" , ''''''''''!� �-:' ''''', � intensity of the social characteristics and/or social ties in question, \\le 

can accomplish three fundamental tasks of social description: 
) 1 

....... ..,......,,--'"'--.....,.. . '"""" .... --" � .. ,.. . -,.-

establish workable taxonomies of social structures for particular 
-- : " analytical purposes; . .  ,., 

, . ,' convert absolute distinctions such as community/noncommunity . 
into empirically distinguishable continua; 
locate observable sequences of human behavior within the tax
onomies thereby established . 

Thus we may identify a specified population as a household to the 
extent that its members share a distinct dwelling and food supply, and 
collaborate in the maintenance and use of the dwelling and food 
supply. 

Such a definition immediately brings out similarities and differences 
between a household and a barracks, a prison, a hospital, a hotel, or a 
picnic ground. It also allows variation as to the degree of distinc-
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" '-tiveness in dwelling and food supply or the extent of collaboration 
among household members. With the elementary apparatus of popu
lation, relationship, category, and network, the basic tasks of social ' 
description become manageable. 

In eschewing socially conditioned mental events as the prime ties of ... 
individuals to societies, must we also abandon �JiQ,Qa[i�i.r;;�;B') _.__ -,,",,,, .

. -"'\'!"'-':-'�_�'""i!" ,;;)00;; .... ---4' of social behavior? No, we need not jettison the life preserver with the 
ballast. In many fields of social inquiry, models of social behavior as 
rational choice offer our best hope of escape from the tyranny of 
societal determinism. What we need, however, is better means of 
moving from the action of a single person or group taken in isolation, . -,,....-'_ ...... ':"';. ",''''.>-.l'.-._,,�,.,..:..�--,- - -1:1 '.n:..f - -

iI . , '-:1+ '1 '" " ....... '., ". " " '" .":"'....----. � '9"" � ...... ' "'.� ...... -"""""'...",,/.,\'-•• , .. :�."�,.:.,�,; ... �, .. ",��.�""""",,.,, ,""' • •  � -".'. ,�,j . ''''' .. �, .. -<, ......... 

_
to j�:���l�·

!�:���c�i����f21!;�;��·��f2;;�in point. In under-
standing contemporary social movements, rational-�cti(m models of 
the kind propo.���Lby-Jyilliam Gamson have mu�hgreater ��planatory 
power th�i1the society-drlverl-irfafionaTism that so long dominated the 
study of crowds, protests, and movements. To use rational-action 
models, we have no need to assume that all collective action is funda
mentally calculated, willed, desirable, feasible, and efficacious. We 
need only assume, provisionally, a coherent set of relationships among 
the interests, organization, shared beliefs, and actions of the actors. 
Rational-action models of social movements generally assume a single 
actor a movement, organization, an aggrieved group, or something 
of the sort provide accounts of that actor's behaviortand sometimes 
state the effects of that behavior. 

Rational-action models typically call for a specification of the actor's 
decision rules and current values for the elements of those decision 
rules. The elements ordinarily include ( l )  costs of different possible 
cour�es of action, (2) benefits of those poss<ibTe"'courses -or;ction�'(3)  

.. �� ...... -... .  .. .. t.:.. _.L. � .  ... ' . _ ........ _..-. __ ,,__ _ _ _  .=-;--. of the actor to the costs of alternative actions. Thus we 
thp outcome of individ-

� " ,, " 
' 

'. "" "" l'!':W�f�..,t; �� , .... if' A,";; '"o,,.,,\!?�. ""t., "'if"" ,�'''�{,;'F''" ,,.,,, ""f-�.t,:.,; "."<\ "I:.":."IIn"",t.\ol.l:',i,. ·.N�'J"�_""'.':",�J.r��'M'''''''-�·' ''$'.: ,."" '-. - -', 

x"'1C'apaClfY"to ·actj. The actor may be an individual or a group. Still �the't;:rcrorreil'"fetth� analysis chiefly as objects of action or constraints 
rather than as living participants in the social movement. 

There the trouble begins. Real social movements actually consist oC 
--.-�----"'-.. -.-..• , 

--�-�-- .--� 

sustained interactions among authorities and challengers. Within real 
_ .•.•. ' .... . ,. _ ." • _ .. .- •

. 
___ . J  ..

.
..... ,. _ ,_�_. __ • __ ... _., •• _ ....... _�._._" .... , . _  . ... _'...,.� _  . . __ •. _ _ ,... ____ �_. __ ..... __ �. ___ �' •. _�� _._�.__ _='._," n 
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social movements, various challengers attempt to create a coherent 
actor, or at least its appearance. Furthermore, real social movements 

- always involve a symbolically_��strained conversation among multi
ple _

_ 
actors, in which the ability to deploy-symDoTs�m(r- idioms 

sig'nificantIy affects the outcome of the interaction. Existing theories 
and models do not provide useful accounts of that interaction . 

Game theory provides one possible way out. It e&ends indi.'lldual 
decisIOn-making to the analysis of interactions, via radical sim-

.... --,-... . .... �,----'''.�.-."......-........ -plificitlOn of the·alternatTves inaortlme;-in general, each action ends 
and has a visible outcome before the next action begins. The 
simplification makes it feasible to treat both simultaneous action by 
two or more parties and mutual consideration of the other's action. 

Robert Axelrod's work with the Prisoner's Dilemma shows the value 
of that simplification. In its elementary form, the Prisoner's Dilemma 
results from a two-person interaction in which self -serving action by 
both parties produces an undesirable outcome (such as staying in jail) 
for both, cooperative action by both parties produces a more desirable 
outcome (such as shortened jail terms) for both, but self-serving action 
by one coupled with. cooperative action by the other produces a highly 
desirable outcome (such as getting out of jail immediately) for one 
party and a highly undesirable outcome (such as a lengthened j ail 
term) for another. Many real-life situations have properties of the 
Prisoner's Dilemma: environmental pollution, arms races, legisla�ve 
trade-offs, and even the natural encounters of potentially symbiotic 
organisms (Axelrod and Hamilton 1 98 1 ) . In a single encounter -of 

- . 

these kinds, both parties have strong incentives to avoid cooperatio'q. 
and serve themselves. ' ;;" 

Yet if the parties interact frequently, the situation changes. Over 
repeated interactions, even entirely egoistic actors tend to gain from 
strategies combining initial cooperation with a sharp discrimination of 
subsequent responses depending on whether the other party cooperates 
or serves himself . TIT FOR TAT I begin by cooperating in the first 
encounter and do whatever you did last time in subsequent encoun
ters tends to win over all strategies that are more self-serving in the 
short run. T.h�.eSb-:?D!gg� ,gt�.l}j!)itL�ll:L.�<;Q-QR�If.! inS!���� with ( l )  the,'Jik�lih()()d QL.�ubseq.ueI+Le.nC;;R.l:!,utY1:?, (2) the sharp dis
crimination �f responses, and ( 3 )  the certain id�ntification ortlleo111h 
party; ' his acti��s,'i'and""their consequences. 
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Even in the midst of a population of inveterate self-servers, further
more, a small cluster of tit-for-tat aficionados tends to win out. (Axel
rod's results bear a striking resemblance to Mancur Olson's analysis, in 
The Rise and Decline of Nations, of the likelihood that small groups 
and groups having access to selective incentives will form advanta
geous "distributional coalitions.") Axelrod's theoretical and experi
mental results immediately suggest real-life analogies to legislative log
rolling, military and diplomatic alignments, and collusion among 
corporations. The analogies, in their turn, suggest the possibility of 
generalizing game-theoretical approaches to big structures and large 
processes. 

Jon Elster has recently suggested just that. "By assimilating the 
principles of functionalist sociology, reinforced by the Hegelian tradi
tion, " he announces, "Marxist social analysis has acquired an appar
ently powerful theory that in fact encourages lazy and frictionless 
thinking. By contrast, virtually all Marxists have rejected rational
choice theory in general and game theory in particular. Yet game 

Borrowing from Arthur Stinchcombe, tor example, J:lster proposes 
an application to revolutionary situations: �evolutionary action be
comes likely when in th:;..,eresence of vulnera6fePowerl1'm�s"EOte;;:-1ia'loppo��ffi=" p'o��rtrOl�s�b�rrittITid1f�j£�[iL:�a�r 

�slithc�tlt�������rfK!fffi�:·i''h��e�tli'��QlfeStiY:tig'':i�'frr;��r
�ttrfii'}i!�'�i�fi;ni����tiji���F�tx�rtlri�'��::e;;�'�:::�wti�fi" ':�;��bf;'s 
'Xr€fi�a;�':TIT-FOR"TAT tends to replace the Prisoner's Dilemma. 
The process of starting up the game has something in common with 
the milling that commonly occurs at the start of a risky collective 
action: Participants are collecting information about the likelihood 
that other people will defect instead of sticking with the action; if much 
of the information reads "defect," even determined veterans often call 
off the demonstration, raid, or occupation. So long as strategic interac
tion forms a significant part of the process at hand, game theory offers a 
promising way to shift from individual mental events toward social 
relationships without losing the precision of rational-action analysis. 

, 

Nevertheless, game theory will not suffice. Eventually we must find 
, , the mea ns of g1�ing"£daJiqD�,�,!�1�.�!.,,lh:W""'���t,�is!��ls""�"'ttb�];y 

center of the analysis. Many of the relationships that constitute and 
,����I .... _,�,.'iI',t:!-�"t'.� 

, , 
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constrain social life have so small a component of strategic interaction 
as to require other sorts of analysis; Communication networks, routine 
relations between bosses and workers, flows of tax money, spread of 
diseases, movements of capital, chain migrations, and promotion lad
ders all certainly involve strategic interaction at one time or another. 
But their crystallization into durable structures requires a specifically 
structural analysis. So, for that matter, does their incessant change. 

"Social Change" Is a Coherent Phenomenon 

It would be astounding to discover that a single recurrent social process 
governed all large-scale social change. Perhaps the hope of becoming 
the Newton of social process tempts social scientists into their re
peated, fruitless efforts at discovering that philosopher's stone. New
ton, however, had some concrete regularities to explain: the accelera
tion of falling bodies, the behavior of celestial objects, and many 
others. Social scientists are not so lucky. At Newton's level of empir
ical generality that of the world or the universe as a whole they 
have no significant and well-estabished uniformities to explain. 

Somehow the absence of an explicandum has not kept social scien
tists from elaborating general models of social change. Nor has it kept 
them from using social change in general as a cause of other phenom
ena: social movements, emotional distress, crime, suicide, divorce. . 

Their quest is idle. There is no such thing as social change .. iD ' 
general. Many l"!.�z,e-scai� processes of change exist; lli5anizati��, ·iN�---
cl��t�Gji;iffi?�:p,�Q�tW:�n;i:il,Xq';;,c';p�puTati'On'""gro'Wth:-capllai':��liOnr 
b-���a�'c�iti'�;�ipn all occur in d�fi-�a61�;" 9'O'Hefenr��y;." Socl.�rcti�if" e 
d ;�s:�.Qt.; . . . . . . ,t . •  ,�.,,;. '''''''''!''"N"" ·"··,,t,,,· .,.,l.'! , ••• ·,' ·, · ;lr,. ·' ·· ... . ·" , �",:. , ' . . , ,', ,,'. " .' . . . .  ', ,"', . .  ,,",,, ' ,.,,,. ,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,.I'i;"''''� 
;:,�,�.�-'; h,,' .. - ',' . - ' , ' ., , - ., 
,-, . ' . ' In recent years, I must admit, few social scientists have said other-
wise. Among the rare exceptions are Robed Hamblin, Brooke Jacob
sen, and Jerry Miller. They have published A Mathematical Theory of 
Social Change. The theory itself treats all change as innovation and 

�<'07 li." ""c;,,,,,,,,,,",,�,,� . . �""" di£fus�<?'!1".Ih_eiE_�9.s;:i9lGhange has two main variants: creation ora�new 
soci:li form whose use then spreads; modifiCafioo'of'a'r;"exlsHuuCir!'ill 
forffi:'·-;h���···"��difiC�ffion"Hie'rr"spread;.bTh���-;rro�"'fo;'two pro-
cesses of diffusion: one with persuasion, the other without it. 

-
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Hamblin, Jacobsen, and Miller put the theory into mathematical 
form as a specification of the time-shapes of diffusion under varying 
conditions. Their Theorem 1 ,  for example, presents the time-shape of 
diffusion where the adoption is potentially unlimited, persuasion is 
operating, and adoption results in differential reinforcement among 
users. In those circumstances, by their reasoning, the relevant equa
tion is: 

dU 
= ait d t  

where dUldt is the rate of adoption, k is an empirically derived estimate 
of the "level of energy input into the system, " a is a scaling constant, 
and e is the base of Naperian logarithms (Hamblin, Jacobsen, and 
Miller 1 973 :  200). In short, this portion of the theory says that when an 
innovation of positive value to all users spreads in an unlimited popu
lation via persuasion, the rate of adoption will increase exponentially. 
In similar situations where the potential users are limited, they expect 
the rate of adoption to describe a logistic curve. And so on. They are 
able to fit exponential curves quite closely to periods of acceleration in 
air passenger miles traveled on U .  S. carriers, motor vehicle registra
tion, gasoline consumption, higher degrees granted in the United 
States, marriages and divorces, production and possession of television 
sets, and several other items. 

In further efforts, Hamblin, Jacobsen, and Miller fit1logistic, decay
ing exponential and other curves to series representing behavior they 
claim to be appropriate to the different variants of their basic models. 
They also develop and estimate arguments about the relationships 
among rates of scientific discovery, industrial productivity, invest
ments in education and research, and industrial investments. Again, 
they focus on the time-shapes of the relationships and do their curve
fitting empirically. Having finished, they suggest that eight of the 
relationships they have identified amount to scientific laws (Hamblin, 
Jacobsen, and Miller 1 973 :  2 14). 

Why, then, have these results stirred so little interest among stu
dents of social change? Perhaps because numerate social scientists 
already knew that a number of diffusion processes followed logistic, 
exponential, and other regular patterns, while the rest knew too little of 
the relevant mathematics to recognize the discovery. 
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. The Hamblin-Jacobsen-Miller theory itself , however, suggests an
other explanation: Specifications of the time-shapes of diffusion were 
not what students of social change needed; therefore they did not adopt 
them. The explicandum needs more than precision to make it inter-
esting. It must also connec: to th� Bi�,Q�,���.:yh¥.P.9,E2�����J2£J� 
stay. rela ti v�! Y "E,���.�,.,:���.�,�i,�!e;,��!����:"Eg2��"'t�,,�t[�I]��e;.�lts;ln',�11�QJl�, 

. ""'U'�'er;\yb,�'t:�<!�.Q"ktM�Q.�",C}�.?:dmary people rebel, what causes pe.fSls�e�! 
ine uali ty among races "a;a-s�es:�'wIiart?fiaim)hspf8mof�"'ty7�;;y'; ,q 

'"' .. _ '-'".' _ _"' '' � , ....... �,."",,.,..,, .. ,,,,,}.,,,,, .. � .. :...,_ '. 0,.-.",," ", " ... ';., ..... ''''_:,_,,_� �' . ..., -o � .... <, � .. � , - . , -'-�". > . '.'""7�'�:>:;.l>',� '!-'<-."'",o<>-.,_ .," ,,-,,',' ..• _..., ... ,,""' _.",,: ,,,-,.,,,,-,. ",.-,�,j '-i!�:<i'-"' <"'''r''�'"'"� 
whe�' aii(r why do wars occur, and on down the standard cheCKlist. 
Even in a day of scientism, the social sciences have not
hallelujah! lost their ultimate concern with the fate of mankind. 

The worst version of the belief in social change as a coherent general 
phenomenon, from the viewpoint of practical effects, is its implicit 
version, the version built into standard methods without requiring any 
reflection of their users, Three variants come to mind. The first is the 
use of comparison among a large number of units most often na
tional states at the same point in time as the · means of drawing 
conclusions about sequences: for instance, drawing conclusions about 
"political development" by arraying a hundred countries all observed , 
in 1960 to 1 970 along a scale established by means of a multiple 
regression of numerous variables for each of those countries, There is 
no logical . connection between the sequence of change in those vari
ables followed by individual countries and the differences that show up 
in a cross-section. Worse yet, there is no logical justification for· the 
scale itself; although multiple regression and similar techniques will, 
indeed, show which characteristics covary in linear fashion, · tbat 
covariation is as likely to result from diffusion or from common str�'�& 
tural position in a worldwide system as from any internal logic of 
development. 

Longitudinal inferences from cross-sectional comparisons occur so 
widely in the social sciences that it is a bit unfair to single out an 
instance to illustrate my complaint. With apologies to the authors for 
discriminatory treatment, let me choose an otherwise well-conceived 
piece of research. Jacques Delacroix and Charles Ragin examine the 
claims of modernization theorists and their critics' by means of a com
parison of 49 poor countries in 1 9 5 3  and 1965 .  

Interested in the impacts of various presumably modernizing institu
tions on economic growth, Delacroix and Ragin test alternative ac-

, 
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counts of change in Gross National Product/Capita from 1 950 to 
1 970. Their dependent variable, then, puts longitudinal data into 
play. From a reading of Alex Inkeles and David Smith on moderniza
tion they derive the expectation that higher secondary school enroll
ments and cinema attendance will lead to greater increases in 
GNP/capita. From their own reflections on Alejandro Portes' criticism 
of modernization theories they draw the predictions that ( 1 ) schooling 
will have a positive effect on GNP/capita, while exposure to American 
movies will have a negative effect; (2) "countries with mobilizing re
gimes should be characterized by stronger positive effects of the school 
and weaker negative effects of the cinema than countries with non
mobilizing regimes" (Delacroix and Ragin 1 978: 1 3 1 ). Accordingly, 
they introduce a dummy variable representing their own classification 
of the forty-nine states as mobilizing or nonmobilizing. 

On the basis of further arguments, Delacroix and Ragin represent 
the possible effect of world-system position by the proportions of 1 9 5 3  
imports that were finished goods and the proportion of 1 9 5 3  exports 
that were raw materials. Inserting a control for initial level of wealth, 
they estimate a series of equations in the form: 
10glO  (change in GNP/capita 19 50-1 970) = A + BYt/ + CjXitl + Uti 
where A is a constant, B and Cj are regression coefficients, U tl is an 
error term, Ytl is level of wealth in 19 50, and Xitl are the independent 
variables in 1 9 5 3. � Delacroix and Ragin use the 1 96 5  levels of schooling and of cinema 
attendance only to establish that their increase after 1 9 5 3  is indepen
dent of the level of GNP/capita in 1 950. They interpret the regression 
estimates as casting doubt on the "modernization" theses and support
ing the Portes-inspired dependency alternative: positive effect of 
schooling, negative effect of Western cinema, stronger positive effect 
and weaker negative effect in mobilizing regimes, no effect of total 
cinema attendance, and so on. 

I would not be surprised if the Delacroix-Ragin conclusions were 
correct. But you can't get there from here! Let us suppose, for ex
ample, that the positive association between levels of schooling at the 
beginning of a period and the extent of economic growth during the 
period held up through a wide variety of samples, measures, and 
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specifications of the model. That association would still be compatible 
' with any ,of the following interpretations: , " --; ' ... ' -

1 " Increases in schooling do, indeed, promote economic growth. 
2 " ' Economic growth promotes increases in schooling. 
3 Increases in schooling are unrelated to economic growth, but level 

of schooling and current rate of economic growth both depend on 
extent of previous contact with rich countries. 

, 

4 Increases in'schooling are unrelated to economic growth, but eco-
nomic growth is now in the early stages of a long-term diffusion 
from countries with high levels of schooling to countries with 
lower levels of schooling. 

5 A temporary wave of economic growth is in the late stages of 
propagation from countries with low levels of schooling to coun
tries with high levels of schooling. 

- .. _.0-

If the dependent variable had been static (as it often is in such anal-
yses), even a wider range of interpretations would have been consistent 
with the evidence. 

To some extent, Delacroix and Ragin could make each of these 
more , or less credible by inserting new variables into their cross-

, sectional analysis. So long as their presumed causes act in multiple 
countries at the same point in time, however, such analyses can never 
provide strong evidence for one standard sequence or another. It would 

, serve the Delacroix-Ragin logic much better to move directly to longi- , 
tudinal evidence; in the first crude step, to estimate whether changes ,ip 
the level of schooling in a given period predicted to changes in GNP/capita in a later period. A cross section provides no substitute fQr 
a time-series. 

The second variant compounds this difficulty. It consists of using 
factor analysis or similar techniques to take many, many characteristics 
of separate "societies" and reduce them to a few "dimensions" of 
variation. In a venerable example, Philip M. Gregg and Arthur S. 
Banks factor-analyzed sixty-eight variables included for an unstated 
number of "political systems" indexed in the Banks and Textor Cross
Polity Survey. They extracted seven statistically independent dimen
sions, which they labeled access, differentiation, consensus, sectional-
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ism, legitimation, interest, and leadership. Differentiation, for 
example, included strong positive or negative loadings on the follow
ing variables: 

PO S ITIVE 

period of political modernization 
date of independence 

westerniza tion 
articulation by associational groups 

semimodern bureaucracy 
ex-Spanish dependency 

bicameral legislature 
later European political modernization 

conventional ideological orientation 
elitism 

• aggregation by legislature 

NEGATIVE 

charisma 
aggregation by executive 
ex-French dependency 
unicameral legislature 
articula tion by nonassocia-

tional groups 

developmental ideological 
orientation 

African areal grouping 
post-colonial bureaucracy 
undeveloped tutelary political 

moderniza tion 

Let us slide past the meaning of these "variables, "  which deserve 
discussion on their own. Banks and Gregg say of this dimension that its 
extremes "contrast late stages of modernization against undeveloped 
tutelary modernization, conventional against developmental ideology, 
semimodern against postcolonial bureaucracy, and tggregation by 
legislature against aggregation by executive" (Banks and Gregg 1 97 1 :  
297). Noting that the extremes do not contrast westernized democ
racies with traditional monarchies, they conclude that the dimension 
represents only a portion of the entire continuum of political develop-

; -ment: the "differenti<iltion of political institutions within former colo-
nial dependencies" (Banks and Gregg 1 97 1 :  297). 

The placement of their hundred-odd states within a sequence of 
development, however, is gratuitous; it assumes precisely what must be 
proven: that the arcs of change in individual states follow the pattern of 
their cross section in the 1 960s '(If we began with a theory!�ying 
the power of a limited number of underlying variables, and then 

. "' .. ....,- . ,... .-
sefeded tFie' cha'�teristics to be -�;�fy�e(n�'-�Z�o;(jance with their 

_____ _ __ " •• _�_. •. __ ���----'�__ • ,m ---.. _.--' ---.&,-.--. ......-�'.
� 

-_ . ...,..., logical correspondence to the underlying variables, a factor-analytic 
__ , ._" ••• •• __ • " "  " . _ �  _N"W�-

. -

_ ,  _ � _ _ • . .. �-. •• r , , .... , .. '. _ _  ", _ • .  ,, "  

, . -.� . . . .  " . .  . '  _ • 
"''"' __ ' ''.o>.�_'_'� _ •• " .� _ ,.,._,,_._ 
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approach might possiblY !Dake sense. As a procedure for discoveri��._ 
reJatlonsnips; 'it 'is hopeless . 
. The third variant is, alas, the most common. It consists of estimat

ing relationships among variables all aggregated to a national level, but 
actually representing observations on a wide variety of social units: 
presence or absence of a bicameral legislature (observed directly for 
national state), urbanization (aggregated from local populations), 
Gross National Product (aggregated from market transactions), median 

, age (aggregated from individuals), proportion of labor force in agricul-
ture (aggregated in peculiar ways from households and/or firms), and , 
so on. Leave aside the great faith in the quality and comparability of " 
the,data such a procedure entails. To have any confidence in estimated ", 
relationships among such diverse variables requires tremendous / 
confidence either in the integrity of the national state as a coherent \ ,  

, aggregate or in the generality and coherence of social change .  / 

An otherwise excellent analysis of national fertility levels illustrates 
the problem. William R. Kelly, Dudley R. Poston, and Phillips Cut
right seek to measure the impact of national population policies on 
fertility in "30 developed populations with more than one million 
inhabitants in 1 965"  (Kelly, Poston, and Cutright 1983 :  95 ). They 
estimate relationships both cross-sectionally and as change from 1 95 8  
to 1 978; thus they avoid having to make longitudinal inferences from 
cross-sectional comparisons. So far, so good. 

Kel)y, Poston, and Cut right estimate the effects of a number of 
population-policy and "development" variables by means of ordiIl?XY 

'-, r... ' , " 

least squares regression, The predictor variables include: /i�'� ; 
, 

- ' .  -,--" ', - '
-, -

v . , .. _ .. .. !:. - '  " 

-

• a development index giving equal weight to standardized versio�s 
of : 

percentage literate in 1 970 population 1 5  and over 
newspaper circulation per 1 000 population, 1 970s 
life expectancy, 1 970 
natural log of telephones/capita, 1 970 
natural log of GNP/capita, 1 970 
natural log of energy consumption, 1970 
proportion of population living in urban areas, 1 970 

• percentage of total labor force female, 1970s 

. -- -
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• percentage of women 20-24 in marital or consensual unions, 
1 970s 

• divorce rate, 1 970s 
• four-point scale for restrictiveness of [presumably national] abortion 

policy, mid- 1 970s 
• three-point scale coding extent of [presumably national] population 

policy in terms of pronatalist/other policy and presence or absence 
of public or private family-planning clinics, mid- 1 970s 

• proportion of married couples of reproductive age practicing con
traception, mid- 1 970s (from sample surveys) 

Fertility they measure as the Total Fertility Rate in 19 58  and 1978 .  
Among these variables, Kelly, Poston, and Cutright find that "devel
opment" predicts to contraception and to the presence of population 
policy, but not to female labor force participation. Fertility in 19 58 ,  
contraception, the presence of population policy, and female labor 
force participation, in their turns, "predict" to declines in fertility from 
19 58  to 1978 and to differences among the thirty populations in 1 978 .  

All that is plausible and may well be true. But look at the measure
ments: Although they do not have the heterogeneity of the caricature I 
offered earlier, they refer to ( l )  the population 1 5  and over, (2) the total 
population in the 1 970s, ( 3 )  an aggregation of the population over 
some previous period (hidden in the computations of life expectancy), 
(4) the labor force, ( 5 )  women aged 20-24, (6) couples of reproductive 
age, and (apparently) (7) the national state. To J9.<::.�S"l:l.��e. �aIi.9.\,.l�.,!lrl��s. 
together in a causal analysis iI!!p)j.�� .. �jJh�L?I1. Q!lstatt;£trth�f?�y . .QiJheir 

· interdependence"';r''a''b�rr�Gn" .th�"g.�.neralitY 9f ;"Oaal r::h5loge . 
..,/"'\ In the last analysis', all three variants of !f1ethodological naivete 

,.' result from the same basic problem. The available analytical proce-
• ( dures from simple c[(j)ss-tabulation to factor analysis assume varia-
(' tion ( l )  among well-defined independent units in (2) independently 
. 

\ observed characteristics of those units along ( 3 )  dimensions that are 
• • 

/ analogous to those built into the procedures. They also typically as-
\ sume (4) that their user is estimating a well-specified model rather than (,j exploring for statistical relationships. Rare is the study of large-scale 

, structural change that meets even two of these assumptions halfway. 
I (' The belief in social change as a coherent general phenomenon com-

, 
� promises the four crucial assumptions. 

· 

· 

· 

, 
· 
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Stage Theories 

Social scientists once used stage models of social change as freely as 
blacksmiths use their hammers; they banged away at almost every 
object that came into their hands. Models of economic or p,91ittca1 

,.!.'., " . ", '1 .,.." " .,--h" ' : :' .,- • . ...• ,. ,",' '. : " ... ,,: _ _ ,".,,;":, ,I'''' 1 •• '_'" '" � " '.'.',1' .,..< �. .J development normally specifie�"��,�,���"g.��J.h,r@gh,;w,hiGl:Le..y,.er.y. deyel-
oprilg·s·Oc·ietYlia�q" ro'·p'�sJ�:·��Q).�j,�s;sL.th�,,"n!Q¥�m�J1t,<.QL�,QJ;.i�.ti�,�J&Om 

,..-' ......... ..... ..f.t.,.....�..:.-� .... �;; ••• , ...... -. ........ ",� • .• ".t-i -

.�!gg��19��I��t�I�'�{����M�J2.���2£�Sg�.,1'!h�;t�r�2��12A�/,,)�£ut�{!�}J?-Pf"'q!,}(:t .)'$;tQ,t,e.�,, '" i.utq,\� .. th.� : 

many attractions. They were easier to construct, understand, and ap
ply than were continuous multivariate models. When illustrated with 
existing states, they had a concrete realism that abstract models of 
change lacked. They provided a splendid organizing principle for com
parative economic or political history. One could even imagine using 
a valid stage model to guide public policy toward countries at different 
phases of a common process. An all-purpose hammer, indeed. 

During the last few decades, nonetheless, social scientists have 
packed away that well-worn tool . The general abandonment of optim
istic development theories in the face of political criticism, of empir
ical disconfirmation, and of the elaboration of counter-theories featur
ing dependency and/or world-economic processes hastened the 
discarding of stage theories. So did the difficulty of forcing real na
tional states, with their cantankerous complexity, into a single stage of 
�evelopment; What did one do with a Kuwait, oil-rich and dominated 

. '- ' , " . by a single lineage? With a South Africa, riven by division be��tfti 
poor blacks and prosperous whites? With a Turkey, a large shai6f 'Ef " 
whose workers were off earning money in Germany or Switzerland? 

For that matter, even the effort to fit the historical experiences of the 
classic European cases into standard stages fell on hard times. The last 
volume of the famous Studies in Political Development, for example, 
compared the United Kingdom, Belgium, Scandinavia, the United 
States, Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Germany, Russia, and Po
land not to each other, but to a well-known stage model . At that 
point in its career, the Committee on Political Development, sponsor 
of the volume, was using a flexible five-stage scheme. The scheme 
called for a developing state to solve five crises, those of Identity, 
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Legitimacy, Participation, Penetration, and Distribution. The 
scherne's authors were no longer confident that the crises fell into a 
regular sequence. They allowed for the possibility that crises over
lapped in time, but thought the sequence in which a developing coun
try resolved those crises might well stamp its subsequent political life. 

In this last fling, the Committee on Political Development invited a 
group of specialists in the histories of these various countries to prepare 
analyses treating the character and sequence of the five crises in each 
of the countries. Even in such a soft version of a stage theory, however, 
the historians could barely oblige. They had trouble identifying the 
crises and more trouble trying to date them. They used different 
definitions of crises ancd different criteria for sequences. Despite that 
delinquency or perhaps because of it they wrote reflective, useful 
essays. 

Whatever else they accomplished, the essays did not confirm the 
scheme of five well-defined crises. As Raymond Grew, the volume's 
editor, reported, 

The concept of "crises" being "resolved" has faded; one is merely looking at 
problems that at a given moment are (or seem) more or less pressing. For 
better or worse, most of the crises we emphasize ha ve long held their place in 
historical tradition, and the sequences deduced from them are relative more 
than absolute, a chronology of salience more than clear sequence. [Grew 
1978: 1 4] 

� 
Thus the most attenuated version of the most carefully prepared of all 
stage schemes for political development failed to order the historical 
experience. The scheme wrote its own obituary. 

Why? Both histories and historians resisted the forcing of complex 
events into simple, abstract, categories. The histories did, in fact, dis
play some common properties and problems: the establishment of 
military control over their territories, the organization of fiscal systems, 
the negotiation of representation for the people who supplied the 
troops and paid the taxes, the cooptation or subordination of churches, 
and so on. In that weak sense, the scheme of crises (now conceived of 
as an inventory of major problems faced by statemakers) survived. But 
the lesson of those common properties and problems is not that an
other version of an abstract stage model would work well. It is that 
making the inquiry genuinely concrete and historical also helps to 
make the experience intelligible. 

, 
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Differentiation Is a Progressive M aster Process 

o doubt the marked successes of evolutionary models in n"lura 
history encouraged -

� a , ,,  
the the extension of cornrr 

• . ' , • ' • . t, " ,, ' ", " " "  ·- " .C " --""/".: ' "  " "'.��' 

and the proliferation associations all seemed to ex(�m 
rampant differentiation. The invention of the simple,.JfJ},q.i[e"I�».,;; ." . 

.... ti�.ted., . . ' R:i.r:}itiye� ... §.9c,�::2';���:����2d e 1 . oLth� . . sw;,}}L . P.9.2.E J29l?!;!1�iiQ.�. 
Europeans encountered in the course of their mercantile and colonial 
expansion articulated neatly with the same scheme. All societies fell 
on th e sa me CO��XlliJJmJr.Q[D._ ��.�!.�:�� . .  �2,!2!:P'!���9.iffS:IS;}lti�.!i9.Qc9!,<;?y.�. so c i et i es towatcl�. , .���a!��. __ .;l.!},9 .$I�a!�.L . . S:2.!!IE1��!.t�> .. ��E!!�.,.S<2,I,!l�.�i ty 
c:reated strengto" wealth, and supp!�ll.�_ss . The fittest the most differ-

. , �,' .,' . .... '.�_ '." �" >,. ,4,,,. _." ' .'  . ,.- , '''',_'', "'_�,,, ._."_,,�.,, ' , _  > , ' '.' '_ "'_' " _ , 

entiated survived. 
. 

.

.

. 

To be sure, ·differentiation always had rivals. Auguste Comte placed 
the advance of knowledge at the base of long-term social change; 
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mankind progressed from Theological to Metaphysical to Positive soci
ety through the accumulation of sure, disciplined, and comprehensive 
scientific understanding. Karl Marx saw changes in the organization of 
production, broadly defined, beneath the carapace of politics and cul
ture. Nevertheless, within the disciplines of the social sciences, two 
nineteenth-century hypotheses hardened into twentieth-century dog
mas: first, that increasing differentiation was the dominant, nearly 
inexorable logic of large-scale change; second, that over the long run 
differentiation leads to advancement. 

After World War I I ,  ttteories of "modernization" and "develop" 
."' .. 1" "" __ , __ ...... ,,_ ��"._ •• " " "  •• c," ," . ,0.. ... , ..... ,. <" ...... '" � "�'�._ •. �.''''''�' ' ". ', •• ':. ""'''',_" ,.. ..... = ...... _ .• � ....... ..,....,.,..- . . ment" epit9mized the social-scientific concern with differentiation as" 

_.Oh" _" _, •• ;..UP-l""''''' ' ' , .. "'.,� ... �. • .... , •• ,. ... _,,� •. ,.;'r.,.,�<t.,.i" .... "",�-... ��" -;,. ,� .. ��t ... ,�· ..... -#; .... ... ... . . �.� ••• I'-,\\' ... Lr';.".,.; '" I!':: .... r .. t . .. ...-...... "'''-.�. "!i':-l-, ._,.":,.J',' .�. _c •• :.:!'1.,.. .. 'J " .<:'" .. \"�' '"'-;-';"" "'<!'l; J 

. �_.t"��" ��,�.�"���,�!�tJf!rg�>:�S"�!�.".�"QSi.i!t:,PI2S;�'§'�; All sucn. theori�s took the 
o world s ncn and powerful countnes to be more differentiated than 

other countries, considered that differentiation to constitute a 
significant part of their advantage over other countries, and held out 
the creation of new, specialized structures as a major means by which 
poorer and less powerful countries could come to share the comforts of 
the rich and powerful. These theories connected closely with an im
proving program, a program of deliberately inducing development. 0 

Both theories and program, in their turn, rested on an optimistic 
ideology. 

The L<i�912gY2_.��_.f,: . .2�"�.�S,u,ttoR"has,","[�.m!Dg�g�,!J..�J'j.llx,QJy'li\d three 
�,."..m·'Il'\.""'--central tenets: "( 1 )  t�.�,E�I?�c�.tr <;>f.�.?:::��,����.�.��,��, ��c;�!§.. .. @!lQ",guid.esJ9-... 

deve1o"ement; (2) the efficacy of education and trammg; and (�) the 
""

-�
"" ;' .... ��.:."""<;l. 

� 'i'''''''" " " '-' ". . :;.: ;--,.. ... ", .. .  .,,,, ,.- .• ' '"'"�..,..." .• ,,. ' : """� lI.'.�' �""''''�''' '''''''"'''·''''''r'J'''''''' •. �.-o!<':'I'·'''I'-

P?.:,s.���i.!r","�E,����,�:lly ��;,�,��,�,�.�,�v�££P��!�!j�n".��!��,�R.r,!sh.,,?p�ciR9_q,r 
countries in" ah" equita61e internaJiqnal ()Ider (Sutton 1982: 5 3) .  Early 

"Of'. �>1I!I"'.� � t·".!.."'!:." , <o . � 141 " '.', ,.� � . •  �;'/�.� V-' I" •. �?> •. �� '1 h" I,' ;0',(';.( '""".\'1 1.,1;< �\", •. H,,· )' (,' .",,, " .. �." .. ",. , .... iN; __ " � loI. '. � ,v,· .• ,""'.I�, ��;. 

00 United Nations programs of aid to poor countries embodied the ideol-
ogy and promoted the spread of the associated theories; for all their 
cantankerous variation, academic specialists in development shared a 
certain confidence in the three tenets. They took on the mission of 
building theories that would simultaneously explain and guide the 
development of one country after another. 

All such theories established a continuum of societies having rich 
Western countries at one end; they were, obviously, "modern" and 
"developed." Economists had the easiest time of it. For many of them, 
development came to mean increasing national income, or income 
per capita. Whatever one could say about the difficulties of measuring 
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national income accurately and in comparable terms, as a criterion of 
development national income had splendid virtues: 
1 Properly measured, it provided a principle on which all countries 

could be ranked with little ambiguity. _ 

2 Those countries which economists generally regarded as most ad
vanced unquestionably stood at the top of the scale. 

3 Countries in all parts of the world were moving up the scale with 
few important reversals. 

4 Position on the scale clearly (if imperfectly) correlated with inter
national power, material well-being, and a great deal more. 

With that imperfect correlation, however, the troubles began. For 
political scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, and others took on the 
job of specifying, measuring, explaining, and even promoting the 
other changes that presumably accompanied rising national income. 
Political development, communications development, educational 
development, and a dozen other forms of development came into 
being. A new vocabulary proliferated: developing countries, underde
velopment, late developers, and so on. 

Whatever other virtues these multifarious criteria of development 
had, none of them matched national income in simplicity or efficacy: 
International rankings remained quite arguable, odd countries kept 
showing up near the tops of the relevant scales, the continuous drift of 
the world's countries in the same direction was hard to establish, and 
the correlations among different presumed forms of development left 
something to be desired. Yet the nagging correlations persisted. It w.cl� 
somehow true, on the average, that richer countries had higher lff� 
expectancy, larger shares of their population in cities, greater literacy, 
smaller completed family sizes, more durable institutions of parlia
mentary government, and so on, through a long list of national char
acteristics not deducible by definition from national income. 

Why? Although some people confused the idea of "modernization" 
with an answer, the word came to stand for a question: Why do these 
many charact�ri,�J!S� vary together, but only imperfect�?"Do�th�y�;lC 
sp'ri�g fro m som e un�El¥!!Jg,S��ll�!'�,ig,�?� s,�csb.,"'�§.ttfuS,,,!1.w,(='Jg�,Q£�,,,,Qf a 
certain kind of attitude or motivation . an alteration in the basic forms 

" • .... ,. .. .'  ,. ' .' .' ,", " " '._ " , .",..;".,"".',�-._.,,�, " ,,,,�,. ,',�" .• �'-" '-." ..• " .... " ,,:� -'- -_', '�'" ",:,,'" ;";"" ;,,"'�I" j 11'."" -" '" '"i l' " \"1"'>"'��} ;;,�",;, :",. C;�V';� 
.. "'''>��'':'''r<: );";-�.>;"'''''''U�I''''''' 

of prochtctioIl" QLa revolution in communications? Or do they form a 
�-.�, .... �.-
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partly interdependent web of variables, such that a change in any of 
. them induces changes in the others? So-called theories of moderniza-
����:�.�,�r.�S���!�.��".�L�����ItiQ!l..,lb�! ,����!i��!��L!.11£U!'>S9�1:,_ 
tmuQ!;!� J"Sel�"2.Lll9,y.5\!L�,�m.ent, (2) a pr�.posal for ��5E:!2E2!l�JlI!d4u�a-
sl��,�,�,�}lL�!.",�2,,}I!',,<m 2!���,.�.sl?,�S!�",,2f..th?�: .����I2����.�!'"" and (3) an 
;,l'rgu'f.l'Hilnt.Gpn��t.(ling"the-D.@.!ure of th� 5�!lnt;cfwi!se ,amQng_ tl).9�},S-v>' 

pects of advancement. "." "�,,, ... , . , - , 

' e. ,  Danier'Li:�fi1er;�'-o'ne of the architects of modernization theory, 
defined modernization as "the social process of which development is 
the economic component" (Lerner 1 968 :  82) , "We orient our 
definition in this sense, "  he went on to say, 

in order to focus attention upon the proposition that is central to the analysis 
presented in this paper: namely, that there is a single process of modernization 
which operates in all developing societies regardless of their colour, creed, 
or climate and regardless of their history, geography, or culture, This is the 
process ' of economic development, and since development cannot be sus
tained without modernization, we consider it appropriate to stress this com
mon mechanism underlying the various faces of modernization, [Lerner 
1968: 82) 

Lerner's curiously circular definition led him to work out from eco
nomic growth to changes he regarded as essential to economic growth: 
a shift from agriculture to manufacturing and services, urbanization, 
educational expansion, From there he proceeded to mobility, incllld
ing "psychic mobility, " Along the way he invoked the nineteenth
century schema of development from community to society, Lerner 
eventually arrived at a total transformation of social lif e, a total trans
formation having much in common with what Durkheim called the 
creation of organic solidarity: differentiated individuals constituting a 
society through the mediation of mass communication, 

Thus Daniel Lerner, like many other theorists of modernization, 
ultimately appealed to the logic of differentiation required and im
pelled by economic growth as the fundamental process of change, 
On the model of specialization in markets and in the evolution of 
species, it became the key to transformatio� What is more, it he.came 

e 

' ,-----a progr�jye-.pr:Q.c.es_s;JlLgeneral .and,in. t�e]Q�g.E:I-,}..!.-i!!cre�,.g,.differ
entiation meant social advance, 

• 
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- --lrnFie course of his forty years as a theorist, Talcott Parsons carried 
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on a love/hate affair with the analysis of differentiation. He began the 
very first page of his vast Structure of Social Action with a quotation 
from Crane Brinton: "Who now reads Spencer? . . .  We have evolved 
beyond Spencer" (Parsons 1 937: 1 ). In 1 937, Parsons thought that 
Spencerian ideas, with their unilinear evolution, their utilitarianism, 
and their positivism, were dead; they had expired in the crossfire from 
Pareto, Durkheim, Weber, and other contributors to the Action 
Frame of Reference. 

Late in his career, nevertheless, Parsons began to use analogies with 
organic evolution quite explicitly. In 1966, Parsons wrote that "a ma
jor feature of the evolutionary process is that progressively greater 
differentiation increasingly frees the cybernetically higher factors from 
the narrow specifics of the lower-order conditioning factors, thus en
abling the basic patterns of the cultural system to become more gener
alized, objectified, and stabilized (Parsons 1 966: 1 14). "If human 'his
tory' consisted," he declared a few years later, 

of a population of essentially unique "c�ltures, "  as has been alleged, this 
consideration would indeed virtually eliminate the relevance of "comparative 
method . "  But empirically, this simply is not the case; history consists rather, 
like the system of organic species, of an immensely ramified "inverted 
branching tree" of forms at many levels of system reference. 

What ties the "branches, " forms and levels together into a macro-system, is 
in the first instance common genetic origin .  This is to say that differences 
among subsystems have, by and large, arisen through processes of differentia
tion from what in some sense have been "more primitive" forms. The human 
socio-cultural universe is by no means so variegated as, at least superficially 
considered, the organic seems to be, but it is by no means narrowly conc . 
stricted. [Parsons 1971a :  1 02] 

The argument does not return to Spencer, but it has a much more �. 

Spencerian tone than a reader of Parsons' 1 937 declaration could have 
expected. In these passages, Parsons makes differentiation the funda
mental process of change and the key to social advancement. 

To the extent that we identify advancement with differentiation, to 
be sure, the progressive effect of differentiation becomes true by 
definition. Parsons tried to escape the tautological trap by treating 
enhancement of adaptive capacity as the test of evolution. He offered (' 
the United States, the Soviet Union, and Japan as the most "devel
oped" societies by this criterion (Parsons 1966: 3). He did not, how-
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ever, lay out the rules for judging adaptive capacity. His actual choices 
suggest that international power played the largest part in his own 
judgments of adaptive capacity. That criterion shows up behind his 
selection of the United States, the USSR, and Japan as "most devel
oped" in 1966, (Why not Sweden? Switzerland? Canada? Iceland?) It 
also appears in Parsons' assignment of particular populations, past and 
contemporary, to his three levels of evolution: primitive, intermediate, 
and modern. 

Much of this is nineteenth-century evolutionary thinking in a new 
garb. And it is wrong. Not that differentiation is an unimportant 
feature of social . Many significant social processes do involve 
differentiation social rocesses also involve dedifferentia-
tion: 

of petty 
, " - , 

�����hg��" "�':n�t�s:;o�c:tla�S
Ty'rr �e� . .  s�ch as 

of ; ,. - ' 

mass consump
�;:��h';o;:�n�'a� f"'�'h'l� 

" , " 

n matters little 

:mg of 
differentiation in I 

.

" . as � coherent, general, law like social process. 
Suppose we take the case for differentiation as the master process at 

its strongest, in the industrialization of nineteenth-century Europe. If 
we look at old crafts such as shoe production, with the mechanization 
and concentration of the nineteenth century we do witness subdivision 
of tasks and specialization of shops in different products and markets. 
That much seems like general differentiation. � 

To look only at new firms, however, biases the whole picture. In 
leather, textiles, and other major industries, the growing nineteenth
century firms actually succeeded, on the average, by concentrating 
their production on a very limited variety of cheap, standardized 
goods. If we looked only at those firms and the competition among 
them, we might believe that product differentiation underlay the 
whole process. But the new firms drove out higher-priced producers in 
small shops and households who had been producing a great variety of 
goods under widely varying conditions. 

For centuries, a web of small entrepreneurs had linked those dis
persed producers to national and international markets; those webs 
contracted and atrophied as the small entrepreneurs moved into other 
activities. Villages and mountains ides had hummed with industry; 
their households had pieced together incomes from farming, garden-
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ing, migratory . labor, domestic service, and home manufacturing. 
Now they lost population, gave up industry and much of their trade, 
became almost exclusively agricultural. They dedifferentiated. In 
places where capital and labor concentrated, these changes had the air 
of differentiation . Outside those places and in Europe as a whole, 
differentiation declined. 
,,--lrLa..�y}?.?J'�z,_��!.!.l'!1!��, \JP .. 

_tl:e.se ... m'mive.,�h'l.pg�.S.j.nJ�E�,£L.,Q.i,[er
entiation or dedifferentiation distorts their fundamental character. . Af-

" . -� ,. . ."'/. ...... ., 
.,'_'" , ... e-,- " " " ..... _'._�� ... ... _ _ ... . ' ._ .... ...... � ._ ,  .<_ .. _.; _, _ , , � ,""' _r� .V_ " 

,",'" , •.••.. � -' "  .' � , ..... .,- " •. � ... " " ", . '''""" .. - ' "  • -< ' "  .- -' . . •  " . - . . ".,.y •. ,""-,,," ter several centuries in which man'iifacru'r'lflfgrew and grew substan-
tially through the multiplication of small, dispersed units linked by 
merchant capitalists, the nineteenth century brought a great move
ment of capital concentration .  BE��.!L�S£�_IE'yla��_d.,.�ap�tal as !lever 
before; converted it from variable to fixed by building or b\jying s':l£h 

, _' ' '., _ .••• ,_ . ... . '�.'.-,' ••..• • �": .• ";" , ' ••• �\",,.i_.� '.
' 'd .. ' ./ . .. , , �.: ., .• _ .  " ', . ' ' " , _ '_'" -, . , , • . ," .".i " , . _ ' .' . . . " ,-1 'iJ . .  - -•. ,-

expensive items as factories, steam engines, and locomotives; gained '
., _ . .... '�.-", .... ,.'_.,.�, •• ,. .'�'-'." ... _, ::.0,-"00"",,_," �''''·�'''''L._ -".,.. _:-, ,"-•• '� ........ , ...... . ,,� , 

\ � � .• � . .. control of the labor pro'cess, established time- and work-discipline 
within spaces they controlled, extended wage-labor as the principal 
condition for involvement of workers in production; and concentrated 
their workers at a limited number of production sites . 

Fr�� a geographic point Ol,�'i,�,w"".EkUgJ<s""t�1�"9Jl@�nw;mQ.IJ§"iQ1RlQ;. 
sio'ii"i>.f �rodu'Efi�!il1fiTo"�a�:fe� in ten se! v in si u stria I rc:;.gi£,!l.§. .... <iI,S,,(AAlpitill, 

"rab� ,"�/;)d'Tiade-ctrar;:�d,.f;�;;'"'theF�;�rth�'7c;'�ti;�n t, Karl Marx, 
witnessing these changes, saw that employers �sed differentifltio'n� 

. • _" __ _ . _ _ . �.&r""�r'-bI�;:(llr;/�ti����'ti'l:'\.>t������ 

�,�:!��"":� 0n.e of t�;�t1�!J��,*.tQt�!ijg-!t��J£lg�,t,����,,����%£�!1,��loll.��r . 

i:m)aucrion-an(r"uI!g�rmining tQ$!. RR�e.r. of»'OJk�rs, ut he also saw 
'tBarffi�' luiia'anre�i�r�p"r�'��s;1i7i'�"�j��dJf��'�;;;tratioIl ' ather than dif- . 

'I" ....-. 

, 
ferentiation. "--- - - - -- - ' - -.�.-.• > . > 

. ' -k� :;;" " '. 
My point i s  not that concentration of capital, or concentration �ri ' 

general, is the fundamental social process. One could equally make . 
the case for connection, or communication, or control of energy. Here 
is the poi n tj!:! .. !bh .,�,Q.�,n"�,,£�.,��,rcn�'�'1;,;.,!�8 ."IJ,J,R�����wi�,,!,tMn�.'f!)J&�9.�I. �"!!;,.:"",, 
given era, specific historical pr<?,��s��s d?ll1jnC!t� "th� cbapge� occurring 
itta" glvert 'p�ptil�ti6�n'4o�"��gi��t-o��;'rl1��t�';tf;;" h'�;;d';��t1�;;�r��tri� 
g;��th 'of .:Iati�rr�i'sl�t��"�7{d�fB�'deve!? rn�n t, oCci"' iwr;;:r;'''';;;; 
a�dP?o"dlict��������ra�th-rtf;;;g��7;�i�i�'�r�� 
pa1t'!'"i)nn'e>"Wo;rrd�trNA��grerr1n\�'�a1t�i�tioP"�i'i1:1h'r�"rganizatlon9! . 

. _" , .� '.::'.' .. .,' •. >1�'.) .t,'r.'''. i .... �.,'.'"i-" 'io7;>t�,"'i� '&:· �"'�'l:l�� ...... a;.�"'".;;:;��..,.��1llt-1W&�'i$.��l<l!'i':wIi{a(r.�����lt�'l\�t .��'tR� 

ment or destruction of command economies have dominated all other 
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Differentiation Versus Integration 

A belief in differentiation as the master process of social change 
clamps neatly to a nearby postulate: that the state of social order de
pends on the balance between processes of differentiation and pro
cesses of integration or control, with rapid or excessive differentiation 
produCing disorder. Rapid or excessive differentiation, in this view, 
produces disorder. Differentiation can take the form of industrializa
tion, urbanization, immigration of people from alien cultures, and 
any number of other changes. In essence, ��£�ases 
the vari�!y of S9cia1 fBr . having durable connections to each .. Qther 
�"-�,"'">':"''''-·.We-l'Jl�''::�''''''�*'''�",'''!t-'�W'� _ , N:or."�');"""""';';'>��"'�" '�w�ll .• ":��� """"r.-'r"� ,�� .... "'.< . �""'. ,�� ..,.� . .('Q'":4". . "." 

q��,�.2,�!t���;t!� . . Integration (alias social control, hegemony, and solidarity ID differ-
� .... - " ..... ,--.-" �",,,�. 

ent vers ions of the theory) can occur through repression, socialization, 
'�"""""' .. r""�"" .• , ........... __ ........ �� -. ,  __ - . "  . _ ',,', '. <. '_""';�"" '""'''�_'''''''''''''_''''' ___ '_ '_ " 

mutlJal obligation., or: c()nsensus. Disorder sometimes appears in�his 
. ...... .,.." ... >" ......... ......... "'-_� ; "4!:'..-.I"" �.'"-''' .", ". " '. " ,,. . .. ''''' ,.,. .:"" ,.,,-•• , � �"'."""'"� • . .  ,�. " " 

lormulation as crime, as war, as emotional disturbance, as rebellion, 
as alienation, as family instability, as violence. Order, in most state
ments of the argument, amounts simply to the absence of disorder. In 
its classic version, the argument looks l ike this: 

c: 
o 
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ORDER 

differentiation -----....,.� 

Thus if diff.C::J�nti<!tion exceeds integratiQI:! '. "_9.i�DrdeLJ:��ults . This rea
sbnlTIg'Teads to three some'whafdifferent explanati2!1s . �r"CJlsg[der: 
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differentiation -------l.� 

5 1  

AB represents the first case: When jntt';gr.'iltion declines, disorder oc-'\--""'''''''_'''''' ..,� "" ."-,'" ' •.. ." �7"" ":>'s�;I!''''''''-'''' ';CC,,·' ., - ,f • . cc::. "'.� .: '  ';.�::'r'_""',_,, ._,1'1'"'" "N"" O"" "'.�."'-".<,,.,'-. curs. CD describes the case in which differentiation proceeds without �-... _ ' ( " :0--,-.... ,... , Of " " F," " " "  _"",-_", ___ ", "'"'" ,. � 0" , " ,, _ , a corresponding increase in integration; again disorder resti1ts.Ffnany 
EF represe�ts anarcny; where'dls-ora�r-cC>1'ltiJlues to prevail because a 
��f[sI���fTe'v�r ()f integration_i{e.�er �pp��u� . . 

' . 

. 
. . . . . . ' 

Arguments of this type slide easily into tautology. To make the 
argument circular, all we need is to defin<:! Qi�order as a certain kind of 
differentiation and to defi-r;�--;rderasth� abs��ce ofd;soide�: fK� ;' if 

_ , "  ".,",_,. -, ""�""'<"_"�(I��" " "_\1'.�_ j ��";"',.,,,: .,":\,;;.,,, .... ', •.• 

lITe�-d-evetoprrrefir6f-class conHlcrls· at·��ce a form of diff�;entiation 
and a variety of disorder, then class conflict occurs because differentia
tion exceeds integration. Class conflict occurs, in the tautological for
mulation, because class conflict grows too great for a society's integra
tive forces. 

Nevertheless, differentiation-integration-disorder models sometimes 
escape tautology. Take the idea that rapid urbanization uproots many 
people from stabilizing social settings and places them in settings 
where they have few controlling social ties and therefore engage in . antisocial behavior. That idea is dubious, but it is not tautological. .••. .•••.• .•• 

This classic line of argument will survive for some time, because it 
articulates well with folk wisdom and political rhetoric alike. In one 
version or another, it remains a standard explanation cif urban prob
lems, of crime, of divorce, of rebellion. True, it no longer enjoys the 
unquestioned acceptance of a few decades ago; specialists in many 
fields have erected alternatives to the differentiation-integration
disorder scheme. In criminology, for example, theories of labeling, of 
class conspiracy, of differential association, and of rational action have 
all arisen as rivals to the once-dominant theories of social disor
ganization. 

In the study of conflict and collective action, likewise, rivals to the 
..... _""1 "e! " '''''''''-��,. �''';>l- ' ,- , 'i\!.\, �' 

,' , . classic argument have iippea:rea�""(j'nfnlt"Wnole, the reformulations 
emphasize one or both of two ideas: that ,;£Li9��'h�!�,�� .. ",!�2 
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���i�sl,tll"tj!tt�g��!�,2�,E!�::��:J"'!�i�,}:�S,��,��E¥',.c,�!!9giqn�",QL�.Qll�,<;tiye 
action, _'-!n�Jhat rebellions" protests, collective violence, and related ' 

- , -"-�,,,,,-.,..,,. - t.,..,_'"""i."",,"'''''' ........ ""'" .• ".. . .-,�_ •• ,_� ... , .. ��,,', .��; ..... _, •.. ,..., .. �.:. ,......,�_._".';,"" .. "'-".A'_� .......• -, ... ... . -."'. - ,. Co ----..,-, 1_'.'?·'·'.;i'��:""J'""'i�""-"':,;,hl"uo.,,�' �.�.- .. , .... ',"';"'_ � f���,sp,2f,"��J!.2!l,"!,���lt.f�9,�,.E�£2}2.eIJ?,����!1, .<:J� ,S.��E�,�, �,�!.�::�ts. ' "  , Writing about collective political violence in particular, Harry Eck-
stein has grouped the competing ideas under the headings "contin
gency" and "inherency." By and large, advocates of the differentiation-

� , • •  � .��.--.... ,..'. �n .... , ....... "'--., .. ....... . �. �> . ..,., .... � I,.., ,'WI:'<N,,"''''', '""" _ •• ' _�.,.,...;.,.�'". 

int�g[C!tion schema consider collective violence to be contingent, a 
","'."-" � '" \: �'''-ll�i�'''}1'�,_ . , _  , .. ,_�, ,,", _' ''', ,,,�_, ", .. ,," ," ... ,.' '-., .... , �'''--'''''-\', ',,_'_, .-result of somesorfofll'15errlil1orrTfI 'fl1'e" '6lilicaT' rocess. Nonviolence is p .p-- " .- . . ,,,, ,--'.', ,,,, .. " ,,, , "., . . - - ' -... " .. , ,"., .. ""' .... ... ..,o"� .. "!�"<,,��" •• 'y'"" .... ",.i ... '>1'6"'r·:i,;.'�"-:-,'.�',}';;�i'i';:;';'·l' . .  ,_.\,;;�,��:"",;-::r'I<':'�' '; ._ :- , ' , : .:" . .. .  ,. , " "  ' .- ' " . , "c. , .- - -. " ' ' '- ''''''- '',:.:<,'  ' . "',,".""�.: --"', -. � - --

normal, violel1<;;� ,,;;:!QJlQrmaL By and large, their critics lean toward an 
:>f"-.r "":8m' . . �'�". '�.'''I''c' . . .. , " ' . .  - " -,.,,, , ' .. '" --. ,, . .  ,: . .  ,:-

i'nt�rp�efation of collective violence as inherent in political life, as a 
by-product of routine struggles for power. "Contingency theories, "  
remarks Eckstein, 

of collective violence pivot on the notion of systemic breakdown where 
homeostatic devices normally provide negative entropy. It has been pointed 
out, correctly, that this implies sharp discontinuities between routine and 
nonroutine political activity, that the cause of violent action must be discon
tinuous (rapid, extensive) change in the context of politics, and that collective 
and individual behavioral pathologies should significantly covary, the former 
being a "version" of the latter. [Eckstein 1 980: 1 44] 

Eckstein considers almost all the contingency theories worth mention
ing to be variants of relative-deprivation arguments, in which a dis
crepancy between people's expectations and their experiences moti
vates them to strike at others. Although he deplores the recflt 
tendency of theorists on both sides of the line to elaborate their models 
instead of returning to first principles, on balance he considers that the 
evidence reported so far ·favors contingency rather than inherency. 

Anthony Oberschall has another opinion. His division of ideas on 
social conflict into breakdown-deprivation theories and solidarity
mobilization theories corresponds roughly to Eckstein's contingency 
versus inherency. He describes breakdown theories as pointing to: 

the dissolution of traditional social formations and communal solidarities as a 
result of rapid social change. Social disorganization, demographic pressures, 
and ecological imbalance lead to the accumulation of strains, frustrations, 
insecurity, and grievances, and the resulting pressure cooker has a tendency to 

" 

explode in collective violence and civil disorders. After a time, processes of 
integration take the upper hand. Individuals become incorporated into new 
social formations and associations. Strain decreases, and grievances are pur
sued through regular institutional channels. 

:1.1 
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For breakdown . theorists a sharp discontinuity exists between collective 
violence and more institutionalized forms of political conflict. The two forms 
of conflict require different conceptualization and theory. Breakdown theo
rists stress the similarity between the roots of collective violence and other 
forms of deviant and anomic behavior such as crime, mental illness, and 
suicide. They emphasize the marginality of participants in collective vio
lence. They expect conflict to locate in growing industrial centers where 
anomie prevails, or else in weakened, disorganized rural communities. Fre
quently, they see collective violence as irrational tension release rather than as 
purposeful collective action to defend or obtain collective goods. [Oberschall 
1 978: 298] 

As an active participant on the solidarity-mobilization side of this 
debate, I have trouble donning the robe of an impartial judge. But I 
must recognize that the debate remains open. Although evidence has 
built up against most of the assertions Oberschall put s into his inven
tory of breakdown theories, no solidarity-mobilization theory offered 
so far has the empirical backing to sweep the field. It is still possible, in 
principle, that a sophisticated contingency argument , involving actors 
cognizant of their rights and interests but beset by extraordinary cir
cumstances, will turn out to explain collective violence and other 
varieties of conflict better than any argument treating violence and 
conflict as routine by-products of political life. 

If that happens, however, the sophistication involved will still 
undermine any appeal to the tension between differentiation and inte
gration. �_�<?2.bisticated contingency argument treats conflict as the 
outcome of a ce�tai� krnd()fln1:era·tTon�'··"atleasr"wlfhin' ea-ch·onhe 

.""�,�,,,,,, .. " �.""" " ' �" " " �'�""' ''� ' ·'' i. -.''''''\'''.··'··"�'''''.·· -'��·''''' ''r. .... �, ..... � .. " ... , ........ ,.�\ ; ;;,.r.j .f.?..,� . .. _._ ... " � " _ , _ . .. '"'T- _ ........ ,>�,.I> ... � .. _ :, . _ !:r _ . 

. ��:�.:��!£�,�.9..�ft!.st . . :, .'!!l4,,��Sr,�bL�� .. ���. , ,�r�?!� ,:�i!?��"�Ji..!�� � ,�g,��:��t, ' . ·
· . 

, !.lpr:Q�9SJ.Ug� . .. dJsIi.Q1l!h.Q.n.-$)f.�.QI]JI9J�!. g! .. J!1d.,l.Y!2.�,�J. �,�§.�ngflQl�,atIQJL��ve· . . 
anythi�� . .  to , cl, .. ? .. ��,th.Jh�,.m;!j;!:�r. 

" . 
,,,", , ;..,-:�" . ... ' . - '� ' .. 

Change, Strain, Disorder 

Oberschall's inventory likewise calls attention to a�oth<;T.fi!h.�"J).Q.�t�
lat::,Jh� .. ,�g"'liy,at�US;�""Q£".d.iffe.l�J.1t.[2E!E§.,,"8,L,2��rder. Generations of 
social scientists clung to the nineteenth-century equation of crime, 
violence, family instability, rebellion, social movements, and other 
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forms of disapproved behavior. Jl!�".eQ..uatiQ.l:u:u�th�mjilU!1.t���!,: 
. der, cli�9lg�ni�,£itiQ[l.w�.lJll:llad;'.t1atru:j9Jl, Various disapproved behaviors 
bec���' equivalent in several senses: ( 1 )  as direct evidence of the 
malfunctioning of individual and society, (2) as consequences of rapid 
and/or excessive social change, ( 3 )  as alternative expressions of the 
same tensions, (4) as "social problems" to be solved in collaboration by 
powerholders and social scientists , These equations coincided in an 
extended version of the differentiation versus integration argument in 
which rapid or excessive structural change built up a variety of strains, 
and those strains expressed themselves in a range of disorders ,  

In the heyday of developmental theories, many theorists considered 
these various forms of disorder to be unavoidable costs of development 
S, N, Eisenstadt put it this way: 

The very fact that modernization entails continual changes in all spheres of a 
society means of necessity that it involves processes of disorganization and 
dislocation, with the continual development of social problems, cleavages 
and conflicts between various groups, and movements of protest, resistance to 
change . . Disorganization and dislocation thus constitute a basic part of mod
ernization and every modern and modernizing society has to cope with them. 
[Eisenstadt 1 966: 2 0] 

It would be hard to find a purer specimen of the standard argument 
Fortunately, students of development often launched empirical in

quiries in presumably disorganized areas, Those students someti�s 
included natives of the areas under analysis, Now and then they came 
to identify themselves politically and morally with the people whose 
behavior was being explained. Under these circumstances, evidence 
began to arrive concerning the various forms of order hidden in all that 
presumed disorder. Studies of African and Latin American rural im
migrants, for example, showed repeatedly the creation of rural outposts 
in cities through chain migration, rather than the atomization, culture 
shock, and consequent social disorganization the breakdown theories 
required, 

By the late 1960s, the reports on Third World urbanization reaching 
semiofficial congresses on the subject had a schizophrenic air: report
ing widespread organization where disorganization was supposed to 
occur, but continuing to use the language of disorganization, We can 
see a fine example in the vast report of a meeting on "urban agglomer-
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at ions in the states of the Third World" convened in Aix-en-Provence 
in 1967. The general reporter on Latin America, Gino Germani, 
noted that " a well known aspect of urban marginality is illustrated by 
the proliferation of shantytown, bidonvilles and the like. Problems of 
social disorganization among the migrants are well-known. However, 
in many cases, some social integration has also been maintained in the 
city through the transfer and adaptations of rural patterns" (Germani 
1 97 1 :  748). The general reporter on Asia, C.  N. Vakil, enumerated a 
series of physical and service deficiencies of Asian cities that were 
growing rapidly and added that "along with this, evils of urbanisation 
also show their ugly head juvenile delinquency, prostitution, and 
problems of law and order and so on" (Vakil 197 1 :  943). The "are well 
known" and the "and so on" hide a growing contradiction between 
doctrine and evidence . 

. Ten years later, Joan Nelson evaluated the "theory of the disruptive 
migrants" on the basis of the accumulating evidence from throughout 
the Third World. Here is what she found: 

In sum, the more dramatic and dire predictions about migrants' social assimi
lation are wide of the mark. The social mechanisms offamily and /lome-place 
circles, sometimes supplemented by ethnic-group or voluntary associations or 
both, ease the transition and provide continuing social support for most 

• 

migrants . That some are isolated, disappointed, desperate, is undeniable and 
should not be ignored. That others live as "urban villagers" in tight enclaves 
that turn their backs upon the city is also true, although much of what has 
been interpreted as evidence of "urban rurality" may be the result of . 
superficial observation or misinterpretation. But the bulk of migrants in th�, 
cities of Africa, Asia, and Latin America are not isolated, disappointed, df, 
desperate, nor are they urban villagers. Much of their lives, their aspirations-, 
and their problems are shaped more by the pressures and the opportunities of 
the city than by their migrant status, and these pressures and opportunities are 
shared with urban natives of similar economic and educational background. 
[N elson 1 979: 1 08] 

Little of the new evidence, I must admit, bears directly on the question 
of equivalence: When families do break up and youngsters do become 
thieves, do the same circumstances cause both outcomes? I think not, 
but definitive evidence has not yet come in. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the structure lies in ruins. The sequence 
going from ( 1 )  rapid or excessive social change and dissolution of social 
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control or support to (2) generalized distress, tension, or normlessness 
to ( 3 )  disorganization or disorder in general, expressed in a variety of 
undesirable behaviors that sequence has proved an abysmal predic
tor of the actual course of Third World social change. 

Illegitimate Versus Legitimate Force 

All the pernicious postulates assume sharp separation between the 
worlds of order and disorder. The most explicitly political application 
of that assumption separates illegitimate and legitimate forces from 
each other. Ille.g,ili.lJl;lt�. conflAst,,��,Q�{cion, and expropriation, in this 
mystificatio'i1,'include ri'oTN��bellion, assault, protection rackets, rob
bery, and fraud; they result from processes of change and disorder. 
Legitimate conflict, coercion, and expropriation, then, include war, 

""""""" ' ",,,--", .... , ... -.._ ,,,, -cr-6wd control, capital punishment, imprisonment, taxation, and sei-
zure of property for debt; all of them presumably result from processes 
of integration and control. The very same acts, indeed, switch from 
illegitimate to legitimate if a constituted authority performs them. 
Killing appears in both columns, but with very different values. The 
values depend on whether the killer is a soldier, a policeman, an 
executioner, or a private person. ., 

In the realm of politics, the distinction between illegitimate and 
legitimate uses of force is absolutely crucial. I don't deny its political 
necessity or the likelihood that I will call the police if someone steals 
my wallet or assaults my child. Nevertheless the sharp distinction 
should never have entered the world of systematic explanation. It is at 
once impractical and obfuscating. 

The distinction is impractical because nearly identical actions fall 
on both sides of the line, and only a political judgment separates them. 
Recent attempts to build systematic theories of terrorism, for example, 
have foundered repeatedly over a simple fact: one person's terror is 
another person's resistance movement. Martha Crenshaw, who at
tempts to build from a neutral definition of terrorism, despairs of 
Conor Cruise Q'Brien's normative approach: "He defines terrorism, " 
comments Crenshaw, 
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in terms of the political context in which it occurs, seeing terrorism as 
unjustified violence against a democratic state that permits effective and 
peaceful forms of opposition . Thus a black activist who bombs a police station 
in South Africa is not a terrorist; the Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA) 
bomber of a British military barracks is. Identical acts performed in different 
situations do not fall under the same definition. [Crenshaw 1983 :  1-2] 

For theoretical purposes, such a criterion is impractical indeed. 
The distinction between illegitimate and legitimate force is obfus

cating because it reinforces the idea of a struggle between differentia
tion and integration and it separates phenomena that have much in 
common and spring from similar conditions. A small example comes 
from the study of collective violence: In the examinations of "riots" 
that proliferated with the great ghetto conflicts of the United States in 
the 1 960s, it became customary to gauge the intensity of the event, 
among other ways, by the number of killed and wounded, to focus the 
analysis on explaining the participation of civilians in those riots, and 
to seek the explanation of variations in "riot intensity" in relationships 
among local social structure, selective participation of certain types of 
ghetto-dwellers, and the forms of action of the "rioters." In short, 
observers built their explanations as though the use of "illegitimate" 
force were a self-contained phenomenon, explicable through the 
character and circumstances of the people who used it and quite inde
pendent of the "legitimate" force deployed to stop it. 

Small wonder, then, that no satisfactory explanations emerged: In 
fact, the events in question typically began with contested actions of " 

police, the conflict consisted mainly of interactions between arme�i ',' 
authorities and civilians, the armed authorities did most of the killing ' ' 
and wounding, and the extent of killing and wounding depended at 
least as much on the tactics of police and troops as it did on the 
number of people in the streets or the amount of property seized and 
destroyed. 

Part of the confusion resulted from the use of the term riot itself. 
Like the words disturbance, mob, and rabble, the word belongs exclu
sively to authorities and hostile observers. Unlike demonstrators, par
ticipants in social movements, and vigilantes, people whom others call 
rioters never use the term for themselves. In Anglo-Saxon law, the 
term riot has long had legal standing. It denotes an assembly which 
frightens the public and, in the eyes of the authorities, displays the 
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intention to break the law. After due warning and a decent interval for 
voluntary compliance, to declare an assembly riotous justifies the use 
of public force to disperse it. As a legal device, one can see why 
authorities find it useful. As an analytic term, however, it cuts through 
the very middle of the social interaction constituting the event to be 
explained. 

A large example comes from the close analogy, rarely noticed, 
between racketeering and routine government. Both depend on the 
establishment of a near-monopoly of force in a given area and its use to 
coerce people to pay for goods or services offered by suppliers allied 
with the wielders of force and to exclude other suppliers of those goods 
and services from the market. To the extent that a government manu
factures external threats to justify the military protection it provides 
and the taxes it collects for that purpose, it operates a protection racket. 
Notice what happens when a sharp-eyed economist no anarchist, 
he takes up the analysis of racketeering: 

We can distinguish altogether three kinds of "monopoly": those achieved 
through legal means, those achieved through means that are illegal only 
because of anti-trust and other laws intended to make monopoly difficult, and 
monopolies achieved through means that are criminal by any standards
means that would be criminal whether or not they were aimed at monopoliz
ing a business. It is also useful to distinguish between firms that, in an excess 
of zeal of deficiency of scruple, engage when necessary in ruthless and illegal 
competition, and the more strictly "racketeering" firms whose profitable nw>
nopoly rests entirely on criminal violence. The object of law enforcement in 
the former case is not to destroy the firm but to curtail its illegal practices. If 
the whole basis of success in business, though, is strong-arm methods that 
keep competition destroyed or scare it away, it is a pure "racket. " [Schelling 
1 967: 63] 

Schelling's distinctions, ironically, strengthen the analogy; they do not 
depend on any difference in the behavior of the monopolizers, but on 
the response of lawmakers to the monopolizers. Government is that 
racket which has managed to establish control over the most concen
trated means of coercion in an area and to command the acquiescence 
of most of the population to its use of those means throughout that 
area. 

I don't insist on the strong word racket and certainly don't claim that 
the monopolization of coercion and the extraction of various forms of 
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tribute exhaust the activities of gavernments. Nevertheless, natice haw 
the analagy with racketeering clarifies the actians .of gavernments we 
regard as illegitimate and the process by wh!c� .n�w�go\(ermnents .or 

. � , . """"' . "", ... ,., ... ,.,;" �,�,,,- " , "" '�".�"'" . '.' .�_,. •• 
'" ,.�,o; " . � '\...�"'..;:.,.. �, ".' � " '' ' -''�- . �"'" "'" -" . .• "' �.'" • . .. >'. ," 

quasi�g�:Ye.iiunents�aJi��.; ,;., . 
,;,.. .. '0 •.. ,'· · ... • 

Anyane wha has laaked clasely at the farmatian .of natianal states in 
Europe has seen elements .of the process aver and aver: 
• the early uncertainty as ta the lacatian .of the gavernment in the 

midst .of great lards and private armies; 
• the intense campaigns .of kings and ministers ta tear dawn castle 

walls, disarm the lards, diminish the private use .of armed force in 
such farms as due1ing and banditry, disband the private armies, 
incarparate all troaps inta farces under royal cantrol, and turn 
nables inta royal military .officers; 

• 
. the creatian .of distinct gavernment-cantrolled pal ice farces; 

• the use .of that growing manapaly .of farce ta callect taxes, canscript 
saldiers, farce the sale .of salt, define and discaurage smuggling , 
seize cantrol .of criminal and civilian justice, subject the papulatian 
at large ta registratian and surveillance, regulate all .other organi
zatians. 

Thase pracesses created the distinctions between leg}timate and il-
..... .. __ "" � � "',",-_"'_-":' L�-_· __ "' _____ """ """''''''''_._''''''_'_''''''''''5.',,,_,,_�'''''�·,,,,,,,"�J''''', .. "J .... Y" .,. _ _  .... ,. c. •. ; .,....,. •• I __ .. -__ w-.......... : ... '-� 

legitimate, l:��.!.,��_9,.1!1£w2�lh.i!i$.�j"�.tJP�C!y.:. Thase distinctions and 
--tlr�tr�6rigIn�s are important .objects .of study. But as analytical distinc-

tians, they da little but .obscure the understanding. 
Let that stand as an epitaph far all eight .of the pernicious pastulates 

the sacial sciences inherited from the nineteenth century. Withmlt · 
. , " ' . -�'" ,'.,. 

exceptian, they call attentian ta impartant processes, processes : ilJ1�t 
. ' _/ 'h' � '.' frightened .our nineteenth-century farebears, processes that remairt<i�� . 

- . ,',,0 ' '. _ 

fluential taday. Withaut exceptian, they construe thase processes/ih 
such a way as to hinder their systematic analysis. We must hald art to 
the nineteenth-century problems, but let ga of the nineteenth-century 
intellectual apparatus. 
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Eradicating Perniciaus Postulates 

ow can we eradicate the pernicious postulates? Two ap
proaches, one direct and the other indirect, promise to do the job. 
Directly, we should track the beasts to their dens, and battle them on 
their own grounds. We should look hard at the logical and evidential 

\ ..... ," '.�.. " " .. - . . -.. �.,,� ... , -.... '----
bases for generalizations about social change, . about the ' use'of illegiti-
triate force; ·'a�9,.i;t.! differeritiati�ij. �s ·@, rrt�.s,tei.pi()cess .' W�:�!Eipl(:tGo,� 

, .. .... ""'�.'.�........... . , "  ,< . . . •  , .  __ , ,t,' . '  .- , ." , 

front th��m .. .w.iJh.,.r:(';'!1.historical cases and alternative descriptions of 
. ...... . .  . . .- _ .• � . .. . <¥._ " , .. ,. ' 1.·"· .... ·- .... ", ' "  .. .. . .. , .., . .  "'" ,, �.··.t" ·'�'h� .; ..... , ""'I 'i>"� ". � " , • " " , .... , •.•• " ... �,.... .• " '. , .. . .. " .. .. .. ,  '.' "1..-, "",'�v. ""'.'_, .. ..  '��"'" �"--. . 

what actually went on. They cannot resist these weapons: --· ·,···· , . 
·TheI���!iSf�p..�r.2i�-ob makes it easier to discover appropriate histor-

ical cases and to devise alternative explanations. t . . 
.' 

. 

accounts of .. " . .  ; , I .q . �ot 
. . '" . statenlents a instances in 

different eras and parts of the world; at that level of generality, we have 
so far framed no statements that are at once convincing, rich, and 

, , . I 

important. I do mean :!�.��ITIe.l1t� Cltta.9he� t() . s�.cific �ra�" .�"�Q . .J>,�rts, of 
the . ��5,!�.h,�E��gying c,.'!l��e� �..iI1yglvi [lg \:,a!i.� ti()1) frOlll on..�""LQ,�.!�n.£� . . !o 
��IT£th�l�jlhiIJ"th�i r time-place. limits, arIC� . remaining . CQl!s,i.sJ�Jl! �\Vith 
the avail�91�. �vidence from the times and places claimed. 

""---_.-.. ". - - - ' . . 
. , . , .. . . . . . . . . ,', 

. 
.-

Big structures, large processes, and huge comparisons enter the 
analysis at precisely this point. They provide the stanchions to which 

. . . .  
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we lash our historically contingent statements. Analyses of structures 
and processes operate at four historical levels, all of them involving 
comparison. At the \Vorld:-historical Jeyel, .we are aJte.ITlpting to fix the 

, s�,:�,i.�L.,P�9£��;�2r��:';r�":>;:�d" 't?�·'R�;'irj�7F�:�bb" "��"�?r 
• human history. Schemes of human evolution, of the rise and fall of e�r:�'t'��:�d"of sllc��s�{�� J:nQdes of p�odllction, operate at a world-',. " . , . . - - . . - ,," . ,' ', .. , - ., 

historical level. 
At the w( '-0._", " 

• essential 
, connections a vanations the la sets nT 

. -. , 

World-system ng, ��rtalrnry""cluaill'fy; h,;f so Toynbee-style studies of civilizations. At 
. the 

- "  . •.•. -

PH 1, we seek to account for 
-, T - - , - J "  

. , . . , 

- ,- . .: r '  

ternate 

I warn exactly four levels, rather than 
three, five, or some other number, leaves great room for debate? 
Unless we have compelling evidence that some kinds of large struc
tures persist, cohere, and constrain all the rest, the number of levels 
between the history of a particular social relationship and the history of 
the world remains arbitrary. We should resist the temptation to reify 
the levels. I place the number at four on the wager that through most 
of history the world divided into at least two largely independent net
works of production, distribution, and coercion. Our own single
network era began when the network of production, distribution, aBQ. 
coercion centered in China became inseparable from its counter��rt 
centered in Europe. . .

... .  

If so, we can reasonably distinguish among analyses of ( l }  v�riatipn 
----� -.,."......... ' ,-'--.�y--,,,.""' . .,�'",..''''' 

- " '_.,' •. •.•• , • , .• • •  , • •  " ,'". " e'" ,,�._ ••. , �." ... ,'. 

from networ�",tQ"Q�,tw0rk, (2) the operation of parE£1!l<;1'['lLetwmks,-(3) -"'�;C'�'."".�.:r .. �. I,"," �  -- . � "',- , - - '-" . ' "  - - " - -',-- . _ _ ., � .. , •.••••• ,.,_� -�"(I'.';" "_J.> .",,",'- �"'��' _" "  . " J '  • .  ,' , '" - , .. . - , · ·�<!rj�bp'2 ;<}IP8!}'K,. §�I�St�L��",��ELgL?o,������",*j�b.MJ",.R�!i9.!l1�u,)"n���s, 
a�d .. (�) " cl�;���c�5l,isS,,�Ry,J1,�n,��,};�th.jl�;J!��J?L�����bJ��,,"�,mi1J9J;J,l��.,y,��$ 
treate.d ;l�:liaM4Jl,g",�9mmQJ;kPkQR,��iGs. Those define four levels: world
historicaC;�rld-�;;t;;i�:' ";;;�;�historical, and microhistoricai�iTthe 
world forms but a single coherent network, then the first two levels 
collapse into one. If the only significant uniformities and variations 
among structures and processes are those identified by the participants 
themselves, the distinction between the last two levels dissolves. 
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How man y levels exist and what units define them are partly empirical 
. questions. Within l imits, we can amass evidence for or against Toyn
bee's claim that great civilizations, defined by people's interdependent 
involvement in a distinctive system of cultural premises, constitute the 
largest intelligible units of historical analysis . Within limits, we can 
also bring evidence to bear on the claim that at a certain point in 
time including our own time the entire world formed but one 
such system. 

Adjudication of the evidence, however, requires agreement on the 
practical definitions of difficult terms such as "coherence" and "inter-
dependence. " If 

.

. . conn . . . couI?lsJ. _\Ve \ViJLIJ!9§!,.!i�$lX",�,,�?��r . 
,- that . . .

.
.

. , .. . _ 

t��_,'t8Ild �aI ,ah,yan f21w'S�Q,"'!" §j<Ug!�,.,����,, . . .  - only the sort coherence nineteenth-century analysts attrib-
- . . uted- to societies counts, we will most likely discover that QQJ,}::sJ.�m,'pas 

,ever existed., Somewhere between those extr��es , lie :alCusefUr-a�-_ - '- ", · .. ,.:. ... ��A"""..L:J.,::"';: ·''''-'.i;·".;'j .,�' ·�'''''-''' .. ·,'''',-' -- - . - - . . ". , . ' . � :,.� .. ,�.�:., • .- . 
. -' ....... '�� r·�.--rl ._. � .� -

counts of hVP1,q.,ll, �_QnJ:1t:ctedness . _, . 
' . , _I" 1� ;':" :� ':- ? , ", .� �., . .'1""'-<t , ,.' . ,',' .,-/ .-", .• �.,. \ .... ...... -

'-'A sensible rule of thumb for connectedness might be that the ac-
tions of powerholders in one region of a network rapidly (say within a 
year) and visibly (say in changes actually reported by nearby observers) 
affect the welfare of at least a significant minority (say a tenth) of the 
population in another region of the network. Such a criterion indubit
ably makes our own world a single , system; even in the ab�_�!ls:e of 

_ .. - - .--- o-' .... .. L, .·, . _ 
worldwide flO\y� . 9f. capital, communications, . and . . mal)J.J.fq.ctlll:ed 

.0- ' ' _ •. ,., ,,,,-,.\o,w •• �,�� . .... , ·.. ' . , .. .. 

goods, s�ipm�Dt� 9t grain and arms from region to region wo�d 
. - . - "':- ' - '-" " " -�'��""'--�'-�- - -suffice to . est�plish Jhe minimum connections . The same criterion, 

. ,, " _,_",,, .... r .... ,.. ..... - � . 

however, implies that human history has seen many world systems,_ ' 
'" .. ��" .;, . ...-.�,,;;,« ," .�I�: ,'- " <?,.-"I,, .. ,.�!,. "c,' : .. !,-, ""f"'�:��""', ". 

often simultaneously dominating different parts of the globe . Only in 
� .. . . ''''''''''''' �'.�� .,'- . . '" .. " . . ' the last fe� hundred years, by the criterion Of rapid; - �l sible, and 

significant influences, could someone plausibly argue for all the world 
as a single system . 
\.WhiGh __ str,IJ.£t.\,w::� .. �nd processes are crucial,(then, depen9s p.n the 

level ofanal¥sis: world�historical, world-systemic, macrohistorical, or 
microhistorical. At the world-historical level the main structures 

J. �='��};,."P,"·"--�-�'1:'1,''' 'h. � •. �':p �----. ,'. �,.�::-�.,... • ,. " •• '" ,,>', :"�-';;'�.L ..... :t�.!;'::'�:!;''':'-J'I��)[��'''''-
about . h we are l ike! .' to. !1);ake meaningflJl ge.I1�r;l) s!\!!�m$J)tUlf_t 
me a 
formities in 

L.,,·l1 y to fashion useful world-historical state-
'VJds, communities, or even states, since the uni

their structure and variation are specific to one world 
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system or another. The relevant processes for analysis at the world-
, 

-
' �" :f:SF.]:���r:1..4���?:>:::;"';':';J".�;:"'�"';�;n �"- ,,:,<,,, - .�." . '."�Fr; ... ;.,·'�"'?Ii�;"�" '�?7��\�'>""""'::"�\'�.� '  -

histQrical , l ev�Lare the tnirisformatio'ri, contact, and succession of 
'Or':: � � .,.� . .--. 01. .--'� �,...,:' .� . "' •• ' "'>f __ �ifkII;'(...,...;.?<-:::i' '<<"-"�-"'���' :<;>'_t.,.r.���.f.�"",,,",,".1:W�'-"" ' .- .- ,";" ''":!".,.,. .... ··�J.;,;�1,,;:,""'-'!!���?,.-; .. h I.: 

worlciJ.J::stems; all that level, generahzations concerning urbanization, 
irrcrusf;lali;i�ti�n� capital accumulation, statemaking, or secularization 
will probably collapse in the movement from one world system to 
another. 

If we choose to work at this vast level, the comparisons we must 
undertake are comparisons among world systems the hugest com
parisons of human affairs. Personally, my eyes falter and my legs shake 
on this great plain .  Others with stronger eyes and firmer legs are 
welcome to try the terrain. I don't believe, in any case, that we have 
established any well-documented and valuable general propositions at 
the world-historical scale"""" , 

�--"-"""�':'" . t· . -� 

At thel�(jfla�sy�te�ic ley;.n the world system itself continues to 
operate a� " a< 'significant""u'�it: but so do its major components, big 

".' .-� 

n e�,�r ��"a�d S,atfl,�!�� d�B,m�,g !?y" �eICl ti.2gSi�9L�9,�ESiQr., ,�.'1�L2! ��s�[�/� , 
�etw()rks .of��,S;I£J2u,,�9.xnetil!l�� cluster into states: relatively s�p,tr�!
i�ed�dLntiated, and���'����r'«oiglITt�'(tQi)j;'�QP1i-�Qfr1'i';g "fhe 

� _ , . 
I 

, ," .�;;;;-, ,0,.: � ;,:". :. ,' . . . . . ,.. • . .' . " ,  . '., , ., ' . '
" 

,.\. ', . '':' ' ' "\:,", "' ., . :./ ' � ""',-", /" '.,:�,: ,,..,, , ,  .. �l';{ - ' " , '��):1�":��A W'("�'; !f""Af' .-:,('"�" ,; _:. ,. ' _';'" . �'.;-' J -_, ':': ' . , ' : -':" . " .... - pririC'ipal ccincentrated means oIcoerCion in delimited sp�fes: Net-
�J ��'� ' - • . . • . . __ - ' -"'-.. . � . .. .t!.';"""�� , . � . ',:-," - '  . . '. -- ' � ." "

. .,_ -.
'. - - - - �J .·t · · · - ; ·.oi ,_ .· -" , · "',...· ;, ' -::- · _,,'·"-:;f:;.. ;�..,,";'.·.' worh q,f· excl-iang� s-omefiriies diiste'r'jrito '{egi6na] mod�,�. 9rRJR��\.7 

tip�: " ge"6<gr�phr��ily segregated anq . ,il1terd�pettcrent�sets 9(IiI�ti,Qns 
' � - .. � ' . -. .- . .. '. ,. ,',,' . " . '- ' . .  -... .. _( ... . . ,_ '>� . .  " : t.. _ " . , •• ,,'c.;.,,,,;�,�':''';.:'';:'''�''''.''' '' ''.''.''���, .... . .:< .... :" "  •• , ••• • "' ·, ,' · ...,....,.. '"',-·- .... "'""'�r · .. " .- , 

among persons or groups who'dispose of various factors of production. 
� ere large-seal e\ P:��=���f s�,g�J:2ilk"l�i9t.!l2cf�liQ,dJJ(>;�ioll;: ,'"apd"d:i§�ri, 

bubon at�ra�t . , olrt""""'atrentIon. Relevant compansons establ ish 
� _ • ,: • -.- -" '-- • • �. ��' • •

• ,.,."",,�,�. < ....... ,.;��w ...... ""'Rr..:.� .. • . _ . 

similarities and ,differences among networks of c()�,�S,iofi:' and among 
networks �r���h;�ge, on the one " fiaila , " and- among processes :"ot 

• I:; �. . . .- • ..;.. ..... ""' ...... '- -
- . - - --'--, - . . ,.,,..'" . , --subordinatiori ,  pr6duction, and distribution, on the other. At ·,tnis · · 

"'.... -, .- . ',' ' """",., • . "" • • " .. " " --. ' " ' " -' -, ; . !.'.-- ', level, general propositions will long remain risky, controversial, 3.nd 
extremely hard to verify. Nevertheless, without provisional assurnp� 
tions concerning broad principles of variation within world systems, 
macrohistorical and microhistorical analyses make little sense. 

With macrohistorical analyses, we enter the ground of history as 
_ ... .. �r:rf', .. ';n. " �'�" " ",·",� ... '��ft·r 

historians ordinarily treat it. Within a given world system, we can 
reasonably begin to I!lake states, regional modes of pro�uctiop., associ-

. .  ' " _. , ' . . ' " ' . ' , ' "." _ ' .. " "  - '.' , :-., ' , .' ',..--, --',""--' ,'.," .... �: .... , � ... , •. , . . , ---'�I'f.'.-s·;1l.',:;.'�;,.;,,;>9:.".!�..:., ations, firms, manors, arrriies, and a wide varie!y gfsategqries, net-
. , __ �. __ .... . .. ' .. ' ' _ ' . ,_ ,v,..--_·, ... _:, . . . ... works , and catnets our units of analysis. At this level, such · laige 

. " . . � , , '.," ''¥�� processes as proletarianization, . urbanization, capital accumuJatlon�' 
., . - . - • � c:",'- , .. ' ... �.et" , __ ' . • .. ,. ,. , ,. ' ." . _. ,.,. O" '�,' • _, ..... ··,w ," '.' =_" .. '-: ..... .."...,-;r: .. ="e�; ,;;" .... 0, ;''''' -..,

' 
__ � ... " � ,,�. �,; ".'�' " .. ,,::;.'-- ' 
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statemaking, and bureaucratization lend themselves to effective anal
yses. Comparis()ns, then, ' ''track ' 'dow'i'l ' ''uniformities and variations ' 
a!l10ng t�ese . units, these pfocesses;�antrcbmDiI1aUoi1s' oftlit" two:"'=-

In the shadows of world-historical and world-system analyses these 
macrohistorical structures, processes, and comparisons start to lool< 
puny indeed. Nevertheless, they are the attainable "big structures, 
large processes, and huge comparisons" I actually have in mind. Their 
systematic study within specific world systems but not necessarily 
throughout an entire world system constitutes the historically 
grounded treatment of structures and processes I advocate as our surest 
path to knowledge. 

I don't mean, however, to slight microhistorical knowledge. In trac
ing the encounters of individuals and groups with the big structures 
and large processes, we make the necessary link between personal 

. 

'" .. ' .. .. , _ 
.. . .. .  .. " .. , "  -" ,,," f-,t • .  ,," . , ..... . .  , " ,  ,�:· " " ,  •• ".�" �,.�, ·,\ . •.. ,·" ,,;.":,�,,, t"i;:""·i.·>""_· . . . ,. all d .. J�e.,JlO:W::<5,r ... ijmii:i;Y·:' ·Tne structllres at issue are now 

. In-
lCTC)histon • d"'11YSIS 

and interactions e necessary comparisons 
0" " �ng . " . , . ' .' ips tr are no long;�h�g�: obut 
th ey �.��13 .. _.So?lJ tI�.I1,<;� " ow.jth , �j:j:�£hwt:!nt�J9 . ;,�Jati.:vely .. hig ,.strY9t!J!:r;;�, a n d 
large processes: the. Tela ti.�:m.�hi.R,., l?,etweerfparticular capit;:tlists aD9. par-
,; - - . ' - . ' " < r " "" ,  .• :.,,� .. " 

- -

. _. -" ., . ,  ;., .. .  -t:'�� ':t:'.1it,jiit. ; .. " 111.;; ._.����p,,1��.""" 
, . <, -;:;",>.:$ .' 

P- :-.t�. � 1J:M..::J·'·_��(�-.�''' !I><.ll''�; ��·''I/f ':;��'��i� :Ji.e.' .f�2 "e""." ,." . . • -." .. ",."',' 
.

... '1" " ... /:!'! ....... ,,......._"'�. During recent years, a kind of popuITstsOcial history has grown up at 
the boundaries of microhistory and macrohistory. Students of crowd 
action, family structure, social mobility, revolution, urban structure, 
and a number of other standard topics of social history have under
taken to study them "from the bottom up." The works of E. J. Hobs
bawm, George Rude, Michelle Perrot, and David Levine exemplify 
the genre. One variety or another of collective biography has underlain 
much of this work: the collection of uniform observations on individ
uals, relationships, groups, or events and their aggregation into collec
tive portraits of the structures and processes in question. 

In one perspective, such collective-biographical research takes us to 
microhistory with a vengeance. Yet repeatedly populist social histo
rians have used their evidence to answer questions about the connec
tions between small-scale social life, on the one hand, and big struc-
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tures or large processes, on the other: how the advance of capitalist 
. . . 

property relations affected family strategies, who does what in revolu-
tions, and so on. In evaluating the work ofWrigley and Schofield, two 
eminent French demographers conclude: 

By its bulk and quality, the work of the Cambridge Group will, we hope, help 
us understand the strong links between demography (and, no doubt, all the 
social sciences) and history, and also understand that by dealing with fre
quently defective or poorly organized evidence, historical demography re
quires both great imagination and great rigor and can therefore attract serious 
researchers. [Henry and Blanchet 1 983 :82 1 ]  

The same holds outside demography. Among other things, populist 
social history has had great success in challenging the sway of perni
cious nineteenth-century postulates in interpretations of ordinary peo
ple's lives and actions. Microhistory thus plays an indispensable role in 
the analysis of big structures and large processes. 

Will Total History Save Us? 

At the other extreme, historians sometimes dream of a Total History 
sweeping all social life and its determinants into its powerful embrace. 
At its best, the effort to write total history has produced stunning 

- - ., 

achievements. In the hands of such masters of the genre as W.· ... , 

McNeill and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, the work sparkles wi 
potheses, connections, and insights. Yet in the long run _�!1:" .a, ,_"ltt_,"(�_ .r. ·uPJt:� 

,c.�� ... ··" " '/'� __ '"""'-'....I.�·.·.·� .. , " -,,." 
_ total history will not produG<:: a viable alternative to the unde . jing 

, .  , " " •
• " .' -

- - . ' ''' _ •• ' _. 
To '-- .''' ' j - . ...... :._ • •.•• ,- . , ' " , • • •• _- , ' ,  - - , .• • • ••• • ,- . ....... " ..... ,., . •• -. - .  " ,  ., '. . ' , 

o fo.! g s.t,�.1!c:��.r.��_ .. �!:l.d, ��! �� , .pr()cesses . �_ Il} RQ<li.e d . i� , !h�_ n,� n et��,�� , ce n-
tury's eight p�EIJj<;_i()��_postulates. . , .  - . -. . 

To s�e why total hist��y won't save us, let us look at one of its 
crowning accomplishments, Fernand Braudel's Civilisation mateT
ielle, economie, et capitalisme. Two decades ago, BraudeI's rambling 
survey of the sixteenth-century Mediterranean displayed an extraordi
nary sense of the interdependence among structures and changes 
which seemed remote from one another, or even antithetical for 
instance, the rise and fall of upland banditry as a function of fluctua-
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tions in lowland state power. In Civilisation materielle, he conveys 
that same sense at a scale that dwarfs the Mediterranean and the 
sixteenth century. His subject has become the experience of the entire 
world from the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries. Even those 
four centuries do not contain him; he moves backward to the Roman 
Empire and forward to the 1 970s. In three bulging volumes, Braudel 
attempts no less than a general account of the processes by which the 
capitalist world of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries took shape. 

Braudel's account lacks the schematism of an H .  C. Wells or a 
V. Cordon Childe. Complexities, nuances, contradictions, and 
doubts fill every chapter. The marvelous, abundant illustrations,
plates, graphs, maps, diagrams, and tables by the hundred occupy 
about a fifth of the text nearly always lend new in sights, yet rarely fall 
neatly into a developing argument. Indeed, Braudel often makes an 
explicit distinction between his procedure and the assembling of evi
dence for a connected set of propositions. As he begins a survey of a 
number of instances in which agricultural capitalism became domi
nant, for example, he declares that "our aim is not to study these 
different cases for their own sakes or to seek the means of preparing an 
exhaustive list for the whole of Europe; we only want to sketch a line of 
reasoning" (Braudel 1 979: 11, 245) .  There we begin to appreciate the 
difficulty of the enterprise. 

As crystallized in titles and subtitles, Braudel's topic falls into three 
divisions: ( 1 )  material culture and the structure of everyday life, �) 
economy and the workings of exchange, ( 3 )  capitalism and world time. 
The breakdown does distinguish the emphases of his three volumes . It 
does not, however, reflect a causal hierarchy. It does not unfold a tight 
analytical model that guides the movement- from one analysis to the 
next. 

In the first part, Braudel seeks'Jo describe how the techniques of 
production , distribution, and consumption varied throughout the 
world especially the Western world over the four centuries after 
1400 and to show how those techniques shaped everyday experience. 
That first volume reveals the richness of Braudel's reading and reflec
tion . Backed by his engaging and well-produced illustrations, he gives 
us disquisitions on epidemics, on agricultural techniques, on the vari
eties of herring, on the vagaries of clothing style. Yet a careful reader 
encounters surprises and disappointments. For one thing, it eventually 
becomes clear that despite the ample demographic documentation 
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on which he draws . Braudel has little concern with vital processes as 
such. The opening section on population avoids most of the questions 
on which the Wrigley-Schofield volume and other work in European 
historical demography have focused: the responsiveness of vital rates to 
economic fluctuations, the relationship between household structure 
and fertility, the onset of long-term declines in fertility, and so on . 
Braudel concerns himself with population size, growth, and decline 
mainly as indices of power, welfare, and vulnerability to the environ
ment. 

Again, as the volume proceeds Braudel builds up a case for 
inefficient transportation as a major brake on European economic 
growth. Yet he never quite manages to reconcile that conclusion with 
his earlier portrayal of the Mediterranean shipping routes as speedy 
"liquid roads, " or with the sort of evidence Jan de Vries has assembled 
concerning the great importance of low-cost water transport in the 
economic development and communication structure of the Low 
Countries. At a minimum, one might have expected a comparative 
analysis of the advantages enjoyed by regions which had access to 
navigable rivers, canals, and seas. 

Most of all , Braudel tantalizes his readers by raising fundamental 
questions, then leaving the questions to levitate themselves. One ex
ample is his discussion of Lewis Mumford's claim that nascent capi
talism broke up the narrow frame of the medieval city by substituting 
the power of a new merchant aristocracy for that of landlords and 
guild-masters: "No doubt, but only to link itself to a state that con� 
quered the cities, but only to inherit the old institutions and attit1l4,e�., .· 
and entirely incapable of doing without those institutions an&t�t
titudes" (I , 4 5 3) .  Another is the conclusion of a long, inform(ltjve 
treatment of the variants and interactions of money and credit: "Bufif 
one can maintain that all is money, one can also claim, on the con
trary, that all is credit: promises, reality at a distance . . . .  In short, the 
case can be made first one way, then the other, without trickery" 
(I , 4 1 9) .  Indeed, the so-called conclusions of Braudel's entire first vol
ume have the same ambivalent tone, with an additional note of com
plaint about the inadequacy of the available evidence: 

I wou !d hav� lik�d more explanations, justifications, and examples. But a 
book IS not mfimtely expansible. And in order to pin down the multiple 
aspects of material life, it would require close, systematic studies, not to 
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mention whole sets of syntheses. All that is still lacking. [Braudel 1 979: I, 
493] 

Five hundred pages into a dense compilation-cum-synthesis, one won
ders . Total history apparently exceeds even Braudel's grasp. 

In the second volume, Braudel proceeds from a survey of the tech
niques by which people in different parts of the world exchanged goods 
to a discussion of various types and scales of markets . He then)Ji.�� to 

__ •• _'.", __ ' ,  __ .,-,'�,f:tc> 

identify the peculiarities of capitalism as activity . and . org'!Il:ization, 
I ., . '. 

. ' '
. ' _ 

.
• • ." . _ . ' __ •• �'._' .,.. _ . •  [" , _ .. . •

. 
' .• .  < :;' . • - .... " : ... ', 'c' ' ' - ' ,' , , , .- h,- .' _, ' ___ �'. i - ·  .. " 

, ', , -.. befoH� examTni;g " its' �rticl.lla tioll · wi_th, s()Gji:lL hi�ra I:<;hi��l",�J�!J£!ures, 
a'iia"'])'roacf'1orm's' o(2ivJHz?,ttQn': .S\1h�t a program! 

........ {>, "" ''''''I-�'''�·'' .... �,. .• :).''i.;-i;'!, :,; :):.'''.'r.I': ::'':''''-'{·'\�fr" -" -" ., " ' ''> , . . ,h .. _ 

nespite a thick, thoughtful survey of definitions, however, Braudel 
never quite lays out a w()rking definition of the capit"liS!]Lhe hasjn 
m)';;ct"'trt�k��';'���hil� "fo···s��<'th�t·"h·�w·h�;'x�h��en· · to emphasize the { . '�Sii.tJt'{-�onditions of exchange rather than the relations of production; he has 
thus aligned himself, among recent combatants on that bloody field, 
with Immanuel Wallerstein and Andre Gunder Frank and separated 
himself from analysts such as Robert Brenner and Witold Kula. In 
response to Kula's claim that the landlords who "refeudalized" eastern 
Europe did not, and could not, calculate as capitalists, Braudel de
clares: 

To be sure, that is not the argument I wish to challenge. It seems to me, 
however, that the second serfdom was the counterpoint of a merchant c'Wi
talism which took advantage of the situation in the East, and even, to some 
extent, based its operation there. The great landlord was not a capitalist, but 
he was a tool and collaborator at the service of the capitalism of Amsterdam 
and other places. He was part of the system. [Braudel 1 979: II, 2 3 5 ]  

What, then, is that capitalist system? Gradually, Braudel reveals a 
vision of capitalism as an arrangement in which two or more large, 
coherent, market-connected "economic worlds" become linked and 
interdependent through the agency of big manipulators of capital . 
Thus, in European history, the role of grand commerce in the devel..: 
opment of capitalism becomes paramount. Thus, in Braudel's view, a 
single capital-concentrating metropolis tends to emerge as the domi
nant center of any capitalist world economy. 

Braudel's tack moves us in a very different direction from the 
identification of capitalism as a system in which the holders of capital 
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control the basic means of production and reduce labor to a factor of 
production, a commodity one buys and sells; in that sort of definition, 
the confrontation of a capitalist with a proletarian a person who 
depends for survival on the sale of labor power occupies the very 
center. With Braudel, we do not recognize capitalism by its character
istic social relations, but by its general configuration . It is the differ
ence between a blancmange and a Saint-Honore: The smallest spoon
ful of the almond jelly is still blancmange, but unless crust, cream, 
and iced puffballs come together in the right pattern, you have no 
Saint-Honore. Paradoxically, with Braudel's Saint-Honore capitalism, 
once we have identified the dish as a whole, every part of it qualifies as 
Saint-Honore. That is how Braudel can say of the non capitalist land
lord: He was part of the system. 

The e!,S��Dg�:.Qxi�!1ty.s! . . ,q�.fi,nition has some analytical advantages. 
For one thing, it trains attention on the enormous importance of 
bankers, merchants, and other capitalists who knew nothing of pro
duction but plenty of prices and profits; their activities greatly 
facilitated changes in the relations of production. For another thing, 
the exchange-oriented definition brings out th�."S.QIltinqit)�, .betwe.en 

-" ' , . , . '" , - ,  . . -.... " " -

small-scale and large�.s.c;:J,l�.,production under capitalism, , ;md thus re-
d�ces our fixation on factori�s, i�;g�'firiTIs, '�r;d'T�b�r �nder c�nd;tions 
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of in tensi"e time-. qnd wQrk�4!§,<;�pJi,))�� ; the concentration of ca pi tal and 
ofw'��Epaces certainly made a difference to the autonomy of workers 
and fhe quality-of work, b�t -�ottage industry and related forms of 
production often proceeded in a thoroughly capitalist manner. The 
exchange-oriented definition of capitalism steers far clear of a misle;;t,Qc 

.' " """"_'\'>" '''''_"'''' .. '� "-' ""., .' .• .' :",,'; ', " '5 rr- ',' '-'-" ;�_'. -,):,,_ ,.; i.';,';\C;i"e;. ,·t.:;.&hitl 

il�_�_�.I1?:P h�si� _ ,�n . .  .tb.e" ,,t�,sh,Q21,9:�K,,Q���fS?'�,��£!��� . 
. .. . 

. . i . 

Still, the disadvantages of Braudel's dehnition outweigh their advan-
tages . The definition, in turning away from technology, abandons the 
relations of production entirely. Encomienda, hacienda, slavery, and, 
as we have seen, serfdom all become capitalist forms of labor control. 
Large chunks of world experience become capitalist. The historically 
specific analysis of the development of capitalism as a system gives 
way, paradoxically, to the very inquiry it was supposed to replace: the 
search for explanations of the British and western European "takeoff. " 

In fact, Braudel gives some signs of compromising the excessive 
broadness of his definition; in this regard, as in many others, he ne
glects to stick to his announced principles throughout the inquiry . 
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Having committed himself to a conception of capitalism involvingJhe 
...... ,"' ... ,-., ... "" --'. , -. ��." ." ... , .. ' ....... " . " . , . . .  ,- ...... 
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linkage of two or more large, distinct m.�rkets by capital -wielding mer- . 
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mark�t� as integral elements of a capitalist system. Yet he persists in 
;�;a';i;;t;;thii;'"'th'os'��C;;a;kets ' Ib'; �sl'g'ris " of fhe emergence of capi-
tal ism. Thus he declares for the end of the old regime that "the 
majority of the peasant world remained far from capitalism, its de
mands, its order, and its progress" (11, 2 55) .  Thus he concludes that 
"capital ism did not invade production as such until the moment of the 
Industrial Revolution, when mechanization had transformed the con- , 
ditions of production in such a fashion that industry became an arena 
for the expansion of profits" (11, 327). If consistency be a hobgoblin of 
little minds, Braudel has no trouble escaping the demon . 

When Braudel is not bedeviling us with our demands for consis
tency, he again parades his indecision, Throughout the second 
volume of Civilisation materielle, he repeatedly begins to treat the 
relationship between capitalists and statemakers, then veers away. 
Savor this summary of his efforts: 

Finally and especially, we must leave unanswered the question which has 
come up time after time: Did the state promote capitalism, or didn't it? Did it 
push capitalism forward? Even if one raises doubts about the maturity of the 
modern state, if moved by recent events one keeps one's distance from the 
state, one has to concede that from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, 
the state was involved with everyone and everything, that it was ont of 
Europe's new forces. But does it explain everything, subject everything to its 
control? No, a thousand times no. Furthermore, doesn't the reverse perspec
tive work as well? The state favored capitalism and came to its aj.4 no doubt. 
But let's reverse the equ�hon: 'ne state cbecksthe nse ofC'apiralism, which in 
its turn can hl!,rm the state." Bolh things' are true, successively or simulta-
.. -- .---. .. --..... . "'''''', ' ''' " 

neously; reaiit}" -always Deing predictable and unpredictable complexity. Fa-
vorable, unfavorable, the modern state has been one of the realities amid 
which capitalism has made its way, sometimes hindered, sometimes pro
moted, and often enough moving ahead on neutral ground, [Braudel 1979: 
1 1 ,  494) 

Yes, it appears, we must leave unanswered the question that has come 
up time after time. When we arrive at the same point again and again, 
we begin to suspect we are walking in circles, 
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The third part of Braudel's magnum opus begins with a delineation 
of world economies as the fundamental units of analysis and continues 
with a roughly chronological portrayal of the successive world econo
mies that prevailed in Europe and elsewhere in the world. Braudel 
complicates his survey by simultaneous efforts to specify the changing 
places of smaller areas and individual cities within those world econo
mies and as if that were not already enough to explain how and 
why Europe finally became the world's master and its prime locus of 
large-scale industrialization . Here especially Braudel lets shine a scin
tilla of sentimental chauvinism: Why did France never quite become 
Number One? At one moment, Braudel permits himself the specula
tion that the demands of Paris were to blame. In the mid-sixteenth 
century: 

Did Paris miss the chance to acquire a measure of modernity, and France 
with her? That is possible .  It is permissible to blame Paris' propertied classes, 
overly attracted to offices and land, operations which were "socially enrich
ing, individually lucrative, and economically parasitic . "  [Braudel 1979: Ill, 
280; the quotation is from Denis Richet] 

Yet Braudel's gloom does not last long. Soon he sets off on a knowl
edgeable exploration of the changing regional divisions within the 
French economy one of the finest surveys of the subject anywhere. 
That conversational mode provides both the charm and the frustration 
of the volume. 

Precisely because the conversation ranges so widely, a look back 
over the third volume's subject matter brings astonishment: The grant! 

, . �.- ,:, - " ' " 

themes of the first volume . population, food, clothing, technology·:....;.· · . . --
have almost entirely disappeared! Despite that sense of material life as 
a constraint on human choices so well conveyed by that first volume, 
we now see nothing of constraint. BI]lUdel's <fucussiolJ ()f the p�()pling 
of North American colonies (Ill, 348ff. ), for example, involves no 
effort whatsoever to judge the contributions of changes in fertility, 
mortality, nuptiality, migration, or their relations to each other. In
deed, by this point Braudel has become so indifferent to population 
problems that he settles for graphs of English fertility and mortality 
changes (Ill, 489) borrowed from C. M. Trevelyan's ancient text on 
social history. Despite contrary indications in the opening volume 
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(and despite the crucial place ofBraudel's collaborators in the develop
ment of demographically based social history), Braudel makes no 
significant effort either to analyze demographic dynamics or to incor
porate them into his explanatory system. Somehow that no longer 
seems to be part of the problem. 

What is? Early in the second volume, Braudel calls his readers' 
attention to a perplexing situation. In the sixteenth century, he con
cludes, 

the thickly settled regions of the world, subject to the pressures of large 
populations, seem close to one another, more or less equal. No doubt a small 
difference can be enough to produce first advantages, then superiority and 
thus, on the other side, inferiority and then subordination. Is that what 
happened between Europe and the rest of the world? . . .  One thing looks 
certain to me: The gap between the West and other continents appeared late; 
to attribute it to the "rationalization" of the market economy alone, as too 
many of our contemporaries still have a tendency to do, is obviously sim
plistic. 

In any case, explaining that gap, which grew more decisive with the years, 
is the essential problem in the history of the modern world. [Braudel 1979: II, 
I lD- I  I ]  

The suggestion, tucked into the first volume, that a difference in 
energy supplies between Europe and the rest of the world might have 
been crucial has by this time vanished. The action of the state has, as 
we have seen, dissolved as a likely explanation. China, India, attid 
other parts of the world turn out to have created commercial tech
niques as sophisticated as those of the Europeans. Paul Bairoch's esti
mates of gross national products at the end of the eighteenth century 
(quoted with a mixture of consternation and approval in a stop-press 
revision inserted at Ill, 460-61 )  s�ow no significant advantage of west-

, 

ern Europe over North America or China so "initial advantage" 
loses its remaining shreds of credibility as an explanation. 

By page 48 1 of the third volume, Bral,ldel offers an indirect admis
sion of theoretical defeat: " . . .  the Industrial Revolution that over
turned England, and then the whole world, was never, at any point in 
its path, a precisely delimited subject, a given bundle of problems, in a 
particular place at a certain time. " All the previous history recounted 
in this vast review, Braudel tells us, somehow converged on that out
come. The only way to analyze industrial growth is to break it into its 
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many elements, to take up those elements one by one, and to trace 
their multiple connections. That Braudel's earlier analyses forecast just 
such an intellectual strategy and that Braudel follows the strategy with 
subtle brilliance do not eliminate a certain disappointment at Braudel's 
surrender. 

Near the start of the third volume, it looks as though Braudel will try 
to perform his explanatory miracle by relying on Immanuel Waller
stein's model of the European world system, especially its distinction 
of core, semi-periphery, and periphery. But Braudel eventually opts 
for a more relaxed identification of the world's economically depen
dent regions, leans against Wallerstein's claim that the European capi
talist world economy was the first one not to consolidate into a political 
empire, doubts that empires as such stifle the potential of world econo
mies, and maps out multiple European world economies well before 
the supposedly critical unification of the sixteenth century. 

Braudel follows Wallerstein especially in building his account 
around the successive hegemonies of capitalist metropolises: Venice, 
Genoa, Antwerp, Amsterdam, London, New York. He accepts, for a 
while, Wallerstein's unconventional characterization of the seven
teenth-century Dutch and English states as "strong" states, on the 
ground that their modest apparatus demonstrated the efficiency with 
which their dominant classes could work their will .  When self
conscious about the problem, he remains faithful to Wallerstein's 
focus on �conditions of exchange, rather than relations of p�oduction, 

_as the essential features of capitalism. But in fact he neither �s the ' 
�"" _ �-�� __ , __ '_x· -' ---, '- , _  _ - �' ._ �-" .. __ -- ---- ---

,,
"

" , ,_, core/semi-periphery/periphery scheme as a tool of analysis nor at- .. 
tempts to test it by means of his vast store of information. It is a grarii�1 
story, elegantly told and nothing like a definitive solution to the · 
"essential problem. "  

Should we have expected anything else from a man of Braudel's 
intellectual temper? He approaches a problem by enumerating its ele
ments; fondling its ironies, contradictions, and complexities; confront
ing the various theories scholars have proposed; and giving each theory 
its historical due. The sum of all theories is, alas, n,Q theory. We end 

""'--'-'-'-"--.- . -, .- -- .. -

our long journey delighted with all we have seen, grateful for our 
guide's wisdom and perspicacity, inspired to revisit some of the hidden 
corners he has revealed, but no more than dimly aware of the master 
plan . 
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If Braudel could not bring off the coup, who could? Perhaps some
one else will succeed in writing a "total history" that accounts for the ' 
entire development of capitalism and the full growth of the European 
state system. At least for the time being, we are better off treating 
Braudel's giant essay as a source of inspiration rather than a model of 
analysis. Except with a Braudel lending it extra power, a vessel so large 
and complex seems destined to sink before it reaches the far shore . . 

The Case For Huge (But Not, StuRlpd9tjS) Comparisons 

From this point on, I will neglect world-historical, worlg;:$,.ystemic, 
a�(r;;r�i�hrsI9f(��r�t�Q£iYi�i:,J?I2£�i�e:,s , a�d co�pari?Qns . Macrohis-

I t�ry the study of big structures and large processes within particular 
! \ world systems will dominate the rest of this book. When our 

nineteenth-century forebears thought they were discovering universal 
laws of social process, they were usually reasoning within the confines 
of the capitalist world system they knew; in order to improve on their 
work, we must be aware of other levels of analysis, but pursue struc
tures and processes at the same . level as they. Furthermore, we are at 

. � .. ".--� .. <.,�,,� .• 

the moment much better prepared to make advances in l11acrohistor-
;��ra�d �icr�hi�t�;; ��l �n;iysis t

'
h�� ' to sweep across W9�ld:h ist5lrital 

ancl, �o;fd:s ;te�;c '; 'ace:" ",. .... . . '.' 

-.>-•••• c· � ... ,.",." ,"_." .. ,_ ... .... "._ ',," y,- ' . '" .. ",' .,, , ... ,E, . ... < •• ,<, . Finally, since my own studies generally proceed at the edges of 
microhistorical and mac]"ohi�'toric�il analy;is, a�d since I belie�� pas
sic)oiitely in .JlJLY�lu:e: .. Q[g�tting the microhisto'ry ';ight" in order to 

,_' .... __ � -
_" "" '"",�" ,h ' ,-",. " �i_"'_."" ,· .. _ 'c_.' ,' ._ .. • __ .,�_ " 

, ' _ . . .. . " ..  .. ". .. .. ..  .. ,_'" 

ulliIerstand the macrohistQfY, it is easier for me fo' ilTusfiafe ffi'Evalue 
- .. _ ..  . .. c-.""'"'''' ... - .. 

,._ .•.•• "_-'0 " ... ','." ..... . ..  :,..,,�.. .,_;._.:,, ___ -�'--.,. , ,-,.,- - _ ." 

ofdifferenl comparative approaches to structures and processes at the 
macrohistorical level . My apologies to those who think smaller, or 
much larger. 

Our task, then, is to fix accounts of specific structures and processes 
within particular world systems to historically grounded generaliza
tions concerning those world systems. Let us shrink the scope some
what and concentrate on western Europe since 1 500 .  For that block of 
time and space, possible organizing statements concerning national 
states include: 

• 
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1 Relatively independent political units lacking extensive centrally 
. controlled armed force, major geographic barriers to conquest, or a 
stand-off of adjacent powers generally lost their autonomy and 
were absorbed into larger national states . 

2 War-making tended to expand the national fiscal apparatus. For 
. those that succeeded, war-making and preparations for war created 
the major structures of the national state. 

3 Large reductions in the total number of autonomous European 
states, realignments of boundaries, and alterations of the relations 
among states occurred at the ends of major wars. 

4 Great rebellions occurred chiefly either when rulers sought major 
increases in the contributions of their subject populations for war 
or when war and its aftermath weakened the repressive capacity of 
rulers . 

Historically grounded statements we might hazard for the development 
of capitalism include: 

5 Before the nineteenth-century implosion of capital and labor, pro
letarianization of the population took place mainly in the country
side and occurred at least as widely in agriculture as in industry. 

6 Nevertheless, petty capitalists organized manufacturing in house-
• 

holds and small shops through much of the European countryside 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; in a sense, great 
rural regions deindustrialized during the nineteenth-century im
plosion of capital and labor. 

7 On the whole, that implosion reduced, rather than increasing, the 
residential mobiJity of the western European population . Hc.)!W+ · 
ever, the distance and permanence of the average move increas�Q 
significantly in the same process, and temporary flows of relativ�ly. 
unskilled workers largely from Europe's low-income peripherif;sc 
-greatly accelerated. 

8 Until the nineteenth century, few capitalists knew how to manu
facture anything; in general, workers held the secrets of produc
tion, while capitalists specialized in buying and selling workers' 
products. By the end of the nineteenth century, few workers knew 
how to make the entire item they helped manufacture, and capi
talists thereby held the secrets of production . 

These statements are not postulates. They stand subject to refinement 
and falsification. Some or all of them may well be false as stated. But 
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until revised or replaced, they will serve as frames for more specific 
analyses of structural change. 

How? Take generalization 8 as an example. If we may take for 
granted however provisionally that during the nineteenth century 
many capitalists and workers were struggl ing for control of decisions 
concerning what to produce and how, we can examine the conditions 
under which employees were more or less successful in that struggle, 
in confidence that we are helping to explain a major transformation in 
th'e organization of production. If we discover (as well we might) that a 
capitalist's ability to control access to energy sources and raw materials 
facilitating mass production coal rather than wood, cotton rather 
than flax, for instance fostered a more rapid capitalist victory in the 
struggle for control of production, then we would have a warrant to 
investigate whether the shift away from widely available energy sources 
and raw materials ( I )  gave capitalists the means to concentrate capital 
as never before, (2) became a deliberate strategy of capitalists who 
sought to reorganize the whole productive process, (3) administered 
the coup de grace to small-scale production with extensive workers' 
control. 

One could arrive at such conclusions without arguing for a moment 
that in all places and times the narrowing of energy sources and raw 
materials for production results in industrial capitalism or efnployer's 
hegemony within the workplace. Indeed, where property rights in 
energy sources or raw materials are difficult to secure which is tJ,e 
case in many noncapitalist modes of production an employer's shift 
toward narrowly available energy sources and raw materials could well 
be self-defeating. Thus a generalization may hold very widely within 
its own historical domain, yet be quite contingent. 

No Safety in Numbers 

As we move toward the identification of historically specific regu
larities in social structures and processes, we should also move away 

-' .. �.-� .. -. ' ' , .  '.- - .  -.... ,.-.... -,-. .  - - ... .. �' .-- -'.� - .-. -

from the habit of packing large numbers of cases into extensive statisti-
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cal �_�ly'ses. On the whole, comparative studies of big structures and 
large processes yield more intellectual return when investigators exam
ine relatively small numbers of instances. That is not because of the 
intrinsically greater value of small numbers, but because large num-
bs:rs giy_�, ':!ItiU!J,§'Qr}!,�seus,e .. .Qf§e�urity", " , , , " 

\!,i!�. �f!1�!L'?�E!1Qe.Eh.!h� �t1,l_cl�pt , of a s,tru,<;ture or process hfls,.Ntle 
choice but to pay attention to the historical circumstances and particu-

�_."" •. L� \ _�··._,,-·<>� .. "!::� "'''i!:''' I·'�,!f1,"l!lfl'�-''; ,_?.:).'I''-. ... ,�,..'" "_ .. "/J�,..,· ... �/I4.-;':'<I'IU"'1>1''-."I",,,.�",,,,.·,,,j!· .-... ' <' " �'''''''\' i . • .  " .. ,_ " lar' characteristics of the cases at hand and 'thus <Ofo �woi:k harder at 
" �  ... ,�,,' ,�_" ." '�':<"'�"-""-:;'�'�"':I\o,;" ",-*""".'1""'">' "-"';;';, .,t" • ..;..,;" .. ",.,;;-.,...;':" •.•• :-. ' . ,_" �" "'_' ',,, ..... , .•. , .. '''';''' .,,_�� " " '0' �-;. !,i.' ,.j -', ,_ -' ':�" , ':" , : ,  .. ' " " "  'C',,':" . � __ 'C" :.:� >� " .,', '_' __ 

meeting the commonsense conditions for effective comparison. With 
• 
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lafge numbers, critical defenses and familiarity with context decline . 
Little of long-term value to the social sciences has emerged from the 
hundreds of studies conducted during the last few decades that have 
run statistical analyses including most of the world's national states . 

The chief exceptions have been statistical descriptions in the style of 
Paul Bairoch and theoretically motivated investigations coupled with 
case studies in the style of Jeffery Paige. Yet during the same period 
most of the outstanding, influential studies of large-scale structural 
change have been explicitly, self-consciously comparative . The lesson 
reads: Stick with careful comparisons of small numbers until you have 
a very clear idea what you need from large numbers and how to make 
the comparisons valid. 

Anyone who surveys recent big studies of large-scale structural 
change employing small numbers of cases notices the remarkable stay
ing power of the classics. In one form or another, Durkheim, Tocque
ville, Weber, and, especially, Marx continue to set the problems . , . 
even for those investigators who intend to leave the grandfathers · 

".' ." 

behind. Tocqueville and Weber peep over Theda Skocpol's shouldet 
as she herself invokes Marx . Reinhard Bendix echoes Weber. So does 
S .  N. Eisenstadt, while making an occasional bow to Tocqueville and 
Durkheim .  Perry Anderson's Lineages of the Absolutist State under
takes self-consciously to fill out Marx's account of the state. Immanuel 
Wallerstein incorporates a controversial version of Marx's account of 
capitalism into his own model of the capitalist world system . And 
Barrington Moore, as we shall see, draws heavily on Marxist thought 
without adopting its full structure. 

None of these scholars accepts the classic statements supinely. All of 
them realize that no one not even the greats has yet solved the 
problems they are addressing. That is why the problems deserve atten-
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tion . But latter-day students of big structures and large processes gener
ally find that more recent theorizing, for all its utility in the details, 
does not match the forceful setting of problems they find in the classic 
comparative essays. The revival of Marxist thought has grown i n  part 
from the critique of theories of modernization and development, but it 
has also resulted from a two-step process: First scholars turn away from 
studies of big structures and large processes that concentrate on the 
present and decide to take history seriously. Then they discover the 
great theoretical resources of Marxist thought for historical research. 

Marxists have, on the average, moved to meet the newcomers. 
Being relatively satisfied with their ability to analyze the organization 
of production, Marxists have become concerned about the weakness of 
their analyses of the organization of coercion. From Marx onward, 
coercion has always figured in Marxist analyses of structural change. 
Marxist treatments of feudalism, for example, call attention to the 
dependence of that mode of production on noneconomic coercion of 
peasants. Marx considered capitalism to be unique in its exclusive 
reliance on economic constraints: The genius of the system, in Marx's 

' account, was to make submission to exploitation serve the worker's 
. short-run interest at the expense of long-term loss. 

Even under capitalism, however, changes in the organization of 
production and increases in the level of exploitation commonly in
volved coercion; Capital dwells on the forcible dispossession of peas
ants and artisans. Subsequent Marxist analyses, furthermore, hav� 
stressed the coercion employers used in tightening work-discipline, 
speeding up production, and reducing the autonomy of skilled 
workers . 

Nevertheless, the organization of coercion in general has had an 
uncertain place in Marxist analysis. Does it have its own logic, parallel 
to that of the organization of production, or does it ultimately reduce 
to the logic of production? Nowhere is the uncertainty more trou
blesome than in the analysis of governments, and especially of states: 
To what extent, how, and when, do states act independently of the 
organization of production? 

Recent Marxist, neo-Marxist, quasi-Marxist, and crypto-Marxist 
writers have worried and fought over that question more than any 
other. Theda Skocpol broke with Barrington Moore and with standard 
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Marxist arguments on precisely that question; at all levels, including 
the level of the state, she saw the organization of coercion as having an 
independent logic and influence, not entirely reducible to the logic of 
production . Perry Anderson's tour de force was to save most of the 
determination of state structure by the organization of production. He 
did so by arguing that, despite appearances, the Absolutist state grew 
up as an instrument of the feudal nobility. In his view, the difference 
in state structure between the eastern and western halves of Europe 
resulted from the divergent interests of their landed classes. 

Both the turn away from developmental theories and the renais
sance of Marxisfth�ughfJiave' prOiTi()t�9.�·l:e�b:flr9i.g�nYIQ�lxhi.�tQE
iCalworK'in -nie� social ' sciences. By "genuinely historical, "  I mean 
stmlieCasst'tiilm-grharlne'fime and place in which a structure or 
process appears make a difference to its character, that the sequence in 
which similar events occur has a substantial impact on their outcomes, 
and that the existing record of past structures and processes is problem
atic, requiring systematic investigation in its own right instead of lend
ing itself immediately to social-scientific syntheses. 

Thus we find Douglas Hibbs beginning his career with a vast, 
atheoretical, ahistorical, cross-national statistical analysis of the "deter
minants" of political violence, then moving rapidly to careful long
term comparisons of struggles for control of national income·in Euro
pean countries. Thus we find Bertrand Badie and Pierre Birnbaum 
building a sociology of the state around a careful historical analysis of 
the development of different forms of state in Europe and America. 
Thus we find Victoria Bonnell, a sociologist, plunging deep into Rus--, ' 
sian sources to emerge with close comparisons between the working 
classes of St. Petersburg and Moscow, on the one hand, and between 
working-class organization in Russia and western Europe, on the 
other. As compared with conventional wisdom concerning prerev
olutionary Russia, Bonnell's analysis of the period 1 905-19 14  reveals 
surprising activism on the part of skilled workers, extensive worker 
organization in periods of lowered repression, and supple adaptation of 
Bolshevik programs to workers' own articulated objectives. There it is : 
Sociologists, anthropologists, political scientists, and an occasional 
economist have begun to work at getting the history right before 
generalizing, in order to be able to generalize soundly. 

• 
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Ways of Seeing 

All pernicious postulates discarded, suppose we still want to under
stand how our world got into its present sorry state and what alterna
tives to it might exist. How can we compare big structures and large 
processes for these purposes? 

We must make sure that the classical logic of comparison, which 
guides a search for concomitant variation, fits our aims l ike a sweat
shirt and not like a straitjacket; it should make the exercise more 
effective , rather than making it impossible .  No on.:. s�<?.�14Ja�.� th�. 
�s..!�_�':1�.�t;..3..1.e:,;g£.Q�iQ..Uh.� .. 'P'J�Ji��tRair.�QbtLIJ£tY!��,!?LB!2.��s���� 
exquisitely matched on every variable except the purported cause and 
the supposed effect Nor should anyone take them to require the 
pursuit of final causes; we shou ld be del ighted to qilg.QY�L.tb..�p.IQK!-

..,................ 
, •.• � . .,m_' ____ ._ .. 

mate causes of social phenom�na:··Noi: .. cro·the rules forbid us to seek . 
princlple's'orC'ova,[lation" begi"��i�g "In so far as . . . .  " Nor, finally, do 
t�eL9!��?.�fQ:rii�k��<;!Il�tiQD.��, explanations leavlllg no ou'�-c'e 
of variance unaccounted for. The rules enjoin us to examine apparent 
covariation with high seriousness and to eliminate spurious causes 
with great ruthlessness. 

In order to do so, we must be sure of the units ��. are c()mp�ring . 
. " .� • . .. , . ". " , ' . .  " ,  · >'. · ."'· .-,'r. ·· · .... · , . · " . . < . ' . . .. ,. _ ' . - " . -- •• ,.., .... 

L��L�£.!2DEU�,§..,'lY.�. ili�E,��i9.£Qn§i�ts;g.t, we have our choice of a 
great variety of poplllations, categories, networks , and catnets: firm; 
regions, social classes, kin groups, churches, trading nets, interna
tional alliances , and many, many others. The trick is to have criteria .. �r identifying .. �e� �ulations, categories, netwo"d.s; t::rfcatnets as 
s;cimens of the sort of uniraboul�ich we are theorizing. 

If we abandon societies as units of analysis , t9!I1, we need not 
abandon national states. We need bnly be cautious: · ��member that the 
�rea �opulat!o!:L c<p.tr?lle�by t�!,\�t�tev�nd ... �� some ' mystical " 
entity existing independently of the�sbite, detiinit the analysis; change 
the boundaries of the observation as the sta,te's own boundaries change; 
recognize the interdependence o(;Jjacent'states : But we have many 
other choices than states: international power blocs, regions marked 
out by hierarchies of cities or markets, regional modes of production, 
social classes, linguistic groups, and so on. 

The choice among many possible units of analysis lays the theoret-
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ical responsibil ity directly where it belongs: on the theorist No theorist 
can responsibly retreat to vague statements about "societl' when she 
has a clear choice among statements about national states, interna
tional power blocs, regions , regional modes of production, social 
c.I�s.�s, ling�isti.c groups, an� many �ther s.ocial .units'i£:�",��Jg. tb�Qp,sts of bIg structur�s sp�Clfxl? which umts their statements apply 
ca.9: .\V�. fi��ao:oigarr�'e1he'�viden�';"�Hlcr�rt"'ancrtOCleterrrllneh1W" 
weifih6r sta tern en t;'fl(;ra\�upt�'rh�q:ti�i '.i��t1DY:'.-· "��·"";�"""'" " ' �."'�" 

�i!er��'''d'Gti'�gui'sh'''';�;;;;g���;;r�1ilfu���t ;;ys of comparing big 
structures and large processes. To be more precise, let us cl�,�siJy .!�e 

"ae'Ti'l!:e and then combine two dimensions of comparisqn.: _�hare of all 
r --... ...,.-.. � ..... '''"':.;.�.-...... . -,. -" '''.-... ,_ '__ - ;' __ '"'' , .... � .-"" . ,', ,"" ' .. __ ....... -:..... ..', _ '.-.' " .... ..' .. :.-.\a •• ,. ,..:-.. - " , .- . '" ;." . ," . .  ' .  - , � .  . 

instances and multiplicity of forms. In share, the statement resulting 
-=:""'__ _ _ _ .... _.""' __ T'� . ' . .,:.: .•. ,' .. ·.'�·_·"1 '�' . 

'
" . . ,, '  , _  " ' , '. ,' - . . ""T 'I' , ,,,,,. �tWtrI�1t'6���.��'6m��g��E'�:" 

ff{):rrt:�a.:c9-:ijjnarison can range from a sil,\p'le i.nstance (getting the cnar-
;�:�i��;-fth�"��7�"';�rh';jfJ�ri"lg· !fit)">\" '\'1'ii"�M"'I'\'t_';;;i5'; . en 0 n 

, (getting the characteristics of all cases right). 
In multiplicity, the statement emerging from a comparison can 

::�:� ��W���'�I��Al����t;�i'�f��f��;Q�������?o�S���������� 
_'_ " --'_''i: �:l'''') P ."r� .... -.,.} V ��-:.·$?J.ll.!�.�- - -; '('�:-.'·' ... r�",,- . .;'; .. p� .. �-:>--:".,.,.. .. ,...,." .. I ... ,� ....... 

�, ... ,.,..., ._ ... _�lT"' .... , . . . -,-..,.:., .... , .. '. . ,' ..... �.���- .- , ' , .  -. -, ,- ,,� ,., �,.-.�.� ' " '.- . , . -,,'''' � . '\ '".-�!": � " r�·""":>·r.:<'I·,-�� .. :..>I· 

classifying the two imensions of variation yie1ds a f�llTiillai- sort of 
diagram: 

ONE 

MUL TIPLlCITY OF FORMS 

SINGLE ----:----..... � MULTIPLE. . 
- . �  

r--,=.- .= ... .  -::-.. -. .  --------------1 .. , . 
.. . .... . •... � ,. ,,',' 

." -._-_ ... '''- ' ", " , ' " ' " , , individualizing J • encompassmg 
, 

SHARE OF ALL 
INSTANCES 

. , 
" . , .. . " -, _ .  

universalizing 
ALL 

Thus a purely individualizing comparison treats each case as unique, 
. --

taking up one instance at a time, and minimizing its common proper-
ties with other instances. A pure u,niversalizing comparison, on the 
other hand, identiJi�}._�g.mmgn." pm.R�rties among all instances of a 

�"- " -'""","' ..... " .. ...." ..... , ,,1, . 
• - � . . . " �':"�,' .'1.', . :",,,,,,<,:r.;""J.t"i.� .,,;.,,,,,. \-,,,," .. ' I'; ' i '.,', " ',,'"_. ',,- ., �I . . ,�I' .,'" ':,,',-,,-'l ... _.' " .'.-' phenomentm. We have a choice, then, among iridTvidualizing, uni-

"', , ," 
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versalizing, variation-finding, and encompassing comparisons of big 
structures and large processes. 

We should be clear about what this classification classifies: It does " 
not depend on the strict internal logic of the comparison: whether all 
characteristics of the cases at hand except two are supposed to be the 
same, whether the social structures or processes being compared be
long to the same order, and so on. Nor does it depend on the nature of 
those structures and processes: large-scale Qr. .small-scale, simple or 
corn pI ex, d ynami �c'?!.'"'c�!�!!��, c��9 s()JgxthlUl��Ei!Lili�ttiili]!i.1ti(t .. 

" 

�������J?£��(l4,��JL2!L,a,!li<ill�.i",,'Comparisons are general 
to the extent that their users are attempting to make all cases in a 
category conform to the same principle. Comparisons are multiple to 
the extent that their users are trying to establish that the cases in a 
category take multiple forms. Thus the classification classifies strate
gies, not tactics, of comparison. 

First comes the individualizing comparison, in which the point is to 
"�ont.ra�t specific ins,!::m£� of a given phenomenon as a means of grasp-

��'-'�--' .,.. • J ........ "" �. ",- " .. "". '_"" f," ':�'''"'' "-'7,,," . � - .. . . . -'-."";""'"""'-_"'_"" __ '.�;'." . '<-''' --,', .... 4 ," c' . . _ . " �Ji '-.. .. _.,..-",<, ,.'%.;: _-�'�"'";."/;'_" _',.' .-C.,., • .' ,",,-,:.�.c"" joIPlif.:·';;;.�� ing the pesuli,?ritie§, gf each , case: Thus Reiilfi"ard Bendix contrasts 
'.>."->_ 'W,h'-"'''':- ;:;J-:.'y;".�,,-,,�1'>-

• . - " AI'< , . , " . --'" �; .. � " " .  ", -- �-;> d,. 1 '0', I:,' .. '-,'." " .--",; . .., ", 

" cnanges in British and German political life with a view to clarifying 
how British workers acquired relatively full participation in national 
politics, while German workers kept finding themselves excluded. 

At the general end of the same side we have the !!Iljy��r�9liz.ing 
c2m�E��on. It a!�,s}?,es!�pl�shc th�t.�\1ery instanc� of a oph�Q'()���()�,. 
follows essentially the same rule. Take, for example, the recurrenlt 

'" ,_ ', ....,.-'h...... _ ',. " '  __ '," _,�.'" .<" .. <{/�:;:_" ,- i ',' e'fforftocons'frucfa natural history of economic growth, either through 
the specification of necessary and sufficient conditions for takeoff or 

o 0 

through the identification of the stages through which every industri-
alizing country must pass, once begun. 

On the other side from the individualizing and the universalizing 
comparison we find the variation-finding comparison. It is supposed to 
establish a principle of variation in the character or intensity of a '0 

__ ... ----... ..... , ... ��.,"" • .,.�'''',,�-'''''' • .,,' •. ,- " -" ''<''--.''-'-'',y,-,,-,- ' - ·-Y ,'-'. ·' -, - ---,', ' - -<"-- ' __ ' _ _  ,_"_" 

phenomenon J�X .�,�aID.iDing systematic c<;Uff�rences among instances . 
.." ".....",'*..:J,-- - -..... ··"".,"'"'C ;�, . .... �.c .• �;,.,.. , � - " " ,,'" ·'·",,·l'h.,,�� "'-;" . " " ;:, .. ,.,.", ... �<" " " ,, " " 

, 
.- " _" ' "  .. ' ,,-- , ,, _  ,,�/_,_, __ u § ",_ ,.: ,, ';':. "::J:;�",-Jeffery Palge s Agrarian Revolution qualifies as variation-finding by 

virtue of its proposal to link different sorts of rural political action to 
varying combinations of workers' source of income, ruling class's 
source of income, and governmental repressiveness. 

The fourth and final use of comparison is neither individualizing, 
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universalizing, nor variation�finding, but encompassing. It places dif-... -

.. 
- -��-.- .. 

. - � ferent . instances at various 10�atiQn� . . . �jJhiJ1 Jhe s<lrn� ... �y'stem, On TIle 
wa'y"t�"expr�l'ii'inrtE�fr �ha�;cteristics as a function oftheiLvaryi�g 

. ...., ; .... " ... �..... . . " -. - -.. , . ... " . . h'; "'"""'_ � '-' .,,-.. �- - �  •. ' ' -,-.'- ". -.. _ . . .. . " .. , � . _ - ;  " ..

.
. ' , ' . 

relationships to the system ' as a whole. In recent years, Immanuel 
WalleiStel�n;a;a" or-world-s'ysf�rnanalysis, with its placement of 
world regions in the core, semi-periphery, or periphery of a single 
capitalist world system, has provided an influential model of encom-

• • passmg companson. 
All four strategies work for some purposes. The Tillys' Rebellious 

Century, for instance, relies mainly on individualizing comparison, 
although occasionally it gestures toward universalizing and variation
finding. In that book, Louise Tilly, Richard Tilly, and I look chiefly at 
the ways in which popular collective action (especially as represented 
by strikes and colre�1TVeVl(;l�'�c'er���t��1tiQ.�,.£h,,�n���.,��,,�" f�stlB}l.: 
of statemaki and the devel of talism ' Italy, France 

n n among y, 
T:'�rf·a�'n'''c''·e''·�, '· .:.C' 

.
•..•• any S�JY<:: chiefly to bring out the 

. 

. . . . features 
�</.� •. 'n.;';''''-''' '''' '''' --'--' ,� .... . -.•.. -""-... "." ... ,,, .. � «-. . � .� �.� __ , "'""''''' . . "  ,....,.'� �-. '- ""'� ................ _,." .. -- .-._-" �,.�.-. '_. ' , t.�. � --A .�"""-·' C-: " " .� C " . ,, ___ : ',",�r:_"'�""- .<;. 0·'''''' .. "'., .. �� .,.':.0."'. ;/........ .. "" ���� .. -,c:� .. :�: :�P�.ri_�fl�ce.�;. t.�.�t�fl:�ivi?�.a!iz!j Nevertheless; �rom time to 

time we use them to search for myani;lnt common prop�rhes. of collec-
�\¥ .;;'t7",.;",.;s;1lil!i4,"";';'\''';''' '.:-., ..... :�,."'.,:?;.�,,;-...,):� . !l ,,': C :" f'�·j ' .... - . ' '',

I
'/#-Jr!:' ,.;>..,t:.�' � ·: "' .... ' ,.".. ... : .. I V  ,,,,,,,',,,-,:,

-.:. .<� '·:14�, .'; tive action (and thus to universalize), or to exPIoie possible principles 
�vaTiatfOfi implicit in the collective-action consequences of the rather 
different ways the German, Italian, and French states came into being 
(and thus to engage in variation-finding). . 

I 

Immanuel Wallerstein's Modern World System, in contrast, alter
nates between individualizing a��. �!l�?'[lR�§�inK.£QWy�r,!�,?n. On the . 

. ." ..... , . ,<" .'." •. ' -' . .• . .  .-,.- .-- .'<. ,, '  ." , , < . .  

one hand, Wallerstein strives to get the characteristics of the capitali$t ·· 
world system right by means of contrasts with earlier empires, wifh 
China, and with Europe itself before about 1 500; those comparisons ' 
individualize . On the other, he puts much of his effort into arguing 
that the experiences of particular regions within the capitalist world 
system (which he tends to identify with particular states such as Spain 
and England) depended on the niches they occupied with respect to 
the system as a whole especially whether they lay in the core, periph
ery, or semi-periphery. That effort encompasses. 

The chapters to come will discuss the work of Reinhard Bendix 
(largely individualizing), Theda Skocpol (often universalizing), Bar
rington Moore, Jr. (frequently variation-finding), and Stein Rokkan 
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(usually encompassing) . For the moment, we can lay out the central 
comparative practices of Paige, Wallerstein, the Tillys, Bendix, Skoc
pol , Moore, and Rokkan in this scheme: 

SHARE OF ALL 

INSTANCES 

ONE 

v 
ALL 

Looking at Comparisons 

MU LTIPLICITY OF FORMS 

SINGLE --------•• MULTIPLE 

Rokkan 
Bendix 

Wallerstein 
Tillys 

Moore 
Skocpol 

Paige 

Arthur Stinchcombe's daringly comparative Economic Sociology takes 
the contemporary Karimojong population of East Africa, eighteenth
century France, and the twentieth-century United States as its three 
principal instances. Although Stinchcombe indulges in a good deadtof 
individualizing and a bit of universalizing, he uses his comparisons 
mainly for the purpose of finding variation. Starting that book, Stinch
combe complains that "comparative sociologists are a vanishing 
breed , "  although he counts himself among the breed (Stinchcombe 
1983 :  vii). 

Surely Stinchcombe is wrong. In America alone, Barrington 
Moore, Theda Skocpol, Michael Hechter, Gerhard Lenski, Reinhard 
Bendix, and many others continue to work with telling comparisons. 
As Raymond Grew has remarked, the comparison of historical pro
cesses "is especially congenial to economics, sociology, and some 
schools of anthropology. " "Many of the most often-cited works of 
recent historical comparison , "  continues Grew, "belong in this cate
gory, although significantly enough, most have not been written by 
scholars professionally trained as historians" (Grew 1980: 764-65) . In 
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this connection, Grew mentions, among others, the work of S. N. 
Eisenstadt, Samuel P. Huntington, Barrington Moore, and Immanuel 
Wallerstein. 

How could so shrewd an observer as Stinchcombe relegate all of 
these outstanding scholars and himself to a vanishing breed? The 
trouble, I think, lies here: Stinchcombe, a consummate hunter for 
principles of variation, hesitates to recognize the other forms of com
parison as genuine comparison. Although I share his preference for 
variation-finding comparisons where they are feasible and appropri
ate in the chapters to come I hope to show that individualizing, 
universalizing, and, especially, encompassing comparisons also have 
legitimate, significant parts to play in building our understanding of 
big social structures and large social processes. 

Raymond Grew also points out that "the comparison of historical 
processes also evokes resistance, even suspicion, . among many histo
rians" (Grew 1980: 765) . There I have a message for historians. They 
have great advantages in the building of effective comparisons. They 
should not abandon those advantages to political scientists, sociolo
gists, and other social scientists. If the evils they reject are the search 
for universal historical laws and the forcing of historical experience 
into ahistorical categories, the remedy to the evils is not the abandon
ment of deliberate comparison, but its rooting in genuine historical 
structures and processes. The following chapters will, I hope, show 
that historical understanding has much to gain from the construction 
of historically grounded, comparative social science. 

, Concentrating on European experience since 1 500, let us ask wh�t 
strategies of comparison help make that experience intelligible. If tQ� . 

inquiry yields interesting answers, those answers will naturally lead to 
their conversion into questions for the next inquiry. 

The chapters to come take up in turn the individualizing, univer
salizing, variation-finding, and encompassing strategies for comparing 
big structures and large processes. The major examples in each 
chapter specific works of Reinhard Bendix, Theda Skocpol, Barring
ton Moore, Jr. , and Stein Rokkan all present first-rate comparative 
analyses of big structures and large processes. My aim is not to sum
marize or assess the complete work of any of these scholars, or even to 
offer full evaluations of the works I do discuss; it is to show strategies of 
comparison in action. 
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For the most part, Bendix, Skocpol, Moore, and Rokkan reject the 
pernicious ninteenth-century postulates and seek to build their argu
ments on strong historical evidence. Better than any exhortation, then, 
they illustrate the alternative to ahistorical analyses assuming the exis
tence of societies, of differentiation as the master process, and so on. 
They display the value of tearing large-scale comparison away from the 
abstract, ahistorical stake to which social scientists have often chained 
it and of attaching it instead to historically specific experiences of 
change. 



The Will to Individualize 

"-'-" omparing large social units in order to identify their singularities 
has been with us a long time. When Montesquieu compared different 
parts of the world with respect to climate, topography, social life, and 
politics, he sometimes appeared to be seeking principles of variation, 
but generally ended up with singularities. He was attempting, after all, . 
to show that environment shaped character, that forms of government 
corresponded strongly to the character of the people in their soci�i 
settings, that each form of government called for its own variety of la�,; · 
. and that lack of correspondence among national character, goveri1-
mental form, and law tended to undermine governmental authority. 
Such a theory of correspondences leads naturally to individualizing 

"" "", ,v , , ; -,<
,

· ' ·' -
, < � ·."", " .''' ·i �.-'' ''�� . ", ;� _· ·<.,,,,,, .• 

comparisons. When discussing corruption, for example , Montesqllieu . . folI�;s'l'the logic inherent in a method that refuses to draw conclu
sions applicable to all distinctive types of states. Rather he deduces his 
generalizations from the specific structure and ruling passion of each 
type" (Richter 1 977: 82) . 

To the delight of Albert Hirschman, Montesquieu follows precisely 
that principle in Part Four of the Esprit des lois. There, speaking of 
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England without quite saying so, Montesquieu declares that "it is 
fortunate for men to be in a situation in which, though their passions 
may prompt them to be wicked (mechants), they have nevertheless an 
interest in not being so. " "Here, " exults Hirschman, "is a truly mag
nificent generalization built on the expectation that the interests that 
is, commerce and its corollaries, such as the bill of exchange would 
inhibit the passions and the passion-induced "wicked" actions of the 
powerful" (Hirschman 1 977: 73) .  The irony is that Montesguieu for-

." .•• """'-> ... -." ........ ", . ,-,.." .' '''''",-,' .. " .,,-. - -

mulat�s his principle, which so easily becomes a principle" of,Xi:1riation 
•• , •.. _,��.,,� .•.. �.,_. _ '.' ".,",,'''>.'.'' .� ,_., .. .. . . ": .• ",.,';� .• 

_
__ _ ' _ ,'_ " _ " . ,_, .. ,_�, . . _" .. ,.

_ 
.. " " '�"_" ' _".,.-"'_"".' ,. ,0" •. , ,_ .-. '. '� ' _ , "1 '." , , ' , 

in the hands of such a theorist as Hirschman, not to account for 
�,�!1b,raLl?o�tt.�mJ.§ .. �:{ycgiati9n.eJJIOng sta.!��,�,but to single out and under
stand the peculiarities of seafaring commercial states . 

Let no one mistake my point, lnf;li.:,!clualizing comparisons build on 
th�e",*engths of historically grounded' s��i�l science. One of the great-

'W •• __ , ' - " " _"""""J',.r."',""�'�" ." .. _ , " .. '>�'. _ ""'" ':_'';'' '_' ' ' ' ' ,'',,_ _ . _ _  .. " _ , C _ . 
" ' ''', 

est contributions social scientists can make is to establish exactly what 
is particular about a particular historical experience including our 
own contemporary experience. The discovery that today's poor coun
t�ies w":��.!:�!��S�J?!J1J1!!i�g the economic-growth experiences of Brit
aIn, France, or the United "St;rtes'"Corttribtrreapowe'rruTIY'"to�oufTliiCler
standing of contemporary social change; that discovery resulted largely 
from individualizing comparisons. As a frequent practitioner of indi
vidualizing comparison, I have no desire to run it down. The point, 
then, is not that individualizing comparison is a bungled attempt at 
generalization, but that it differs significantly from universalizing..y, en
compassing, and variation-finding comparison . 

If 
;ye

.��ded a pedigree for individualizing comparison, its use by 
" Mal:Veber ould suffice. When Weber started elaborating his great 
taxononiies, he bowed toward generalization. When he spoke of 
rationalization and charisma, he gestured toward universalizing com
parison . But his wide G!L�parisons of religious wsteIl)s seLv.:ed mainly 
�. specify the-uniqueness �fJh��Jis.lf!�Yi�=cicc·�;ulating, ratio�;Ez
ing, bu'r'eafjcfafiz"iiigWest:�To a large degr��':"Ma��W'eber used- c6in
pa�i";���1-;r �fFie purpose·orindividualizing. 

To be sure, "the West" is a very big indivi��yal. Still, the point of 
, """'� __ ""'""" �':"""''''''''''�!?fl:t�:;Nt:.�i':I._.,.�,_",�,..,�.��!''!J- ''''''!'''''' '''1 Weber s analysis is less to find the common properties of many in-

stances or to identify a principle of variation than to get the West right. 
As Reinhard Bendix says, 

• 
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His sociology of religion culminates in the attempt to explain the initial 
differentiation between mystic contemplation and ascetic activism. In one 
sense the study was complete once he had explained the origin of ethical 
rationalism by the contribution of ancient Jewish prophecy, Yet in another 
sense all of Weber's essays in the sociology of religion are a mere preface to 
what he had not yet explained for the West. [Bendix 1960: 284-85 ]  

Weber, continues Bendix, never abandoned the search for the secret of 
rationalism's triumph in the West. The individualizing comparison 
dominated all the rest. 

In our own day, Reinhard Bendix has himself been one of the great 
- •• " .�, ,<,-,�:

,
,, practitioners of individualizigg !;:.9.rp,pf.gjson. Faithful to the examples 

.'. -" , "  . -,- .�' � ,;.,.:., .,'.: :�:: " " ,
-
" 

,

.. .. . .. 

.. 

of Max Weber and Otto Hintze, 
.. ,h�, .h�1�".�2���,Ub,�wL��B!lS��<21I,�,tL�: 

guishing tQ.� "tt;�",,,r�lflJiyely successful cases of <:Jurable parliamentary' 
"g6\Yerh'"'�;;tfrom .aJt �;th�"hi!t9.t.;}�f��*p�--:Y�;�'��':'"'H�"K�r��\ri����(�lh 

.. _ " ' .. '" r.�'. r;w-fill.�i.;;.y ... ..-r ,"",,' 4< " .""",!,,,,I, "" '" fltdrtt, fj.m£.lW+i·�� H>l�', \,:f�:i'�'iifl:.;; ;': ;,� �,< ';"'" ":"1" 4.l
-
1- · C"'-�.'[� ��retrca1 'parsimony, and with excepfional'clarity concerning what 

has to be explained. Arthur Stinchcombe tells a pleasant tale: 

In my first year of graduate-school, I turned in a paper to Reinhard Bendix 
called "Rhetorical Opportunities in Some Theories of Social Change. " After 
some discussion of the substance of the paper, he made a comment that has 
shaped my attitude toward " theory ." He said, "You know, a little bit of theory 
goes a long way ."  He went on to say I ought to decide what phenomena I 
wanted to explain. [Stinchcombe 1968: v] 

Bendix has heeded his own teaching. In Work and Authority in I ndus
try, he uses a comparison among Russia, England, East Germany, · 
and the United ine under which ent 

,,��5i��,�§¥�£Jll.\4\�4�LQJ.lW,,&9f,�9.,U�Y��,kJ ts " . .... . . . '  . '  . " '. . .. .' .•...•••..• 
. lwcomlnents Arthur Stinchcombe, "isJo explore the historical sources of 

a 'pluralist' .,rather than a 'totalitar���"�qt�jrq:�;;r"tQeQtOb'efu��u'f�;'" 
�laDor''t�1�ti�!ii:tstIii'2'1��;;t�t'1978;Io4r · ·W�·;�.,';t;��hYtr:;t:6�e 
"pairs of comparisons, Russia/England and Germany/United States, 
come into play. 

In the long run, Bendix aims at principles explaining all the various 
experiences he analyzes. Furthermore, Bendix's conclusion that in
dustrializing everywhere brings bureaucratization of the workplace has 
a universalizing air, while his conclusion that confidence in the good 
faith of subordinates was crucial to entrepreneurial flexibility begins to 
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sound like variation-finding. But ' the bulk of his comparative effort 
actually treats Russia or Germany as a reversing mirror in which to 
examine Anglo-American traits more carefully. Bendix makes no ef
fort to discove�, . Jor . S��,Tple, . }�S . general ; q;I��IU9�i �ffecting 
confidSfi.ce )I1 tht:: gQ2sL[a!!h 9L§�b.9xcliri?�es. His explanations, in th� 
last .. anglys.is�_�2,!�e .  down to th� l?�x�j�t�n.ce.�Q[QJd iiiIh9iity patterQs 
into the ?ge ()[ cori��riti?I�lIii�M�!rY. rh?t is individualizing compari-

, 
_� '- - , .' - " -',_ �"'.:>-o.�",�,�.-,.',_""" :.,,,",,,,,.�,,,,,.--.,....,.,,!� •.. ,,�.;.�-,.-,..., ,,,, ' , _ .'  ---'" SOII PClL�xcellence. . . 

If Bendix concentrates on the singularities of Russia , England, Ger
many, or the United States, he does not content himself with simple 
description, with mere narrative. He seeks to find the recurrent pat
terns within each national experience. In one of his many reflective 
general essays on method, Bendix declares that "where analysis em
phasizes the chronology and individual sequence of such solutions, it 
belongs to the historian; where it emphasizes the pattern of these 
solutions, it belongs to the sociologist" (Bendix 1963 :  5 37) . 

I object to that division of labor. As I see it, good historical analysts 
(whether they call themselves sociologists or historians) use the recon
struction of chronology and individual sequence as a means of iden
tifying recurrent patterns and of verifying their existence. Nevertheless, 
the pattern-finding role Bendix assigns to sociologists applies to the 
study of single nations taken singly; comparison with other national 
experiences serves mainly to bring out the special features of the na-
tional pattern . '*' 

The same individualizing ambition dominates Bendix's Nation
Building and Citizenship. In that work, he offers comparisons of West
ern Europe, Russia, Japan, Germany, and India most often pair by 
pair. The book aims to specify the conditions for creation of a national 
political community: a national state in which citizens have enough 
confidence in their rulers and their institutions that the rulers can 
handle change without utterly destroying their capacity to rule. Bendix 
deliberately cites Max Weber, Fustel de Coulanges, and Hannah 
Arendt as predecessors along the same path . "In these and similar 
studies, "  he writes, 

a recurrent issue of the human condition is identified in order to examine 
empirically how men in different societies have encountered that issue. If the 
emphasis is to be on men acting in societies, these studies will have to give full 
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weight not only to the conditioning of  these actions but in  principle also to the 
fact that men have acted in the face of the agonizing dilemmas that confront 
them. To maintain this balanced approach, comparative studies should not 
only highlight the contrasts existing between different human situations and 
social structures, but also underscore the inescapable artificiality of concep
tual distinctions and the consequent need to move back and forth between the 
empirical evidence and the benchmark concepts which Max Weber called 
"ideal types. " In this way such studies reveal the network of interrelations 
which distinguishes one social structure from another. [Bendix 1977: 2 2; 
emphases in text] 

The business at hand, then, is the distinction of one social structure 
from another. 

Kings or People? 

Bendix's Kings or People greatly widens the stage, but does not alter the 
basic script. On a world scale, Kings or People examines two alternative 
bases of government hereditary monarchy and popular sover
eignty and asks how the second succeeded the first in western 
Europe from the sixteenth century onward. 

Max Weber casts a long shadow over the book. Weber's influence 
appears not only in the fundamental statement of the problem, but . also in Bendix's insistence on legitimacy as the basis of rule; in his 
basing of legitimacy on systems of belief; in his recurrence to ChFii�f 
tianity, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Islam when explaining differ 
ences among the political systems of western Europe, Japan, China, 
and the Muslim world; and in his relatively slight concern about the 
technical problems of taxation, warfare, repression, budgets, reconcili
ation of competing interests and other essential activities of govern
men ts . Al though �,�DjJ!�;!£���t;t�!�llL£2mp'i!ti�2Q§�>�g[Q§Ull(;:,,,�Qd�� s 
em pires , furthermore!,. he ()Iggni?:��JhQ.�,�, .�.$?ml1<,1Ii.�,9!),§,J,Q e§t().S1S(��2n 

.. " """.,"" " ,- "" ,::,>,.,...-, ... " "  .. '".W" • .  ,,'""'_ ..... -'.,,�."' . . , . . , . . . . 
-

0'0 'fFi'(tp'�culiarities that Eyx:o}itted.,w.e,st�nJ1:,u[Q.pe ,to h8stkhe, . .t;rgJlc5i-
tion from r\lre in t�� ";�m�_qf",111�kiDg . . tQ . .. !)}1.�. in the, _n���2f.J11� 
�,"', ' I, ' . "_ .. . '�"e-'_f '.t"� »0< '0', ,,�" ",O " ,,,>.x.,. t """�l�ll',i- ,¥��.\V,,,#� . � "''W'''''''l';.lf'i;l.",h'�' ", .-:.u. l.", .. ,' ' 

p�L�;,.!ii�<?E}E�juQlyjQ».wze. 
For the Bendix of Kings or People, a little theory still goes a long 
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way. To the slim theoretical tool kit of his previous books, this Bendix 
adds only one major device: a demonstration effect in which the peo
ple of one state strive to create the political arrangements they see in 
another state. He couples the demonstration effect with the theory of 
ideological continuity that he used repeatedly in his earlier works. 

- " --
-

More or less self-consciously, Bendix adopts the new device in order to '<T'-> .... .,.�'�·.#-b,,,�w,"'J"'''.,.,,, . ' _, _ " _  _'_ . '. ,,'" " .  _ < -,� -. �-'·"'_" '�-":-L"h'r.., .• ,· .. , _> .• �:,; .. �"" " ;,, _ _ , ,  ... . . ..
• 

__ . , ; -. . • -" , - ,  - _.', ,, .' , ,  _ , .- . _ . .  , . ... . .  , , _ 

escape the effects of seeiil'finternaT differentiation more precisely, 
, .. �·:.' __ ;�,'.'�r:.:'J;O:';_��n"1!':1�·"_:'·1:';'-:i'-:t·" �,;,,,-,1"1 �i""� �Jo."I.>�)!i;;I:O;;.'I'r�:� :liI';�Il',�; ,,,�·-�,.,>·��,:, .,,,, I ·  .•..• : ,,_� \ .. .'.' .' . '  .' .'.  '-" .' ,. , .' ,\.,:'., .' " '  " :> _ . •  , - ' .  . •  " .'  -

�,W�L9,lff�!�!ltii!.tig�<,�,S,,��S!"'!t�g, \\f.!t� )ndustrialization . as the 
9�h'Lw..gr.fm:£�.J),£"�hf!Ug��J?'I" .g§�lt �ha t in ternal , differ�ntiation would 

• ,... -,-" " . _ '  " ' b . •  _- ;; ,
_ ,  .�."." 

• .' , -" , '-""" '-" _'_"_�" '_" _:'. produce s imilar changes an,d outcomes in cl WIde variety of cQuntfies 
.� ......... _ __ _ ._,._ .• __ .�.""""�� ; ' ''"·'''·'')''"'';' .. �,; .. i'''"�-,�,,,,_-,,"·,� "'��"�·'.'i_." '·'·'_" '· '"''''''<·''·· ' '� ' - ' ' '·'' " -" " '__ _ - -. - _, : . '. , _  

andthereby contradict the p!eIl1iseJrpIJ)'i�hich Bendix began. 
. .  

� ,,�:�.�"'J..�'! l�.�".,J'�" ]�,.-:,"',,-,,,,� .. · . '''!��'_ ..• -i _>( ,.--;x_,;·:.�· 'i �.;o";';'.. '.w.,--rc,: ' " ,." "',." -",' ' -'Ic._' ' .. ' , 
.. .. ,"

', -- ' - . .. -- -. ,. " "
- ,0:'''' ' " ,.'_" ,._ .• '" .'-" >., , " •. "�V') �.',;,_ .-)�.' .• ",,,," '; 

Afex�f);keres:"foir'e�aI'npr�:'Be'�'al'xi'c'ourdt;eiat the extent and rapidity of 
diffusion of political models in one country or another as a function of 
the involvement of ordinary people in factories, markets, and other 
settings exposing them to those models: the more rapid and massive the 
creation of those settings, the quicker the diffusion, But Bendix char
acteristically clings to individuality. "In order to preserve a sense of 
historical particularity while comparing different countries, " he writes, 
"I ask the same or at least similar questions of very different contexts 
and thus allow for divergent answers" (Bendix 1 978: 1 5) . 

In fact, Bendix goes beyond a mere methodological mandate; he 
mistrusts standardizing schemes and finds diversity everywhere. ,fIere 
is a crucial summary: 

England, France, Germany, Japan, Russia, and China have participated in a 
worldwide movement of nationalism and of government by popular mandate, 
though each country has done so in its own way, My account attempts to 
show that nationalism has become a universal condition in our world because 
the sense of backwardness in one's own country has led to ever new encoun
ters with the "advanced model" or development of another country, I wish to 
show that the problems faced by each modernizing country were largely 
unique, Even the countries which had been building their political institu
tions for centuries had to cope with unprecedented problems in the process of 
modernization , Today, new states looking for analogues or precedents in ( other countries have more models to choose from than ever before but their 
histories and the earlier development of other countries have hardl� prepared 

') them for the tasks of state-building. [Bendix 1 978: 5 ]  
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Three assumptions suffuse Bendix's argument: first, that despite the 
demonstration effect each state works out its fate in considerable inde
pendence of all the rest; second, that within each state previous institu
tional history and contemporary beliefs place enormous constraints on 
the possible solutions to recognized problems; third, that the pivotal 
events are hot alterations in the structure of production or of power, 
but changes in prevailing ideas, beliefs, and justifications. Th!ough 

-...... �,,!t(d,..';";".t'(,'� ,.,. 

their stress on the causal influence of conditions that are unique to 
<I"m�,;t.""'" � ·'.��-1')"':' ."-:�'���:�".';��·""·''')�.'f�!?:!.:'i;:�j'���:U"�:J'!';;;'''''''�W'¥>�!,"'1-�"''''''':'':::-;�-�."·' ,oft,: ;!-:.:-" __ . _ • ; " , -

. 
,'... -,"C'_ -," :" ' ; .', 'j ,, ' . , . .  " .. ,..:>�.,; . - ' . ' . '; �. " , # .  

e���_�j�!�, ___ th�.,!�E�� ,e.��,�'!]J?!!gl]§ P'�.s,� . . ���" ,;vh.9!� ,�n�!;:�i� ,bClc�, toward 
i��yclY,$lt?;.ilJion. ' ' 

Bendix builds his analysis as a series of narratives punctuated by 
summaries and comparisons. In the book's first half, he presents the 
ways that kings established, justified, and defended their rule; quick 
observations on Germanic, Islamic, and Chinese experiences provide 
the background for extended treatments of Japan, Russia, Imperial 
Germany/Prussia, and England, followed by a general discussion of 
kingly authority. In the second half, Bendix traces the emergence of 
rule in the name of the people; the histories of England, France, 
Germany, Japan, and Russia do the bulk of the work and lead to a final 
review of the twentieth-century situation . In neither half does he worry 
much about explaining the actions of ordinary people; throughout the 
book, the problem is to explain the actions of rulers and of claimants to 
rule. 

Indeed, �!..��x adopts a problematic, if 
_ S?,�.\I�.r�t!.9.I]Cll",,?�.GQJ,l.!}L9f 

��,r,�P:�.�."E�£,�!�f.,!J;]2l.rrI�fI§Q;�Jti�:�§2.L�!:s�m.1!t? .,!9.,�,J�,r��Jb,'i.2t,�j,t�§i. 
and.the,.�QU1mercialization of land, lab or, and capital promoted the 
:;pP�,Cl!��S'�'5i��ucafer�'I�,��!!!¥;':"Th��:" ':v;�i���-g���p�"'�l�d���t�g 
; ,:t .i,;.il:'�"'" . ,. " , . . . ' '' , ;·1· ... ,' . " ., , . '" ."" , � ' .. c< .... " _�;_',cfH' ,.,h\t·''':('!''!-!7!.\r.-;l ",;:�.��! �. , . f" .'.--" .  • 

• • • ' .:' . ,; minorities became alerted to the SOCial and cultural position of their 
own society in relation to the 'demonstration of advances' beyond their 
frontiers, a process which acquired momentum in Europe in the six
teenth century and has since spread to most other countries of the 
world" (Bendix 1978: 2 58) .  Ordinary people disappear from Bendix's 
history, except as a breeding ground for new elites and as a field in 
which those new elites sow their implicitly revolutionary ideas. 
Neither the great European popular rebellions nor the long, hard 
bargaining of royal and ecclesiastical officials with peasants, artisans, 
and proletarians over taxation, the tithe, military service, and church 
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control of family life have any place in the argument. Those are, I 
think, serious omissions. 

As Bendix works out this analysis in detail for England, the major 
changes of his sixteenth century include the price revolution and the 
Reformation of Henry VIII. But they do not include the proletariani
zation of the rural population or the proliferation of trading networks 
tended by small capitalists. The century's great popular rebellions dis
solve into a single sentence: "Great anxiety was caused by the wide
spread distress due to enclosures, by vagrancy in the countryside, and 
by sporadic rebellions" (Bendix 1978: 282). Consistent with his em-

- - - "  

phasis on beliefs and elites, Bendix centers his portrait of the English 
sixteenth c'�ntury on -ftle--i-ise of Puritanism. There he sees a strong 
parallel between the development of the new religious creed and the 
rise of parliamentary government. Both, thinks Bendix, rested on the 
paradox of equality within a well-defined elite: The equality of all 
believers before God separated them sharply from nonbelievers, just as 
the equality of parliamentarians before the king placed a gulf between 
them and common people. 

Similarly, in studying France of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, Bendix has nothing to say of the country's vast seventeenth
century rebellions, of the energetic growth of small-scale industry, of 
the capitalization of agriculture, of the royal struggle with popular 
Protestantism, of the broad resistance to royal taxation and seigneurial 
aggrandizement. Bendix's account deals with governmental strultture, 
with French reactions to England and America, with the development 
of a critical spirit among writers, parlementary officials, and Free
masons. 

Cracks in the Foundation 

When Bendix comes to Germany, the lack of any strong analogy to the 
Puritans or the Philosophes causes him trouble. The eighteenth cen
tury and the beginning of the nineteenth work well enough. The 
attention of German princes and courts to French models looks like a 
demonstration effect, while the creativity of Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, 
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Kant, Fichte, and Hegel resembles the formation of an intellectual 
counter-elite. But given that start, the later nineteenth century did not 
produce the appropriate drive for democratization. 

Bendix does not consider socialists and organized workers to have 
constituted a serious opposition. His preferred candidates, civil ser
vants, remain loyal longer than the general argument makes conve
nient: "The question was how long these officials would maintain their 
liberal outlook in economic affairs without being won over by the 
agitation for popular representation which spread in part through the 
public implementation of that liberal outlook" (Bendix 1978: 426). 
The Prussian revolution of 1 848, lacking a broad intellectual move
ment, and ending with a constitution of liberal sentiments and au
thoritarian institutions, comes on as an anomaly. 

Bendix finally reasons that the poor fit between his scheme and 
Germany's experience helps explain Germany's twentieth-century 
wanderings: 

Nevertheless, the idea of a bill of rights and of popular sovereignty had been at 
least verbally embraced, and the question was how long the people would 
remain under the political tutelage of the monarch and his court party. We 
know today that Germany was unprepared for the advent of popular sover
eignty when that tutelage was destroyed in 1 9 18 .  The history of the Weimar 
Republic demonstrated that the mentality of hometownsmen, a legal order 
primarily upheld by officials, and the idealization of Bildung and duty had 
provided a weak foundation for national citizenship. Few people had inter
nalized the "rules of the game" of democratic politics and without that inter� 
nalization a mandate of the people cannot function .  [Bendix 1 978: 430] . ···· ·· 

Despite this bold bid to save the argument, the passage's tone reveals 
some perplexity. Bendix is apparently aware that the German experi
ence shakes his general scheme: no strong demonstration effect, no 
new elite converting that demonstration into a usable ideology, no easy 
translation of a democratic ideology into popular opposition to heredi
tary monarchy. Here, more than almost anywhere else in the book, we 
sense the trouble caused by ignoring ordinary people. 

Let me be clear about it: These emphases and omissions follow 
directly from the analytical program Bendix adopts. They are deliber-
ate. �..:n dix uses��!�.;,�_��i..;�m Pa.��<�,!8,,,,���;,,!��.j!TIRQrt�,,[15:,�,gf 
v�������:!�:��h,� .E��t �y�iJ(ll;>iH,h:-::9C.SX�,t:,E!!�.!?,t�1l���.::��� 
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pre��Dt vmi9ti()D in forms of government. What is more, the very 
fidelity of his use �findividuali.ilI1ifc6mparison leads him to identify 
the difficulties in the German case. My complaint comes to this: 
There is no wa y to specify the impact of those systems of belief without 
examining the organization and action of the people who are supposed 
to be mobilizing around the beliefs. 

Seen from a greater distance, Kings or People reveals the strengths 
and weaknesses of individualizing comparison. As a way of theorizing, 
and of illustrating the theory as you go, it works very well . &,;;I_}:Y.5!Y5l 
testing a theory's yaJidity, however, it leaves a great deal to be desired . 
. _" ..... _._" _�,� ...... "v,, ... ""�""" ,"" d·L\.";V - \1"1!:"'''Yt-... o.,,\.�, :"';�'" .. ,;:.·c" '.,_.,.,.,.'-" " ,c ._ • _ ..  ., < '_., .' .• ' -'.' '.". ,-, "o"""'",,.!,J"'; ,.�.""i\H·,'''-,,,,.,�j. �..i.'\,>i ",'/" .,' .,<. Y.' . .',,'� � ') •.. ,' , '_'; . .',.':,,'.; .. ,. ', _. In fact, t�P���?�!� . .?i!l:�"=���"������gn� .. gIE<.!r:Es,'!I�!,£���t�:.:���� at 
by individualizing comparison depends implicitly on the correctness of 
generarp;:opos'IHOrisweTi{beacr��riJi'·tfi�' ···��pG·natloris'.· To'·oeIleve··Beri-:.· ·· ·· 

,.�"._ ••• __ , � .. ;, ..".. " •••• ' ,"" .; " ... ;., •• "�,, .. ' lOi'>"'1t ��;�.". .... \ ;"�'. � ''''';'', h .. : '1� .. ; ,Ii.';;' "'::" •• ,,-'"�PI''''' .�w.: r:'" r,'" ",'>I .. " " �.,' ,! ,':' "" � > .. ;" .. '" ,�'�, !I • " �:'!I'); .• '�.' -,"., -. 

dix s account of Germany, for example, we must also believe that, in 
general, the strength of popular mobilization around a democratic 
belief varies with the extent of prior articulation of that belief by a 
strong and unified elite. But that proposition is exactly what remains to 
be proven ! 

Again, to accept that "once the English king had been overthrown 
and parliament was supreme, other monarchies became insecure and 
the idea of parliamentary government was launched" (Bendix 1978: 
2 50) ,  we must also accept that class struggles within each monarchy 
fail to explain Europe's successive revolutions and reforms a proposi
tion left moot by individualizing comparison. In short, individua�zing 
comparison will do to start social inquiry. In the skillful hands of a 
Bendix, the inquiry will begin very well . Once begun, however, the 
inquiry that seeks evidence must turn to other sorts of comparison. 

, .. , 

, 
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The Decline of Natural History 

or the first half of the twentieth century, social scientists often did 
their theorizing in the form of standardized "natural histories" of dif-

__ �_ .... ,,_"� .. �... • _' ......... <o/..lI\..,.,."'..,;"' ... � • ...".....",... ..... ')··· ... .;-·-�-··�·,�,,..·-" .. \I� " " " 
.. � .. �-. ------ � ""''''''",-;.. ,. 

ferent social phenomena. Individual careers, family lives, com-
, .. � " '.,"" . ",.'., ,,-'�""7�.{: .. :: � .... . . � .... "" .... � ...... "..._ ... ;1-y .... ;, .,-, .;,,'." , munities of a certain type, social movements, revolutions and civiliz;:I-
tions all had their own natural histories. The theorist would typic'!l)¥ 
begin with a well-known instance, break the experience of th<1�;i,1"� 
stance into a sequence of events or a set of stages, then propose ' ,tfie '. 
extension of the sequence or stages to many instances ... sometimes 
even to every known instance. The demonstration of the theory's valid� 
ity then consisted of taking up new cases and showing that the course 
of events within each of them fit into the proposed scheme. The 
analyst compared the new cases with the old, but not for the purpose of 
identifying their particularities. On the contrary: The point was to 
�!gue ��_�i!..sg.llull.on�j;l12J2�E���:,,.Ih�.,gj1�r�Lh�!2EX.lnY9!Y.�,�L�,.p,rl!J}i 
ti��::'but common form of univers.��zLu.t�9J]J2at.i§,9,l).� . .  

Naturarnl'srorycura-wiae's���;the through social analysis. Analysts 
proposed natural histories of delinquent careers, of communities, of 
social movements. They purported to verify those natural-history 
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schemes by showing that the main elements of diverse instances fell 
into the same sequences. Theories of economic growth and of mod-

-_.-.... .. -.. -. " " . �  - - ........... , - - "', .. - .----.�-- >-
-- . . 

ernizaJiS>ll gave natural history its most prestigious 'twentieth-cenfury 
-�ppjication� . ' They �fi:en 't�ok the form of stages: preco�ditions, 

. . - . . 

takeoff, trflnsition, maturity, and so on. As Sidney Pollaid'ro'iTIplains: 
,. ·-. ·· · , '·0 ····· _ . � . _  . . "'. " .. " ,  . , . ' ,  . •. 

. . . we have treated each country like a plant in a separate flower pot, growing 
independently into a recognizable industrial society according to a genetic 
code wholly contained in its seed, But this is not how the industrialization of 
Europe occurred. Rather, it was a single process: the plants had common 
roots and were subject to a common climate. Further, the development and 
chronology of the industrial revolution in each area was vitally affected by its 
place in the general advance, by those ahead of it as well as those trailing 
behind it, and this relative role must form part of any description or analysis. 
[Pollard 1 973 :  637] 

, 

Alexander Gerschenkron made a daring, influential innovation: He 
proposed that 'fEe'tempo and mechanisms of economic growth varied 
systemati,cally from"'t-eaily"'lo '(iliif��:'Q;Y:�I,�pers; 'th�Ei��]Qi_�2S!!_m,Ple, 

. ,;_ . ...... . ' . .  �,._ .,".-. "'�., "_.) ' :> ... , . , , '  _ ' . " ', -; - . ...  , !  . • , . . , n.,·,·. · . '''" , 

appeared to play a larger and more direct part in the accumulation and 
i�';�t�nrorc;ipifal " �lmonitthe:lafec-6;n�'�s:'- -G��S'Ch��k��I;- did '��t, 
however, abandon the idea 6f ii' shiridard sequence . In his natural 
history, the species evolved in response to a changing environment. 

Almost inevitably, mg.Qc::I.s gLmpdemipation in general commonly 
appeared _jlL_n�t!1J-,!l:b.i,st9.r:X_".f9W;.t.w�Jages, _ §�.g,1I.bn���� _ ,.tr.f!mi�.!1s, 
growth. Thus Clark Kerr theorized about the "commitment" of indus-

,<-,.-""':''' .'  

trial workers: . 

. . . there is a certain "normal" pattern in the process of commitment of work
ers to industrial life. Four stages may be distinguished, or perhaps it would be 
more accurate to say that four points may be identified in the continuum of 
behavioral change which marks the transition of the worker from traditional 
society to full adherence to the industrial way oflife. These four stages may be 
designated as follows: ( l )  the uncommitted worker, (2) the semicommitted 
worker, (3)  the committed worker, and (4) the overcommitted worker. [Kerr 
1 960: 3 5 1 ]  

Kerr then built his model as a commentary on the characteristic be
havior of workers in each of the four stages. The illustrations did not 
come from the same workers at different points in their lives, but from 
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different groups of workers: South African gold miners, bachelor work
ers in Nairobi, and so forth. Kerr's analysis epitomizes the application 

, " • ___ ._._.. ___ �. __ �' __ b •. , •• _ ."_ .. . . .  ' .•• � • .  ; .. .. '  ." .' _ �' _T.'_ ,-."� ,._'-< ... . , "'-''' ' , _ 

of natural history t9 IIlOderni;>;atiQIJ. $uch ideas had two attractions: fi�t? io'c;;:'�_�'��i!Dg�_s,j!L9,Q!!E!l,l!Di��.tion, family structure, political 
activity, and any number of other social phenomena with alterations 

__ , _' ,_ '" _ _  � ... " .. ,- - -. ·..". ..... ........--.. ....... "'-"-'-' • .nS'\r ..... � ........ ..,.;..c_,.,,""��.:::.;..,,"'""�., ... �"-', _ �_ ... � �., :'.>., • •  _"".c.",·." .... 4--._, .... '
.:." 

in production; second, to suggest pro&!:..aJ,Il�.of action speeding up or 

guldf�g 'th�.J�!Q�.��Sf£L�g,i�E�i.��!ion. -,-- . " " - " " . 

To find natural history credible and useful, one must believe that 
�. ", '-'r�"�., .. ... ·H· , ,-,_ , ' o. ,  ," .. -.",,', ',.-"-.... 1·.'· .. · .. ". " , '-- -.,,�." ---"-' " ",- - ., . .... . -. ' - , _ " " , ." the soda:rphenomena' in 'question fall into cohen�nt; selfC:�H1t�iIled 

, " , ,-" .. , , ' o.  

cTusters;'a:ndlhat change within a�y particular instance results largely 
from internal causes. To accept Arnold Toynbee's massive scheme of 
rise, maturity, and breakdown of civilizations, for example, we must 
believe that a "0:'i!i.�e!i9,D': i�, ;;L�_�1(-,c;Qvtail)��L.�?�::,��t ef}tity, that 
each civilization organizes around a fundamental set of values, that 
people within the civilization gradually exhaust the possibilities within 
that set of values, and that the exhaustion of values causes transforma
tions in all aspects of civilizations. Toynbee's grand scheme for civili
zations belongs to a family of natural histories; Oswald Spengler, 
Pitirim Sorokin, and Alfred Kroeber all fathered members of the 
family. 

Characteristically, Sorokin criticized his colleagues for treating ................ , .. "'" .. � 

civilizations as coherent wholes with independent but similar lives. 
Onl y 2���!�_!�st�Y.�-t.�E��,�, S,�gS��fl��,S?�$�l}!b-:� h<;: t��ght�he ,ci viliza
tionsidentified by Spengler, Kroeber, and Toynbee, he claimed, were 
not integrated systems. But, he thought, "cultural supersystems, " inte-
��et$;£!,!>y"�fjDiU!2.u,,,,dQ.,,.f�Imiri�ji�iijJi�§,��b_ I�.��ti911.�1, ., ,1ge.�1j§,tip; · 
anc,L ,Sensate phases. Having laid out these judgments, Sorokin sum"- , 
marized in superb self-confidence: 

Despite the basic misconceptions of the structure and movement of the civili
zations which Toynbee, Spengler, and Danilevsky premise for their thinking, 
certain of their conclusions are nevertheless valid if divorced from their false 
frame of reference. Reinterpreted aJ:1<:l J!la�ec,l,.withiQ,tbe $Qheme of sensate, 

\w,J
.
""i<&:""_W�4�"';.�'''·''--'- -- ·. -", . , _ " . . ,," - " , .. . , - ' . . - '<- ._ ' . '  , •• ,) ..... ;:-.:,.;, .... · .• ·,<""'w"",.'\'""�;, ... .-,.� :'-" 

i,?�����,�<I.��t!,�.��'?E;1 ����x��)!nSU,�c�" i!lj,��L�!;� :��l����.:�.��,�:�,�: theX .. �gre� ess��tl.�1.lt��f!DhJ:�S2llS1M�!9n§J;),f.mx,:,�D�h;�I.�J;>f m��§),'��eIll� ,�?d greatly reInforce them. rSorokm 1 947: 643; readmg tnese comments on wnt
��s" to \\Ih�;T; S�rokin was fairly sympathetic, one begins to understand why 
some of his colleagues in American sociology found him "difficult" , ]  
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Although massive schemes in the style of Toynbee or Sorokin have 
lost favor in the social sciences, natural history was no passing fancy. 
Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century founders of our social sciences
Vico, Buckle, St. Simon, Comte, Tylor, and Spencer..£ome instantly 

.... to mind often used broad-brush natural history as a theoretical de
vice. Theorists since World War 11 have generally trimmed their aspi
rations. Yet n�t1}.mLhistpry h;I� �.()f!!�.���9 " tQ thI!y� . . i,'1.Jh.�;,f(),��1 of 
ev()lt]tiQ!1ary and developIIleIlt�l �c;hemes applieq to "societies" rather 

"" .. , ... , 
.

.. .. , .. _, - , '  " '-'" " -,,, .. .  , ,,-. .. ' . . -. ",, - "" , . 
- ,' .. _, , - ,.-,. :" - .- ., " . , " -

" . " "  - - '- . 

than civilizations.; .  
. 

;�4:'!'�'''''''';;-''''�'- .,,-- --

t:taj:.!!L�L,QjgQ!x...,bas also found employment oIu:tjm.911� ... ,sca1e.,. 
Crane Brinton, a distinguished intellectual historian, once wrote a 
little book called The Anatomy of Revolution . Although thousands of 
books and articles on revolution have appeared since the Anatomy's 
appearance in 1938, it is very likely still the best-known general book 
on the subject in English. Scholars still use it; as recently as 1983 ,  an 
Iranian historian was pronouncing its central model the best template 
for the Iranian Revolution of 1 979 (Keddie 1 983 :  590). 

What is that model? Contemplating the English, American, 
French, and Russian revolutions, Brinton offered the metaphor of 
fever: 

In the society during the generation or so before the outbreak of revolution, in 
the old regime, there will be found signs of the coming disturbance. Rigor
ously, these signs are not quite symptoms, since when the symptoms are fully 
enough developed the disease is already present. They are perhaps �etter 
described as prodromal signs, indications to the very keen diagnostician that a 
disease is on its way, but not yet sufficiently developed to be the disease. Then 
comes a time when the full symptoms disclose themselves, and when we can 
say the fever of revolution has begun. This works up, not regularly but with 
advances and retreats, to a crisis, ' frequently accompanied by delirium, the 
rule of the most violent revolutionists, the Reign of Terror. After the crisis 
comes a period of convalescence, .usually marked by a relapse or two. Finally 
the fever is over, and the patient is himself again, perhaps in some respects 
actually strengthened by the experience, immunized at least for a while from 
a similar attack, but certainly not wholly made over into a new man. The 
parallel goes through to the end, for societies which undergo the full cycle of 
revolution are perhaps in some respects the stronger for it; but they by no 
means emerge entirely remade. [Brinton 1965 :  1 6- 1 7] 

Reaching back to medieval tradition, Brinton adopted the image of 
society as a body. Revolution was a fever that seized the body, then 
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passed. With his customary touch of  malice, Brinton self-consciously 
adopted a metaphor from pathology, then warned his readers that they 
should not read into the metaphor any hostility to revolution. The 
bulk of his book went through the postulated stages one by one, illus
trating from the histories of all four revolutions. 

Although Brinton himself had no trouble distinguishing the En
glish, American, French, and Russian revolutions, his discussion em
phasized their similarities. At the end, he sketched "some tentative 

>". ,'- -,' ,  -,' "'' .,- . , , ' uniformities . "  He saw these characteristics, for instance, in all four old 
" ;, ,, - .. .. ..'.,."."v.[;.t> .. ""', ..... ;:<:<:,""'Z,,,;.;(,�;...� 

. - -
-

.. 

regimes: 

The societies involved were undergoing economic expansion, and 
participants in their revolutions were not generally miserable. 
The societies were riven by bitter class antagonisms. 
Significant numbers of intellectuals had transferred their al
legiances away from the regime. 

4 The governmental machinery was inefficient. 
5 The old ruling classes had lost confidence in themselves and their 

traditions. 
Brinton proposed a series of uniformities for each stage of revolution, 
with the first pbase involving "financial breakdown, organization of 
the discontented to remedy this breakdown (or threatened breakdown), 
revolutionary demands on the part of these organized discontented, 
demands which if granted would mean the virtual abdication of those 
governing, attempted use of force by the government, its failure, and 
the attainment of power by the revolutionists" (Brinton 1965 :  253). 
The Anatomy offered similar uniformities for each of the subseq�i;)nt 
�t�g��:' th� " 'Il1o��Il1ent" ';rpowe�' iWQng ievoluHon�ries, 

' " 

the " ��I; '-6f 
._�_"._._"",' .. .. ,  -C-,' " _ ,_ .,"-" .. ,- ."," o,,, - - :,': "f:_"" ' -'p ' ,_"_ , ' - ,  ' ."  ' • .-- ." ,,�.,.�s. .... . , , : _ ' �l:'.t.��m-i�t�J.�t9� . . r[�"1G.tj,!;UlJ_�J:lSLtQ��[�§.tgmJ.iQn.;".,"yj{,itlU;>,s;£fl,�Lp .. n�!..g�:���� for description, qualification, and reRection, the book pursued uni-t ·-" 'n',.; •.• ;�.-;; ),"'>:"�" " "  ,---.,;.' .,', '-- ," . " ,'-' -,." '-' 'r·.· '�" " "�':''''''"'' '_n " " ,<',�:�.<. ri.". ,,:'.,: • .  �,_:J.;�,.. -.-'. _' '·f, c, ,".';>' .• " _, .. ,.._,'J ,� .. ::\.�" (-'I!;"",,i"�-'):" " ;��;"l�': �,��, 'r,,,_� ,,' ;�, 'c. ''';''' .. , .'.', ,,-.�'c " "'\' ,/,,,,. ,".: " .,: " :':.',;K ornuties. 

Brinton's natural history mixed sense and nonsense. He knew the 
events of the four revolutions (especially the French Revolution, on 
which he had earlier written a monograph) well. As a result, he was 
able to describe features of each revolution that fit his scheme. His 
emphasis on the vulnerablility of the states involved caught an element 
that other natural histories, focused too intently on revolutionaries 
alone, missed. 
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Brinton's fever metaphor, however, confused the issue. Despite all 
the qualifications he attached to it, the idea of fever suggests that a 
revolution happens to something like a single person to a society " ,' 

' " .,' '' '  .. ,'" " "�'�" "_" ''''' ' "'·,o'''',..,' .. · __ ,"'i.,.. ... :j.�'_;;"r''';,." ... �'r.. .... .... � ." ,.,_,., ...•..•. �' . . , 't, 0,-• •  0 ' , . " " .' 

pers0J:lJ�,ed . That}l!ggestion wipes away the struggle of parties, the 
pIa-y'"06f coalitions, the pronlem ' 6f sei'zing control of a goyernmental 
st���t�;�': "��shapi[)g it, and subjecting other people to its force. It 

'��.-''"� •... :;._ . "·r -.... ':" .... ;,�;: ....... .:, ... "'--.• --- .: " .  . 

locates the revolution in the revolutionary elites. Finally, it relegates 
. .: .�-" , . .... "',. . _ . .,. 

ordinary people to a chorus: either following the soloists' lead or stand-
ing silent. 

The !��tf�.\V .q�g�Q9', his.t�ELQg�_�p-hV)f.�1l four r�y�l�tiQPs, with its 
rediscovery of party struggle and popular participation, has made Brin
ton's account obsolete. Even quite conventional histories of the Amer
ican Revolution, for example, now make room for the partly autono
mous involvement of shopkeepers and artisans in the struggles with 
Britain. Recent writing on the Russian Revolution and its antecedents, 
likewise, presents urban workers as organized and class conscious. The 
work of such scholars as Christopher Hill gives the English Revolution, 
a popular base far wider than the division between King and Parlia
ment suggests . And studies of the French Revolution, beginning with 
Georges Lefebvre's Paysans du Nord, have led the way to an under
standing of popular participation in revolutionary struggles throughout 
Europe. Although the place of class struggle in the American, En
glish, Russian, and French Revolution remains hotly .contested, no 
scheme that ignores popular politi'c�\can now stand up agains�the 
evidence. . •  _ . 0  . . _ __ • 

Models of Revolution 

Indeed, the trend in revolutionary historiography seems to have dis
couraged the construction of natural histories. Models of revolution 
continue to proliferate, but proposals of standard sequences become 
rarer and rarer. Increasingly, self-consciously constructed, models of 

r�l��;.;n� r�y.olu±iDJ1 (as opposed to the implicit schemes people use when inter-
preting particular revolutions) <;.QJJ£�,[Jl,,,,(lLg,a,��§ ... !!!.!�p.;�,c:.�pitating 
conditions, (2) alignments of classes and parties, ( 3 )  mobilization and 

· ' ,..,r,,:>' ' _ .."..., ...... ,#��� ..... L ,..... '_"-_,___ , .1I'$l.W_�����;(�'�':fl�1'�"""W._" - -, ............ �- .... "� • •  � �"" ' ." ,.---� _ .  

• 
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dem,obilization, and (4) outcomes. This does not mean , however, the �� .... ,. "",oMlor .. Ch""",,,"tS';..,., universalizing cOHlparison has disappeared. On the contrary: It bgs 
---_. __ .. �-"""-,-j- ",._ .. '--' � - . ,--- -

become increasingly common to defend mod�ls oJreV,Qlllti9JlPX liDing 
'�""""""" j, L��""" "-"'''"''' __ ''':''''�_''' . .-, >< ; �_ .... �,� .. .. ",,;.;. ,_, ' • .  ,' .,' '--" ';' •• _ •. ,;. ,>,,, " •. �"" ." � " ,;... , .... �.'"N'_,..,_'" .... ,-�," . "" "�-� ... : .. ,-.,,,.,",-'"' .,-... ,. ........ ,....,.",. ·1 ... ' , � . _ tL<"', � - . . " �" .... '-. ' > " "I,"" "". 

up several instancy�""i};:LJY,bi<;:b revolution ciid occur aDd stressing their 
_,..""""-;,<;::.;""" '"" " " 0,,,,, ...... 1 !.':�.",��r<_:j)"<I.�,!\:-"iP.-'Y � , , " '� '.�.'� .'" , ••. ',-.' ." _ .'" .. �.-."� .. ,'.--'·.-, __ c-" "-_" "·" .c·' .. ,- " ,0-. '. '.-',"0 -,-, . ' ., - ',': _- , 1:.' > --." '. 

\:;'--;7'<:1'".,.:, <,1,-' ':>-''','':''''" '� " f  '" _ 

. 9gmm,9I1 g�,8,RS;JE�s. 
Take James Davies' influential J-curve model as a case in point. 

(Davies authorizes our making a connection between him and Crane 
Brinton by dedicating his reader When Men Revolt and Why to Brin
ton: "He never fathered a revolution but he articulated its anatomy in 
our disjointed time. ") As Davies summarizes his argument: 

The thesis is a fundamentally psychological one, referring to individuals 
rather than social aggregates: revolution is most likely to occur when a long 
period of rising expectations and gratifications is followed by a period during 
which gratifications (socioeconomic and otherwise) suddenly drop off while 
expectations (socioeconomic or otherwise) continue to rise. The rapidly wid
ening gap between expectations and gratifications portends revolution. The 
most common case [sic] for this widening gap of individual dissatisfactions is 
economic or social dislocation that makes the affected individual generally 
tense, generally frustrated. That is, the greatest portion of people who join a 
revolution are preoccupied with tensions related to the failure to gratifY the 
physical (economic) needs and the needs for stable interpersonal (social) rela
tionships. [Davies 1 97 1 :  1 3  3 ]  

In his original presentation of the model ( 1 962), Davies proposed it as 
an alternative to the ideas that revolutions result from misery or pro
gressive degradation . No, said he: Rising expectations, disappointed by 

" " , 

a downturn, open the way to revolution . Davies shared that gen�nd 
� view with Tocqueville, Brinton, and a number of relative-deprivatibtl 

'�--�'�""""---'�:"'::;" --;-'-.� .. 

theorists. Davies centered his analysis on individual psychology more 
�""" . " .. � .. .. - " 

clearly and completely than the rest. In offering Dorr's Rebellion, the 
Russian Revolution of 1 9 1 7 , and the Egyptian Revolution of 1952 as 
confirming examples, he also wrote as if an angry public were the 
essential ingredient of revolution. 

Davies compounded that impression by extending the J-curve for
mulation, with less documentation, to Leisler's Rebellion of 1689, the 
American Revolution, the French Revolution, the New York draft 
riots of 1 863 ,  and the riots of Nyasaland in 1959 .  (Later, he added the 
American Civil War, the Nazi seizure of power, and the movement of 
American blacks in the 1960s: Davies 1979 . )  In passing, he disposed of 
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the one negative case on his roster the revolution that failed to occur 
during the American depression of the 1 9 30s by invoking the rapid, 
vigorous intervention of the federal government. Thus Davies made 
clear that he was trying to state the conditions under which large 
numbers of people become angry enough to attack their government. 

In the 1971 reprinting, Davies added a qualification: "But s�<jQ�_<::o-
n ����_call y dep��"<:.g." .. PQQI'.P�QJ2��",,�!�".ll nlikeJy". tQ_ "mak�"jL,.��,SE��sful 
rebellion;" 'arevolution, by th�Ill.!)elves. · Their discontent needs the 

_ >. ,_0" _  ._, ,- " "' ,"_i" 'O •. ""� •• ;''':''':_':j� •• � ,,;., . . . ,,�.,_.,'' '''i':'''';-"·'' · addition of the discontents developing among individuals in the mid-
dle class and the ruling class when they are rather suddenly deprived 
(socioeconomically or otherwise)" (Davies 1 97 1 :  1 3  3) . Nevertheless, 
the qualified model continued to treat the amount of discontent in a 
population as the prime determinant of rebellion en masse, and to 
propose that a J-curve pattern of expectations and achievements pushes 
the amount of discontent above the threshold. 

Notice what Davies did not do. He did not compare his supposedly 
_'l'''''''-' <",-" ,",>,>",,,,,,,,, . . ,' ••....•. " � _.�-, � , .- , 

confirming cas.es with other sir,nilar cas.�s in. whid;'r�yoluHons'failea'16" 
_ .,,' -'_,' .,v,..··':..· �,"'" "", ... " .. " � ��.f', .. , .... -,; .... ,,,;, .. 

, ·9',f"���'·�,',' .,-,' ,., 
. - " _ .' . - " ,  ." -" ">;-""',.�" .  ,," ',-i' " , 

occur. With the exception of the American Depression, he did not 
lo�k for instances in which J-curves appeared without revolution. He 
provided no rule for deciding which satisfactions are crucial when 
some are being frustrated and others not. Nor did he specify, much less 
verify, the presumed links from the J-curve of satisfactions to the 
necessary discontent, or from the discontent to the seizure of power. 
He did not meet the conditions Morris Zelditch has listed for in�lli
gible comparison: no method of differences, no elimination qf third 
variables, and so on. In a universalizing mood, he compared a number 
of instances to a model and claimed to have discovered a correspon
dence. 

None of those failures disproves the J-curve model. Short of doing 
the missing work ourselves a thankless task we will be unable to 
refute it. My own sense of the evidence runs strongly against the 
model, on two grounds: first, that people's rising expectations are being 
disappointed all the time without revolution, and such time series 
analyses as we have available for a wide variety of conflicts point away 
from the expected pattern; second, that whether widespread discontent 
actually couples with a revolutionary situation depends on structural 
circumstances that have little or no connection with the generality of 
discontent. Those "structural circumstances" include the military vul-

, - '"-)\··�"'1"-'-'''''�'''''.,''''''''''''';'''"'-''''''''''''''-''''':' "'.'' 
-

., _ , -)-,.« . . ,,,,,:,,.-.,,;� .. .;!-" 
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nerability of  the state, the internal organization of  its opposition, and 
the character of coalitions among classes. 

Theda Skocpol's Revolutions 
• 

Lest anyone conclude that universalizing comparisons of revolutions 
inevitably lead to unsatisfactory models and neglect of structure, let us 
look at a remarkably successful deployment of the universalizing logic. 
If anyone emphasizes structural circumstances favoring revolutions, 

, 
, .. ,:,: ................ ' .............. ''''...,. .... ,.."'.,�,,.''''::.'.,'� .... �.;........ . , , '� " . . : . , - .. " ' " ' Theda Skocpol is the one. . ",". " .... ... . " ' . , , � . .  ,.' , '  " . . .. '. ' 

-''Skocpol's States and Social Revolutions sets up a sustained compari- '. 
son of the French, Russian, and Chinese revolutions. It seeks to iden
tify the necessary and sufficient conditions of genuine social revolu-

-.. - "  .. .  � ., -.. -. ,.-," ""-" " .. tions: those that rapidly transform state and class structures . More 
--. 

...... . -. ... � ..... ,�., ..••• � �
'
-.-'1 ''''-'''''' ..... -l· ......... ·"··.· ...... �,,· 

:"'�'�" ' .• r., ," ,,'- ,� •. 7 ; ... � •• . '-'-,."" .' .,'", .;:".\I"1'.;�, ..... ',I,.,," .... �,',' " Ti .. \'.' . • .  , " " ' , "." � :. ' • \ . 

precisely, it attaCKS {ne explanation of the subclass of social revolutions 
that occur in rich, noncolonial agrarian bureaucracies, as a first step 
toward explaining social revolutions in general. 

As Lewis Coser says, Skocpol "sets herself resolutely against any 
psychological explanations of revolutionary developments in terms of 
the frustrations or relative deprivation of the underlying population. 
She contends instead that L���.L.�'.!£t�!�t��0.�,e.!i9}:!�f allow one to 
reach an explanation of the causes of revolution" (Coser 1979: 13); 
Discontents, even intense discontents, occur widely in history, Sb'ut 
social revolutions hardly ever happen; the problem, concludes Sk�bi. 

, . 
pol , is to identify those rare structural conditions that permit existing 
discontents to coalesce in revolutionary action . . • 

In many respects, Skocpol wrote her own v�rsion of the book her 
teacher, Barrington Moore, Jr. , was writing at the same time. Moore's 
earlier Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy had included 
sustained treatments of the French and Chinese revolutions, as well as 
using the Russian Revolution of 1 9 1 7  as a foil for the analysis of 
China. But despite scrutinizing each revolution carefully for evidence 
of the conflicts and class alignments prevailing in each country, the 
JY1Q� of Social Origins finally !?!.��!�,,!:2.Jh�""'.!�y.21lJJi.Qp.� ..... 9.§,,�?im�,�
.�,!.�::�,���,�h�.�.���, �[l�,£!�1�.EIY..S�llf.�J��L:Y5E�.,.�1r,�g9X .1,m�1�!,.�,�y'· Tem-
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porary coalitions of classes, each having solid material reasons for 
opposition to the ruling classes and their states, made revolutions. 

That conclusion, satisfactory for most purposes of Social Origins, 
called up a thorny question: Since many, many people have solid 
material reasons for opposition to ruling classes and their states, why 
do major rebellions occur seldom and transforming revolutions almost 
never? 

Moore first mentioned the question i,! a commentary on the Terror 
in France: 

As the victims of the September massacres show mainly poor people who 
happened to he in jail when the mob burst in popular resentments could 
erupt in sudden acts of indiscriminate vengeance. Nevertheless, a dispassion
ate analysis cannot just draw back in horror at this point; it is necessary to 
perceive the causes. They are clear enough in the aggravating circumstances 
of the moment and the history of degradation and oppression to which the 
mass of people at the very bottom of the social order were subject. To express 
outrage at the September massacres and forget the horrors behind them is to 
indulge in a partisan trick. In that sense there is no mystery here. In another 
there is. As we shall see most clearly later, when we come to consider India, 
severe suffering does not always and necessarily generate revolutionary out
bursts, and certainly not a revolutionary situation. That problem must wait. 
[Moore 1966: 1 0 1 ]  

The problem did wait. Although Moore did consider the causes and 
costs of nonrevolution in India later in Social Origins, the probl� of 
necessary and sufficient causes of popular rebellion appeared in that 
book only intermittently. It finally reappeared in his book Injustice 
almost fifteen years later. 

As Moore left the question at the close of Social Origins, he could 
go in either of two directions: toward the general structural conditions 
under which aggrieved people could actually seize power or toward the 
circumstances in which people who had solid material reasons for 
grievance actually articulated those grievances and acted on them. He 
feinted in the first direction, but followed through in the second. His 
book Injustice did deal with "suppressed historical alternatives, "  such 
as the development of durable socialist power in Germany, and did 
reason about why those possibilities did not materialize. But its chief 
itinerary led through the conditions in which people define the behav
ior of powerful others as unjust, via the relationship between the sense 
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of injustice and participation in determined, collective opposition. 
That exploration took him past a rich variety of experiences, move
ments, and political forms, but few revolutions. 

Theda Skocpol took the other path . She deliberatelx. focused on 
, , --- ... , ..... =--... .,.'( ...... .... �-.... -.: """" �-.,.<""""':. .. ,�--. 

indisputably great revolutions, intentionally examined the social struc-
tuies "])dllnQ 'mOsegiear?;��lutions with care, self-consciously com
pared the soci<.tl structures and the revolutions point by point. Where 
Moore treated existing states as relatively direct expressions of the 
interests of a dominant class or class coalition at the states' formative 
moments, she meant to give the structure of the state full, independent 
weight. An "organizational-realist" view of the state, she said, in
formed her work (Skocpol 1 979: 3 1 ) . 

Skocpol has written many analyses of states and revolutions and 
taken more than one perspective on them. Let us concentrate here on 
the perspective of her major treatment of the subject, States and Social 
Revolutions. In that book, Skocpol's comparisons appe.<�rt:d in three 

__ ....".-.... ¥ ... ,, ""'.'""" .... --.�v ... __ ,-, .. � .. -.. ,.,,� " .... , .-�_.'
_
, <  .. "

_ 
t . 

. , • .  '." ' ''' ' "''_ ''' ',:��.,,,, ,, �y", � _ different configurations: . 

1 social revolutions vs . nonrevolutions: (France + Russia + China) 
vs. (Japan + Prussia); 

2 revolutionary country vs. closely matched nonrevolutionary coun
try: (France vs. England), (Russia 1 9 1 7  vs. Russia 1905) ,  (China 
vs. Japan); 

3 revolutionary countries compared: France vs. Russia vs. China. 
Japan, Prussia, England, and Russia 1 90 5  entered the analysis as other . . ' � ' , ._," countries, similar to the featured three, which failed to have soqi�I 

, '-' � : ;�':! , . .  et ' 

revolutions. 'V· "' 
, " ." 

In her book's first half, Skocpol emphasizes common properties;' ln 
the second, she spends a great deal of her effort establishing .P1!..rti.9.:Y
larities of France, Russia 1 9 1 7} and China. There are moments, then, _" ��9' _ ' . ... ".,_....".-..: '" I '�'-�""""�_"" when her comparisons serve r;!,�j!llLt<;".L�2��,�.!,lli,b.?�.� If States and 
Social Revo[iiTions-assii;;e(req�al weight to the three sets of compari-
sons, we couJd re.a�911ably push the book over frof!1 �miversalizing 

_ ....... � • 
• •• _ 

- ",_ • ..,. \, - - , _ � .  ''''''."''-' '  • •  " _ .  _ _ � ' _ t . . .... . t_'._' , .". _ _ _  .. _ . .  " 

towar(L�Ji.!:!Jio_n:fiD�jng comparison. Three features of the analysis, 
... ,----'-- ...,, �  .. �- -•••. -', .. "",.(" ., �,.,'.".:.-.--;:j�:".� -however, give it a/uriIy�:rsaliZ-in�ir. First, although she recognized a 
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large class of social r�volutions, ��2_�J?,?13m2.i.ft�w<;Q!}s;g:ntL5Lt�.�Qn- the 
. _"" , �"" .. , ... . , _ _  .. �. , .• � . .... _ .. .J,- "",r..."" _ . suDc·�a���t:'�.�§�§L���C2l.�t"i?�.�. �S���!jDK��!�!�_.��a�i�!1_1>.l}.re�uc�a�,ies. 

S'ne chose to do so on the precise ground that "France, Russia, and 
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China exhibited important similarities in their Old Regimes and revo-
_ """,-,,�-.. , •. " ."',�_.- .• . ",..�. "" .. -, " '"'';�'"�� "''''_'''''''�''' ,., .. _ .. , . • • ••• _ ',' ' __ . '" :. " ... - .. ," �,. ,c(-,- ,'-c -: . : ;: ' . - ' " ''  

• .• - ,  " --" , . .. " ,--,- -

lutionary processes and outcomes similarities more than sufficienUo 
Wa���tffielr"t�'e�'t�e�tt�gether as one pattern calling for a coherent 
causal explanation" (SkocpoI 1 979: 41). Second, she used the com- . pitiJ"9.��,,��2�K"��e,!.l£,,�J�M,��.iC)I,,,,�n�L�h,in� alm�st exlusively to . .i�en

tify similarities in their circumstances, rather than to discover princi-
, ' ' _ " __ " " _ " _ .  "�_,�"""'_�;..>f.; .. :p.,,,,,.,, '-'"-""-'-"" '''''''';'.�.'(''' '' ,, ' _ 

pl��-�r�aflaHoi;". ··I'Fiance�"�lrussla:·'and China, " she rem'arked; " " '" 
.,_ :-:· .. r�:!.�-.:;,:..�';w-:t�·�.,:r ,,",,��ffi',�,$1iiX!._ " . , , J;; , 

will serve as three positive cases of successful social revolution, and I shall 
argue that these cases reveal similar causal patterns despite their many other 
differences. In addition, I shall invoke negative cases for the purpose of 
valida ting various particular parts of the causal argument. [Skocpol 1979: 37] 

She was quite aware of differences among the countries, both in the 
settings of their revolutions and in the courses of the revolutions them
selves. But she souP'ht chiefly to identify their common properties and 

.' ........ ' ....... " ... , ...... ""'...., ........ t ... "" � �L"'I<l ',' ',.r ..... � ... '" '" iII-eii,,,,,,;.t:I,i �_,,,,, �c "." '
,
, ,:..;. _.;; � �I -"'t�',d : 1 ,:, H-�,��. '.;-,;� ''''.,-... ' i M��"" , • '" 'i'1\�W" ' • ,<;;; �;�':'\A ... , " ,',,. .' '"', " " "";",," '. " ,', " , ', ,',.. . , 

to track them to common causes . 
.' " .- ,.',,' .. � �,-. «'.' .

' ,.,.;�, ·"·:r{�, � · ;.; ··"? ' (9�;r,;·'·'<'-' ';�...,'""" �'''�f ' ,', .. ' Tne "sfress on coillin'on causes brings us to the lhJ.nLRg.�pl;"T�.� 
comparisons of France, Russia 1 9 1 7, and China with Japan, Prussia, 
l!nglii'nd; 'ind Russia 190 5 occ'!.P!��,��_��?,!,!!!"St\y'�,!!.!i,!},.2�,l?2�iti?.�jnJb� . 
analysis as a whole. As Skocpoi herself commented in a later essay on 

.�; �,�;'l �t.;� 

C e history, in States and Social Revolutions "only the 'posi-
tive' cases of social revolution receive extensive discussion. 'Nega
tive' or control cases are discussed much less fully. ' For they are 
introduced strictly for the purpose of helping to validate the �main 
argument about the causes of social revolutions in France, Russia, and 
China" (Skocpol and Somers 1 980: 18 5 ) .  

Skocpol arrived a t  this sort of comparison because she sought "valid, 
"!;<,l)" "k" .,�",-",o.M/�"," "" ",d., •. __ ," , .. . 

complete explanations of revoluti()ns" (Skocpol 1 979: 5 ) .  Further-
����:=Sheha<raPartTC�1'i�"�;;d;;��;'�ding of what it means to explain 
revolutions; explanation consists of identifying the necessary, and if 
possible the sufficient, conditions for a rare, complex event: a [�.EI,slt,. 
basic transfo! ... IE,�JiQJ::L.oLa,sQ,Gj,�.tY:,�".,S,!�,t,� . .. 9.nsLslii§,§,v�9J}£1Y!�§L,i!�S2gt 
p��}ia.:1§TI�,,£'<1r,t,£itfIi�iJQLQ,Hgh,,�Y<,,£l��§.;;p����t.�;y.£l!�,Jrgm,h�18�,:., In searching for causes of revolution, she explicitly invoked John 
Stuart Mill's Method of Agreement and Method of Difference; those 
are ways of identifying the uniquely determining causes of a phenome
non. In so doing, Sh�_i�.Eli£i!b;,,,,I,�i.�ft;�g.the procedure which social 
scientists confronted-with an explanatory problem more commonly 
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em pI oy : p1.���!l&Jhe"c;;.!Jtis,�L�D�i�,v�S�� �c) b� ��pl.aip��l "Yi tbi,n a field .. pf 
, vaxi.q.tiQ,!hjhq�Qt!fi;iDK£2!.���!�.t�§x.2Ltb�,,;�n!$i,eJ x�.�i�,t.�9I1' th�.I1 .<lttem pt -
ing via another version of the Methods of Agreement and Differ-

�e� �� to s.0.� \?�!,,�2"��;��,�.eLpJigr,i !t�.�,.,�.m9pg Jlw�.<:: ., cQuelgtes . 
Skocpol also eschewed more modest programs of explaQation. Other 

analysts of revolution have, for example, taken explanation to consist 
of accounting convincingly for the courses of events including the 
success or failure of revolutionary movements in different revolu
tionary situations or reliably identifying the relationships among cir
cumstances before , during, and after different revolutions. Neither of 
these requires a specification of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
successful social revolutions. 

Because she adopted an extremely demanding program of explana
tio n, Skocpo I vigorousl�"!�i�!j�,sLaux .. \!.tt�X!}R1Jg .. ::.�Rl�in':',,r�vol uti ons 

,..="... n' _. _ �. .. ,�_�.., .... ,,\. ,. , V"'''�a;,-,;" bX. �?�pa
,���I�";m:!Y,i.ttLQili�!"'t9.�r,11�Jl.ff.9,!}�ict. Likewise, she ' would 

have nothmg to do with "purposive" accounts starting from the inter-
ests and organization of various revolutionary actors. No explanation 
of social revolutions that merely accounted for some of their features
for example, the more direct involvement of some classes than 
others would satisfy her. Her search for a "valid, complete" explana
tion of social revolutions, then, embodied an exceptionally ambitiou,s 
program of explanation. Unlike most other social scientists, she wQllld 

; � '" , 0:; �.' l f.,,: ,r. J,.; ,om .-".." � (,<" • 

n�tsettle,.fQ.r.,.,�xpl.�iQ!,P,£�����.��L�!li�,�.e,!lLp.eItgfJb�.,y�t[j,�J1E�,�,.,_ " 
Skocpol's zealous explanatory program couples with a determina-

tion to bring politics back into the analxs�. ,of large-scale socigl 
,'-, " ' . ' . - - . • . ff;" '!' ·t:'1t:"fr:.,J;"_I�S"'r.t.�-·� �\�Wtf,�,;,�·,ml.'o:?<t'j�����/.:.\�""" "��),:+�,,� , -- -':. 

changes:'1jy"poHtics" sh'e means the organization and ,use of9.Q�n;j(lQ, ,, __ ,_.,. '_' " .. ,.,.." ...... " .... __ , .. __ , _ •. ,�.,. ""'�'" ,,: •. ".� _ _  �.,._., _ ,  ,_,;,"'<.', " ... �. ," ,. " " " .� .• d.· •• ,� •. � •.•• ..,.d_" ;}, .' '"" � - -_ .. '.c- " . .'., , .• .' _ 

e�.Pe�!i!tb:j!L..th�J�.���q,Ln.l:I"tL2I!!lL�:!�s. That insistence on politj9s 
shows up repeatedly in the detail of States and Social Revolutiol1s; 
Skocpol attributes considerable importance, for example, to village 
power structure in accounting for agrarian rebellions in France, Rus
sia, and China. ' " 

Indeed, Skocpol could have strengthened her analysis by examining 
variation in revolutionary activity from one type of village to another 
within France, Russia, and China. In her treatment, for example, 
France appears as a country with relatively backward agriculture 
(Europe's only more advanced case, England, serving as the criterion) 
and solidary peasant villages. What is more, she minimizes the im
portance of regional variation . "Regional variations in combinations of 
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community structures, landholding patterns, forms of rent extraction, 
and eighteenth-century socioeconomic trends, "  she remarks, 

were apparently not very important in determining the general shape and 
incidence of peasant revolts in 1 789 (however much they may have had to do 
with which particular grievances were emphasized and which specific targets 
were attacked by individual peasant communities). What happened after 1 788 
was spurred by a national political crisis into which peasants everywhere
those with potential as well as actual grievances were drawn through almost 
simultaneous, kingdom-wide events such as the drawing up of the cahiers and 
the Municipal Revolution. The peasant rebellion was indeed autonomous 
and spontaneous but only within this national context. Peasant actions in 
1 789 thus cannot be understood merely as extensions of "subterranean" strug
gles carried on in localities throughout the eighteenth century. [Skocpol 1979: 
1 2 5 ]  

Skocpol has a point, but she carries it too far. She is quite right to stress 
the visible vulnerability of the French state as an encouragement to 
rural action in 1 789. But from that point on, the simplifications of 
French historians such as the Georges Lefebvre of The Coming of the 
French Revolution mislead her. 

In fact, rural France of the eighteenth century embraced regions 
variously dominated by small-holding peasants, sharecroppers, large 
commercial farms with agricultural wage-Iabor, small merchants run
ning cottage industry, rack-renting landlords, rapacious monasteries, 
and combinations of the six. Their village structures varied in.,ough 
conformity to the organization of production. In 1 789, the intensity 
and character of rural conflict varied greatly from one region to an
other; only the lumping of struggle for control of food (characteris
tically a concern of rural proletarians) with attacks on landlords (char
acteristically a concern of smallholders, tenants, and squatters who 

, were being squeezed by capitalizing and enclosing landowners) into 
the category of "peasant revolt" keeps the variation from being ob-

• VIOUS. 
The cash-crop farming of France's Flanders, for example, drew 

admiration from all who saw it, including English agrarian observer 
Arthur Young. Yet it divided the rural population into large peasants, 
smallholders, tenants, and a large number of wage-workers who split 
their time between manufacturing and agricultural labor. In 1789, 
Flanders plunged into the "peasant revolt, " but its wage-workers gener-

,. 
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ally struggled over food supply, while smallholders and tenants went 
after noble and ecclesiastical landlords. 

Languedoc followed a different path. By 1 789 Upper Languedoc's 
landlords had been working for about a century to convert their region 
into a "wheat machine" and their tenants into dependent wage
laborers; the process was incomplete, however, and some villages had 
retained considerable autonomy. In Upper Languedoc, "peasant re
volt" stopped sooner and threatened less than in Flanders, but it most 
often took the form of repossessing use rights which landlords had 
eliminated. In Lower Languedoc, a region of small-holding, herding, 
and extensive cottage industry, the major conflicts of the early Revolu
tion set Catholic workers against Protestant entrepreneurs. 

In Anjou, the wine-, wheat-, and flax-growing areas near the Loire 
supported thoroughly commercialized cash-crop agriculture, with 
smallholders, tenants, and wage-Iaborers cheek by jowl with ecclesias
tical landlords and tithe-collectors. Away from the river much of the 
countryside broke up into medium-sized farms owned by noble or 
ecclesiastical landlords but operated by long-term tenants with a cer
tain amount of capital, who drew some seasonal labor from the many 
land-poor or landless people engaged in cottage textile production. 
Although Anjou's greatest concentrations of wage-workers struggled 
over the food supply in 1 789, nothing one could reasonably call a 
"peasant revolt" occurred there. 

In all these regions the conflicts of 1 789 were "subterranean" in the 
sense that they brought into the open struggles that had begun long 
before, but which authorities and landlords had been better able, !tg 
contain before 1 789. And in all these regions the failing efforts of lo,�#l 
authorities to suppress the various forms of rural conflict typicafIy 
precipitated seizures of power in the name of a revolutionary commit
tee. Attacks on noble and ecclesiastical landlords rare indeed in the 
seventeenth century had been multiplying during the eighteenth 
century in regions of expanding agrarian capitalism. Likewise, strug
gles over food had been increasing as wage-Iabor expanded in grain
shipping regions. 

In these ways, the rural conflicts of 1 789 had a certain autonomy. 
The fiscal crisis, the struggle with the Parlements, and the calling of 
the Estates General surely increased the vulnerability of royal au
thorities to attack. They increased the likelihood of simultaneous resis-
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tance to royal power in different sections of the countryside. Yet the 
-'--'�-.' -

uneven d�.�tr!R1,!tj9n of rural struggles against capitalist aggra�4!.:z:�rnent 
�--;.,,-.- - " ' • • , . .  , -,.,� 
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itsel f .  favored social revolution. It meant that in some regions the 
�...-..t. .. ",��-li"'."'� �".""" ... .,... " L,·.,·� '-'"'., ..- �;., ,. " "  , •. , ... ' -. ','" " . '  " _.,, . ...,.,� .... , c." ,. .. .. • revolutionary bourgeoisie found strong rural allies smallholders and 
wage-workers alike against landlords and royal officials. If France 
had consisted mainly of solidary peasant villages whose people were 
eager to throw off their exploiters, the coalition of merchants, lawyers, 
and other bourgeois who actually constituted the revolutionary net
work of 1 789 would never have managed their repeated seizures of 
local power; the bourgeois were too clearly identified with the peasants' 
exploiters. 

That much calls one part of Skocpol's argument into question. She 
minimizes variation from one rural area to another, stresses the wide
spread predominance of a peasantry organized in solidary com
munities , and treats a general reaction to seigneurial exploitation as 
the incentive to "peasant" uprisings in 1 789 . Instead, sharp regional 
variation in rural social structure, frequent resistance to the expansion 
of agrarian capitalism, and deep divisions among cash-crop farmers, 
agricultural proletarians, and true peasants facilitated the victory of a 
bourgeois coalitioo; The coalition had its own political constituency in 
some regions and was able to borrow outside force in others. 

Yet, properly understood, the variety of rural conflicts actually 
strengthens Skocpol's overall analysis. For it explains how a series of 
rural rebellions that were sometimes antiseigneurial, sometim&i anti
capitalist, and sometimes both could favor a bourgeois revolution. It 
establishes that the declining ability of capitalizing landlords and mer
chants to call on the state's agents for support in the face of resistance 
and rebellion actually facilitated the revolutionary transfer of power. A 
bit more concern with the local ramifications of national politics 
would have made these conditions clearer. 

Skocpol's concern to put national politics at the center shows up 
espe'cIillY- lll' fi,e'i" " ene�ar'aigyQ;�� t. TI��t' argll�ent' ��Fe� " ' ;���i�t;?!r'-

.. 1""�"" '<'F .. ""P"! ..
. 
;i;..;,�·rh ... ,.,..,,, ."' ..• " •. � :. '�'h,g�,��. ""-'"-., " .. ;" '� ,�. ,. ,e,

.
" :  .. ''''. .- . " < • ..' ,., .•.. ,, - ..... .. '. -- " " ." ,  '" .'-. .. ..  ' ';: -" -"","< 1..<,.,,01., :,.·.!.i .... �, . " -p:: � .... ;J,:.>!.;\q-',·;��(':,::, 2 :,.'� ;!'., .,� .J';! , " � , 

IE51Jnl��.�"i��,S.!�,�,�".�.�.�: , .. 1.�.�.�1�1,thY ' ()f t�::�t��e? �,� !l?�al. s��tes . to. �,9t. Here IS a compact statement of er theSIS: 

. . .  in late-eighteenth-century France, early-twentieth,century Russia, and 
mid-nineteenth through early-twentieth-century China alike, the monarchies 
of the Old Regimes proved unable to implement sufficiently basic reforms or 
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to promote rapid enough economic development to meet and weather the 
particular intensity of military threats from abroad that each regime had to 
face. And revolutionary crises emerged precisely because of the unsuccessful 
attempts of the Bourbon, Romanov, and Manchu regimes to cope with 
foreign pressures, Institutional relationships existed between the monarchs 
and their staffs, on the one hand, and the agrarian economies, on the other 
hand, that made it impossible for the imperial states to cope successfully with 
competition or intrusions from abroad. As a result, the Old Regimes either 
were dissolved through the impact of defeat in total war with more developed 
powers (i . e .  Russia) or were deposed at home through the reaction of politi
cally powerful landed upper classes against monarchical attempts to mobilize 
resources or impose reforms (i. e . France and China). Either way, the upshot 
was the disintegration of centralized administrative machineries that had 
theretofore provided the sole unified bulwark of social and political order. No 
longer reinforced by the prestige and coercive power of autocratic monarchy, 
the existing class relations became vulnerable to assaults from below. [Skocpol 
1 979: 50- 5 I 1 
Note that the statement includes a certain amount of logical curve
fitting, similar in function to Robert Hamblin's insertion of empiri
cally estimated exponents in his general equations for social change: 
Total war, for example, becomes the equivalent of resistance by do
mestic landed classes, and "assaults from below" cover a variety of 
evils. 

These reservations aside, are the main lines of Skocpol's description 
correct? Did the old regimes of China, Russia, and France, hampered 
by existing relationships between their central authorities and their 
agrarian economies, weaken in the course of failed responses to foreigl1 
pressures, dissolve through challenges from more powerful states 
and/or their own landed upper classes, become vulnerable to assaults 
from below, and succumb when those assaults actually materialized? 

Except for the strictly contingent role attributed to rural action 
against the state and the ruling class, this summary is at least defensible 
in the present state of scholarship on China, Russia, and France. To 
be sure, a William Doyle could complain that the parallel equates the 
relatively minor international difficulties of eighteenth-century France 
with the enormous vulnerability of Russia and China and slights the 
importance of divisions within France's ruling elite; a Victoria Bonnell 
could argue the importance of organized urban workers in the making 
qf the Russian revolutionary crisis; a Ralph Thaxton could maintain 

" " 
• • 

; 
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that a folk revolutionary tradition played a powerful, autonomous part 
in the development of the Chinese revolution . Nevertheless, in its own 
broad terms Skocpol's summary does identify common properties of 
the three states and their revolutions. 

Does Skocpol's statement present the necessary and sufficient condi
tions for social revolution? Is it true that "( 1 )  state organizations suscep
tible to administrative and military collapse when subjected to 
intensified pressures from more developed countries abroad and (2) 
agrarian sociopolitical structures that facilitated widespread peasant 

, 

revolts against landlords were, taken together, the sufficient distinctive 
causes of social-revolutionary situations commencing in France, 
1 789, Russia, 1 9 17 ,  and China, 1 9 1 1 "  (Skocpol 1 979: 1 54)? 

Aye, there's the rub: In fitting her sumI1!<lw. sQ tightly to the com
mon circumstances of "tf};�e-"��u�t;i�; '·;·t critical m�Jl1�nts ' of their 
histo�i�s.! S�.o..CR9Lhe� \y"��k�n'�d her ()�r. effort to construct "v�lid, 

, ,- , ' 

'
. .. - .. .. .. ..  , .. -- ' .. -

complete" explan.ati9ns . f()r social. rc:;yolutiops in agrarian bureau-
_ . .  - " .... '" .. ' . . . . .. , . . " ., ... " . - �" - " " - " " . ,. - - . '  , ., - -. ' ,.,," ' .. : " - _., ....

. 
,'.,. -. - - , ' 

cra"cies. It is always possible to invoke one more circumstance the three 
sfates had in common: their increasing implication in the world capi
talist economy, the growing importance of their merchants, the shift of 

• their landlords toward greater profit-making, the inefficiency of their 
fiscal systems, and others besides. How do we know thauhese factors 
don't belong among the "sufficient distinctive causes" ? If causes in-

-" .'-- - -'" --, --, .. , .. _. - -, _. ,.' , .... _ .
. " •. -_ . . , . • .. " --'-', 

teract (for instance, if structures facilitating widespread peasant revolts 
only matter in the presence of aggrandizing landlords), one-v<!ifiable 
comparisons with other similar countries cannot rule out the necessity 
of these additional causes. 

We should, however, distinguish between Skocpol's self-conscious 
design of the analysis and her detailed treatment of the cases at hand. 
Within her basic design, Skocpol failed to take advantage of the fact of 

- " ...' . .  - -' '
- , �"""'··'·>iM. ·,",�'� _ .... , ' '''''';.» , '''- ,';;-"�.'i-;�· • .' -- '. _,_.'_ " , _  

/V!�,��tQ.�LAs Randall Collins puts it� ' 
. ... . . ' . .

. . 
.

. '. 

,. " 

She excepts cases like seventeenth century England, or nineteenth century 
Prussia or Japan because they did not undergo social as well as political 
transformations; in fact, precisely for this reason she is able to use them as test 
cases, and thus show how the military crisis must be combined with an 
internal mass revolt if a social revolution is to follow. But this is really only a 
form of exposition. A theory of revolutions should be a theory of the condi
tions for various kinds of revolutions, and Skocpol herself has stated some of 
the key determinants of the variants just mentioned. [Collins 1980: 65 1 ]  
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In actual practice, Skocpol recognizes the differences among her cases 
and begins to weave analyses of their variation. When dealing with 
China, for example, she begins to connect the greater prerevolutionary 
autonomy of landlords and warlords, the wider sweep of peasant rebel
lion, the more extensive involvement of peasant-backed revolutionar
ies, and the creation of a transforming populist regime. 

Even if we grant validity to S�2�l??r�.�2§� gte!1<;rat �ummary of the 
","" . '�-- .. , - ,-" ,-,-�" -"",""",-, .. ,-,-,, ... ,",-'.' .. - . . , .. 

.. ' -- , '"', . ".' . .. 
. -. ' thre� revollltim)�,Jh�Iefore, we h��5U:9}2!lLtQJ.QQk��is.c¥.�t�m�.t!s_.91fi�.�.: 

en:;:� .. _ �!l)C>.�g�,�peJQ., . .. �Jia:IC?=S2r;��JLttlJ���,,9jJf�r.��s,��, .. i}2t<l}�ut�tive 
generalizations. For example, the extent to which a state's military 

-,.� .... '�'--''''-''-�--;'-' , 

force remains intact and unified probably affects both the likelihood of 
revolution and the extent of which those who control the revolutionary 
state can contain their rivals and opponents; in that respect, the differ
ences among France, Russia, and China look promising. Likewise, 
the comparisons with Prussia, England, Japan, and Russia 1905 have 
more to give. 'Ye..!!1igb11.Q.qk,.<.f9.Lig�.t<1!1p_�'J.. �t!b.�r re��ti�ns�ip between 

«. ' . - ." . ,  ?" , - .> ,- '.'--'.-.- . " • •  �., '�" "': the extent of articulation among those who control the means of pio-
-rluttJon'· aiid orcoeicioH""on -ffieone· nai1d."Tna-the·rncrln�tlouT ward 

, . " � ... __ • _ ,,.:l':><'.'&':I""' ..... '''.:,.t� ........ · ___ .,, ... ... ·� . .l.il'·'f',':O.,.>. O:' .• �·J-e-' .. ·.; _,�t\" " " '� ; . -. . � Q . . - .... 
. _ __ ' " 
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" 

. . _ . _ ..,.." .- .... _ , .. ,� • ...-� �.oo;",., ... ,.....:t . . .  -- � •.•.• '''' .. • " . � revoTi.ifions-lrom above, on the other. In short) shift from either/or to 
,-,� .. _ '''''� .. . .. · .... ,·.'.,.\; .. 1:'!,;,;···,·· , ,,'.'," - . - ... ',. ' " ,  ,� ... '.'-" ' .' , ..... " . -- .,. '.! ',:,� _ ', ' .. ,".- : '. __ . . " . '  , ' . ' -.- • . • - " .. �"".' " ,,� " ".-

� "'.� , ." . '" .,.",. .;.,._(";,-.:,." ,� ........ " in-so-far-as. 
4 ........ --....... ·,',·"1 

A shi.�. of .th�� .kjpq w�Flns.�".mo¥e,. aw.�.Y.f�?!l:.Jni�ersalizingJcom-

ing a principle of variation in the character or intensity of a phenome
non by examining systematic differences among instances) or encolli� 
passing comp's{ison (placing different instances at various -l�·�;tJ·Qn's ',' 

_ , . �,.�.y.;��,;tt.II\'l';"l,!,,!-!'."':.:l'I. �'If- ' . 
. . " .-'! ."' " " 

will1in the same system, explaining their characteristics as a functibf! ' 
of their varying relationships to the system as a whole). The next t\�;O 
chapters will give us an opportunity to weigh the costs and benefits of 
such a move. 



Hm.1J and When to Look for Variation 

f we believed textbooks and learned essays on the subject, almost all 
valid comparison would be variation-finding: comparison establiShing 

____ ._,.< __ � __ ""'. � .... . ,_"'_, ... �"'''';..1'''''''�'_'_,.. ... ' ........ ,_.::\...",... ........ i>'lt��') ...... , .. ��''''�''':>;,);:,-'- _ .. ,d __ -' . ', '_ .  

a principle of variation in the character or intensity of a phen()menon 
" . �  ... , ' . . , .• ' .... . .  , .. . " ... " ...  --.. ,-,." - ,  " " " 'ii'�� - . . . -

navfng-'moie "'tFian-"'on-e"form"'Dy�-exa};;";�in"g systematic " differences 
a·N�Ei]ii§ti,u�.es:¥"rn·'fac("perfecTIY' so"una 'Va'riefieir'ofhidrvld'�alGIng, 
universalizing, and encompassing comparisons exist. The advan�ge of 
variation-findiqg comparison is parsimony: a successfu(compar"is"onTil 

..... .., .... �._ ... .......,..",.......,�� .... �"'\�""n" - "':-.��,"'."><>''-....... �._.,l ,''''''�.,.� .. " ,V;.'" �,.,,\,;r , ... i" ""�-"'''' ' ", ... ''. 
' . ."'"" '�"'-'''�F 0 • ",- ., "",,,' ' .. -"""�""�.\_, 

this mode produces a"'p'rinclple that extends readily to new cases, yet is 
._ ' , __ �"..,-- -,.........."...,.J"''-''';: ... "_.l J' .. _,,_,,·".,)_.,,''''.>(..,.,''''''I ....... ".;¥<t ...... .<��,..·,�-·r'-·,, , ,-,�.Jj�� """"""�,'1;!c-r<" '�:i><�_'.� .... <!."'''''''-- • -.. 

relatively easy to verify falsify or modih, on the basis of the new , 
, " 

_ .. _ " ' , ' ,_ .... �. ',I i; ,,,.: :'n'1;t.-');·; .. ·: ,;. . � � ,,, ; ; ,",·�\.�;'d ,·-,"'�'"" :'-h':" '�' ·�,,-,,,' ,." .� ' .. '-<!r' ",$ '-' -" ", _ 
..,.�v· , ." . "  d.e 

.. ,., ..... l .... ;{�.""'"!:" • .,..,:,�. ii:'·f''l:.i;I'o''Y;'Hl<f.�''''�'J}l',.;''''''<{�'''�·�'� '�" ,a<," :.::. >! :." ,:'" .. , " " , " -' ", ' .. �� ," - .. � ,  "'> ..... �" ',,.,;, 

eVl ence. 
" ,$,'" ._ t:'" 'M�'"'''"''' 

Those attractions have, unhappily, tempted social scientists into 
some of their greatest technical abuses. There is the abuse of the Great 
Blender, in which we take numerical observations on a hundred-odd 
national states, made comparable by the magic fact of appearing in 
parallel columns of a statistical handbook, and run multi12le regres-

, .. _ .. . "-,""" ........ ,--, •. ,' " _ " __ 'c"_'-�' 

sions or factor analyses in order to discern the dimensions of develop-men"C"�r;;�'J�;�ity:'=�rpormcaT' lnsta blli ty, 'Oi- '  ()'fs()me·· other equally 
.'-,-- , . ,', .. -, .. , .. .-;:�:.,;; .. '�(�",.,.. .;. ,,·'.ioi·;i�·�"',""��)"�" ''(i .. ··' 'c.' .,. "·'r '." ' _ - . ' .. " ,,, -' . " . " .  '. ' ..... - '. - \ "  .; .. ,. ,-- ;;-�' ,,�,,- ,., -'.- "';<G;-:.,. ." ilr:cl'efinea global co�cS'p[ 'Tl1ere ls the abuse bf the Ersatz Laboratory, 

� . '  "."--' ,-" .. .. '.' . ... ;. ' .. ' ,--'-'"� 
'":.' .. :" .", . .' " ':')'" ":" :'.<" �"" ,, .!'\. . ' o"'\vhich survey teams establish themselves in a number of different 

countries, translate a common questionnaire into the various local 
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languages, send out interviewers to ask the questions of presumably 
comparable samples of individuals or households i.I.L�.;u;;h�J;:J!JJ.n,tr.y, 

-----,-'""�'-,.,.---. -"" ..-y"""" ...-<-'-"'� � . code up their resUlts into standard categories, then pool the informa-
.-

- < '00 _. .0,,'7 •· ... --.....--.""""··�'-.. ·�."..""""""'.....,\""")� ... """>'i:�1It��frllo<�cl�.���,.....r..,,'�I-..,.-'"�)-... 1t:'''';;'«'''''1-''"''i." .. ��::.o:-.,i:7�:''� 

tion thus malll}f�E!lJ��� 1�tg,.f.lrL�!!�lX���)? 9_�g§,s.:f,1Lm!;<!L.Y,a.[i�ti,gD,)n 
the relationship betwe�n Xan<:l Y, with Z controlled. Let us not forget 
the" abuse·7)'Cth;-C�it�ral · Chec'ke-rb()ird�Tri;hich hired graduate 
students read stacks of ethnographic articles and monographs, record
ing for each "society" encountered the presence or absence of pat-

.�, rilocal residence, early weaning, male puberty rituals, couvade:-and 
dozens' o'tOtll'er -cuHlirartiiits;'l:rien tI'a�s{�r� th�f� Tudgments into 
holes in Hollerith cards, so that someone else can run statistical anal- i 

yses to determine either which "societies" resemble each other most, 
or which cultural traits vary together. We encountered examples of 
some of these abuses in examining the fallacious idea of social change 
as a coherent general phenomenon. I will not inflict any more dreary 
examples on you. 

Not that all quantitative comparisons abuse the truth. Despite the 
.-. .,.,J..-- " " '," . .-" •• ", 

� ... ,. 

�isleadi�.� ��.!E��!l��� _()ftb_e._.��.1��tj.�§.jLgJl<!!!!�,�,s !.JI;�.ti911:i;tL i n.s()m e 
analysis has ' given us precious insights into worldwide variation in 

.. _ ' .  . ••. __ ,.._.--e ... __ �..,� "" ___ ¥..-, -,-�� --..... ., ...... �. ." _ •. "".-,.,., ... '-" ", " ._."" ,. .....�. .,...-.. """,,.-�..,--",: '" ,,,...., "''' . .'.�. '''''''." .•.. � ,< " ..... -:-'".,'"'_", �''''"'4.!. � .;��_ ,w' ,. 

conomic activity. We would understand much less of the world's 
'., .' """'�l-.'-�� . .  . 
population dynamics if demographers had not invented standard de-

-

scriptions of vital rates and assembled relatively comparable series of 
measurements for many states. Censuses, for all their weaknesses, 
remain a precious source of evidence concerning international differ� 
ences in labor force participation, living conditions, household struc� 
ture, and age distributions. In principle, the pooling of administ�i1�\ 
tively generated statistics, the conduct of comparable survey,&" 
(including censuses) in several different countries, and the coding pf 
ethnographers' observations provide a sense of systematic variation that 
tempers the temptation to take the round we l ive each day as the 
meaSure of the entire world. The international standardization of 
time-budget surveys that began in the 1 960s, for example, makes it 
clear how extensively citizens of the rich western countries, and espe
cially the United States, are substituting television time for work time. 
That is an important phenomenon, better established by quantitative 

• companson . 
My claims, then, are not that quantification is worthless, that inter

national comparisons are bootless, that surveys and ethnographers al-
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ways lie. I claim instead that variation-finding comparisons become 
. �"'!. ""'''''''''�''''''''''- \>  

m?�; , i�!2g�IQ':lS,, ��? .. �:SS valu�ble to " th'�'-��tennFiaF" " " " " " w, ,, ,,,, " " " ' - • 

·",,:H �."." <. . '. ' ,' .  - _' "'�'.�' " -':'�,,' ,."'." ">t,,�.:,, � .' .. ,0 .... ".'.,.-·,,·-' "'":,,;;"'.,.: ... ,, · ... , ... "",'A�H"',�".-''''''� '.:.,." , 

1 The arguments being examined are loosely specified or unstated; 
for example, the study explores for a general relationship between 
development (loosely specified) and political participation (loosely 
specified). 

2 The relations among the units differ from those specified by the 
arguments being examined; for example, the argument specifies a 
developmental sequence, while the data concern a sample of na
tional states observed at the same point in time. 

3 The comparisons treat many units whose comparability with re
spect to the questions being asked is uncertain; for example, a study 
of industrialization and family structure uses observations on all 
states appearing in the United Nations Demographic Yearbook. 

4 They treat many units whose independence with respect to the 
characteristics being measured is uncertain; for example, Belgium, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, The German Federal Republic, 
Switzerland, France, and Liechtenstein appear as separate cases in 
an analysis of the relationship between television viewing and 
newspaper readership. 

5 The concern relationships among many measured characteristics 
whose comparability with respect to the arguments being examined 
is uncertain; for example, proportion of the population voting in 
national elections is used as a measure of intensity of political 
participation, without allowance for variations in registratitln re
quirements or in the actual significance of elections as a way of 
gaining or losing power. 

, 

6 Measurements of those characteristics combine different levels of 
aggregation whose pertinence to the arguments being examined 
varies; for example, some observations (such as the size of the 
national army) refer to the state, while others (such as the crime 
rate) refer to an aggregation from individual events. ' 

7 Measurements of those characteristics rest on the judgments of 
people who are unfamiliar with the overall structures of those 
units; for example, student assistants sort occupational titles from 
multiple countries into twelve identical categories. 

8 The judgments in question aggregate complex, concrete observa
tions into simple, abstract categories; for example, those students 
must judge whether opposition parties exist or do not exist. 
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9 The analytical procedures compare the observations for the units 
in question with models assuming (a) \Y�,U.:9�fin�SL,iQ�t�P,�H.Qent 
units, (b) independently-observed characteristics of those units, (c) 
ll��ar cov;'rT;itrortortfiC;s�'''charaCferIsfics;''f(jrexanlple, ' ''the' inves-

-'.' f) '. ,f"': ,�, \"''''''� -:.' " ·�'f!·;" Ch;f; "';':�" !;;:.'�M"':i� . ..;· " ,' i;';>',',-·" .� .. ;�, '_·.;'i�, ,J::i .'.'��' ,t« :;':;,.,::>: .�(':_;' ., . . ": .. ,: ;;. 7 c' '- ',' ; tigator uses multiple regression of-Untransformed variables mea-
sured for states belonging to the United Nations to estimate rela
tionships among characteristics of societies. 

Translated into a positive mood, these stipulations yield the following 
rules for effective generalizing comparison: ( 1 )  Specify your arguments; 
(2) observe units that correspond to the units of your argument; ( 3 )  
make sure your units are comparable with respect to the terms of your 
argument; (4) either observe units you can reasonably consider to be 
independent of each other or make specific allowance for their interde
pendence in the specification of the argument and the analysis of the 
evidence; ( 5 )  make your measures correspond closely to the terms of 
your argument; (6) either have all your measures pertain to the same 
level of aggregation, or subdivide argument and analysis by levels of 
aggregation; (7) when a significant element of judgment enters the 
coding of evidence, do the coding yourself or test its reliability with 
great care; (8) minimize and delay the reduction of detail to abstract 
categories; if possible, make that reduction part of the analysis itself; (9) 
adopt or devise models corresponding closely to the logic of your 
argument. 

Stated positively, then, these principles look a lot like ordinary re
searchers' common sense. Yet very few comparative studies meet these 
standards, and many fall far short. The effort of undertaking pmper 
specification and measurement seems to intimidate the great bulk;�f 
comparative social researchers. Hence my complaints. .' 

Barrington M oore Compares 

Barrington Moore offered a precocious example of the turn to seriously 
historical comparisons concerning small numbers of crucial experi
ences. The success of his historical venture encouraged others to fol-
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low his road. Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy i s one of 
those works that sets the style and object of inquiry for a generation of 
researchers. At the time of its appearance, Lawrence Stone (not a man 
given to awarding medals for trivial performances) called Social Ori
gins a "flawed masterpiece" (Stone 1 967: 34). Flawed, Stone thought, 
because the book treated the authoritarianism of Japan and Germany 
as a long-term characteristic rather than a passing phase, because it . 
exaggerated the significance of violence in history, because it underes
timated the influence of ideology, because it insisted on the transform
ing effect of the American Civil War, because it accepted the old 
coercive account of English enclosures, and because of a series of 
lesser failings. Nevertheless, said Stone, 

no one has ever before tried to use the comparative method on such a scale, 
and with so careful a study of the professional literature. Few have ever before 
defined so clearly the importance of the peasantry in a revolution, or the 
political significance of whether the alliance of landlords and industrialists is 
formed under the patronage of the state or in opposition to it. Few historians 
treat those with whom they disagree with the generosity and honesty displayed 
by Moore . Few historians show such respect and admiration for humane and 
liberal values. [Stone 1967: 34 J 

Stone's major criticisms of Moore are debatable. Although the English 
enclosures took longer than Moore's brief discussion suggests, jor in
stance, they certainly involved widespread coercion especially if we 
include not only smallholders, but also various kinds of tenants and 
squatters. Stone's final tribute to Moore's strenuous integrity is not 
debatable. Barrington Moore laid down a granite slab on which others 
still build. 

• Moore set down his slab over three main questions: ( l )  Given a 
range of contemporary regimes running from democratic to authoritar
ian, what features of a country's past determined where in that range it 
arrived? (2) What role did the landed classes especially lords and 
peasants play in the character and outcomes of the great revolutions? 
(3) What changes in the countryside opened the way to the various 
forms of mass politics? The �iQ.!!§ obviously interlock. Moore 
made them perfectly interdependent by asking how the fates of lords 
and peasants intne'course -�i��p;�sion of capitalist property relations 
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i n  the countryside and great revolutions affected the subsequent poli
tics of the world's major states. 

Roughly speaking, Moore broke the states he considered seriously 
into four categories, according to their twentieth-century destinations: 

• various 'degrees of capitalist democracy: the United States, England, 
France; 

• different varieties of fascism: Germany, Japan; 
• different varieties of socialism: Russia, China; 
• stalled democracy, democratic forms without effective representa

tion: India. 

Thus Moore simplified his task by consolidating his observations into 
three or four categories; he made no claim of accounting for the full 
range of political experiences. To put -it more schematically than 
Moore himself ever cared to, capitalist democracy resulted from 
bourgeois revolutions that transformed or liquidated the old landed 
classes, fascism grew from the development of capitalism with a rela
tively weak bourgeoisie and without a liquidation of the old landed 
classes, socialism developed from the stifling of commercial and indus
trial growth by an agrarian bureaucracy which ultimately succumbed 
to peasant rebellion, and stalled democracy appeared through the 
failure of serious rural transformation . 

Moore had originally planned to include sustained separate treat
ments of Germany and Russia . He finally abandoned that project, but 
incorporated numerous short comparisons with Germany and Ru�§ia , 
into the argument. As a result, the systematic comparison actuf1ly ' 
proceeded on two levels: democracies/Japan/China/India and UnitM 

- , -" 

States/England/France. Thus, for example, he argued that the , 
greater fragility of repre�entation in France corresponded eto the 
incomplete liquidation of the Old Regime's landed classes, especially 
the peasantry. 

A third comparison, of a different sort, hovered behind these two. 
Moore asked what difference the timing of the different forms of transi
tion to modern politics made to the character of the transition. In 
general, he argued, the democratic transitions cleared the way to the 
fascist transitions, and the two together in the guise of the two sorts 
of states created by the transitions facilitated the later socialist transi-
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tions. (This timetable requires us to see the lineaments of right au
thoritarianism, if not of fascism stricto sensu, in ' the nineteenth
century German and Japanese regimes. Lawrence Stone's criticism 
refers to this feature of Moore's argument. ) While Moore treated each 
of his major cases at length in its own terms, comparisons in tixne and 
space constituted the book's skeleton. 

.. ' , . . �- --- . 

,,,,,',,, ., __ : .• :�.,>,,�.; ..•. ' _.�" .•.. _.� '" -.. "'.,, •. , . -" ,',',- • �. . '-.� . ,-.•. , '-",.: .,' r� , .. n_ ," '�_" " • c-: <'
" "-h " ,  , Several features of the comparisons left something to be desired. 

Moore discussed Germany, Japan, India, the United States, Russia, 
China, England, and France as though they were all well-defined, 
autonomous societies, each having a history that could be explained in 
its own terms. He bypassed the difficulty of connecting the history of 
the Prussian state (the center of his treatment of "Germany") and the 
later Nazi seizure of the German Republic. He wrote rather freely of 
the "modernization" of the countryside in most of the countries, pre� 
senting it as a similar experience with very different political conse
quences. Indeed, he assumed that the tendency to "modernize" was 
very general; the question was not whether productive, commer
cialized agriculture would develop in one country after another, but 
under whose auspices and with what political outcomes. To my mind, 
these are mistakes. At a minimum, they need more justification than 
Moore gave them. 

At times, Moore veered in the direction of individualizing compari
son, trying to get the particularities right, and using the contrast with a 
second country mainly for that purpose. A comparison of Chi>lita and 
Japan runs: 

Thus the feudal military tradition in Japan provided at first a congenial basis 
for a reactionary version of industrialization, though in the long run it may 
turn out to have been fatal . In China's pre-modern society and culture there 
was as little or no basis out of which a militarist patriotism of the Japanese type 
could grow. In comparison with Japan, the reactionary nationalism of Chiang 
Kai-shek seems thin and watery. Only when China began to make over her 
own institutions in the communist image did a strong sense of mission ap
pear. [Moore 1 966: 2 52]  

But it is not long before Moore returns to seeking variation on a grand 
scale: 

Hence not feudalism itself, certainly not feudalism as a disembodied general 
category, holds the key to the way in which Japanese society entered the 
modern era. To feudalism one must add the distinct factor of timing. Sec-
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ondly, i t  was Japan's particular 'variety 0 f feudalism with substantial bureau
cratic elements that made possible the leap. The special character of the 
Japanese feudal bond, with its much greater emphasis on status and military 
loyalty than on a freely chosen contractual relationship, meant that one 
source of the impetus behind the Western variety of free institutions was 
absent. Again, the bureaucratic element in the Japanese policy produced its 
characteristic result of a tame and timid bourgeoisie unable to challenge the 
old order. The reasons for the absence of a serious intellectual challenge lie 
deeper in Japanese history but are part of the same phenomenon. The intel
lectual and social challenges that made the Western bourgeois revolutions 
were feeble to nonexistent. Finally, and perhaps most important of all, 
throughout the transition and on into the era of industrial society, the domi
nant classes were able to contain and deflect disruptive forces arising out of 

• 

the peasants. Not only was there no bourgeois revolution, there was also no 
peasant revolution. [Moore 1966: 2 5 3- 54] 

Here we catcl;I Moore in the act of joining his particular historical 
analysis of Japan to his general scheme. Ideology and political organi
zation, clearly influential in the particular shape ofJapan's experience, 
disappea:r as independent causes. The formulas appear: extent of 
bourgeois revolution ' extent of parliamentary democracy; extent of 
peasant revolution extent of socialist bureaucracy. When, for ex
ample, Moore considers the consequences of a nobility's successful 
resistance to royal authorities in the absence of a strong bourgeoisie, he 
concludes that the outcome "is highly unfavorable to the Western 
version of democracy" (Moore 1 966: 4 1 8) .  Then he reflects on the 
contrast in this regard between Prussia and England: 

While absolutism was growing stronger in France, in a large section of G�r .. 
many, and in Russia, it met its first major check on English soil, where td;�� . 

sure the attempt to establish it was much feebler. In very large measure this,!s 
true because the English landed aristocracy at an early date began to acquire 
commercial traits. Among the most decisive determinants influencing the 
course of subsequent political evolution are whether or not a landed aristoc
racy has turned to commercial agriculture and, if so, the form that this 
commercialization has taken. [Moore 1966: 4 19] 

As is often the case, we see Moore attempting self-consciously to 
extract a general principle of variation from the differences among the 
specific cases at hand. At this point, Moore has turned decisively to 
variation-finding comparison. 

All this schematizing makes Moore sound like a historical bull
dozer, scooping up chunks of experience to deposit them in great bins. 
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It hides the passion, length, and uncertainty of the search. (I recall 
leaving graduate school with a fistful of draft chapters and thoughtfully 
commented bibliographies from Moore's monumental work in prog
ress and then returning years later to discover new versions of chapters 
and bibliographies in circulation, Moore still arguing with students, 
colleagues, and himself about the significance of his cases, and the 
book still in progress. ) A good look at the language of Social Origins 
dispels that illusion; a reader notices Moore still reasoning the prob
lems out, worrying about inconsistencies and gaps, taking the reader 
into the midst of the inquiry. The prose does not display the polish of a 
completed model, but the irregularity of a sustained, earnest discus
sion of vital, open questions. 

Dennis Smith suggests, in fact, that Moore's deep concern for the 
moral and political significance of alternative paths of development 
sometimes led him to ignore or minimize factors whose influence he 
recognized readily in other contexts. In particular, says Smith, Moore 
( 1 )  held to his image of rational human choice within well-defined 
structural limits where he should have recognized the influence of 
accumulated ideology, especially such justifications of rule as the 
northern bourgeoisie brought to power with them at the end of 
America's Civil War; (2) minimized the importance of international 
involvements, such as Britain's colonial conquests, which would be 
hard to reconcile both with the model of choice within structural 
limits and with Moore's characterization of democratic politics.£mith 
would not for a moment, however, advise Moore to leave his moral 
and political concerns at home. On the contrary: 

Moore's approach to social analysis persistently draws out the implications for 
each other of theory and practice, empirical investigation and normative 
assessment, description and prescription, fact and value. Much of Moore's 
later work is an attempt to reinstate theory as a rational discussion of moral 
objectives and to relate this discussion to a reasoned evaluation of possible 
forms of practice. [Smith 1983 :  1 7 1 ]  

Yes, that i s  the point. In their great comparative inquiries, Marx and 
Weber repeatedly displayed their moral indignation, their concern that 
people should be oppressed, their zeal to discover the alternative paths 
to human liberation. Those passions did not keep them from wielding 
comparison with skill and imagination . Barrington Moore's Social 
Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy joins that great tradition . 

• 
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Encompassing the World 

, 
. comparisons 

,
' "  wit� � lar"&�,�t��c,!_�E�,,s!U�l5.?S:ss. 

They select ocatlOns w In structure or process and explain _ ...... �,........-. ___ ,,;. """""'_ .. _ , �r -...... ,�_.....---".,_ .• ,...�., � "-�"J>O."".,O;''''-,0; _N.>;. ... " "'!'"'"-"'"'''''<'' ,.".", ".,..,«; .. .....,.,.,..).' ..... _ ............ � 'H.-"",:',.-':0, ...... ,.; . similariti.�s or differences among those locations as consequenc� of ___ 4,.;1<''''' ...... ' la ,,_,. . ' �_ ... " ... ,� .......... _�-.., ",co ., •• _,.,���So(lo .. I�. ' . 

their relationshipsTo tIre--wIiole. Tn 'everyday life, people use enc9m-
- ---..... - . .... �-.. -.�-- . - " ' . -�, . .,� . ... "-. :j '.-�. �,.- .. . .  , -"'. 

. - -passing comparisons all the time: explaining the difference betwe�n 
two children's behavior by their orders of birth, attributing the chati�- ' 

. . -, " " " 'f".�� .... , teristics of communities to their varying connections with a ne<tf:J;>y 
. . :. '0.,..' -,",,, metropolis, accounting for the behavior of executives in tenIlS of thd� 

positions in the firm's organization chart. As self-conscious social 
science, nevertheless, encompassing comparison is rarer than individ
ualizing, universalizing, or generalizing comparison. 

Encompassing comparison demands a lot of its practitioners: Even 
to begin, they must have both a mental map of the whole system and a tE�.o�i�Qf�QP�r��ign; " 'fo' he" sure, ,, ' nel iher 'the niap'i1orHlefueory 
need be correct at the start; so long as the provisional placements of 
units within the system and the explanations of their characteristics are 
self-correcting, map and theory will improve in use . Encompassing 
comparison also contains a great danger: It leads effortlessly to func
tional explanations, in which a unit behaves in �c��tam-'way-becaiIse 

, .' •. ,' .'?' -' . 
' .' . .. ,'. . . . . •  , . __ . ' . '  . _ ,_" ,.... ".".!�, •. ", .,.." "",f",, ,,_ � , ., ..... "'''''j" "',;"" .�. _ .�_, _ ."� ..... .. ·M'�. _,-' __ 
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0L�J:!��£<2!l�,�,q1!�11J2t;� ()Jjt§, b�havior for the system as a whole. Func-.,. . '.-
. 

. tion�l explanations, in their turn, are notoriously difficult to verIfY'· Or 
falsify al1d slip into tautolQgY With gH�at ease. Lovers of risk sh��ld try 
encompassing comparisons. , . 

Eric Wolfloves risks. In his sweeping Europe and the People without 
History, he undertakes to survey the cultural history of the entire world 
s�,:!,£� 1492 . He surveys with an Pe'ye fo' (l) '�_�pp�i�g th�"co�necti�-;s -

'\ " "'<I,",,"''''''�''' ' -.".,-' •. -" ."" " " �'" .. , " __ ",C" , k'.,-.".�.\�· .,. c 

�!!l�,�_�,,,�.er�!.�.�.!!r:.2,i�li!l�tQ!i:QR]�§"),�,,.�.E.��.£r,!],SE�,2.U.��" .�arth; (2) ixplammg the descnphons Eu�opeans gave of the suppo���!t.p!Jmitive 
.-l ..... -·-Lt·��-··"'·' .. -' .. ·y· ... -"-....... ><·- ... j ..... ·�···' ..... '·�·.-·-... " ... ·- r. �'�. "" .. ' .• 

, 
. ..... ,' .. -.:. .. -.• 

-
.....,... .... � ..... -.,� ..• '-.. "- . ' , ' .  . . . .... -' .... -

.

� ...... , , 

-' -'""" - "'_ 4_" peap e tney encountered in the course of colOnial and commercial 
.... ""'-'''''.". '" ........... ": _.�.'"" .. .<i""� " ,.;,,' . •  " ;'>, 1>�'J".:ft' �"'I·'.;"' «� .. , \'.� .•. "',-;,.'1"-'...t ... ,;-.;"" , •• /;,,,, .. A_�4' �,; " .... �,.' ·" i.,,-,,,' .... ' .,-. ,. < . ,  . "  ..... " ,_ . .. -.-' - ._",-" , . .  _

_ .... '�'-," ,'- �'", -�--,;._:�.,,;:'-<: ... , . =�'" expansIOn; and ( 3 )  correcting an ethnography that faithfully pqr.fi�'yed 
'�s·��i���,��?" EE�D�.i,t�y,�J."iri,� )'�4�p��?e,� t fb ose, m uch�c().;-;� e-�!ed . people 
wno nad already undergone extensive transformation in the course of 
h " .. ,"� .. ' � --� .. , .... ,''-'" , .. -<- '.>" "" i�",," "I" " ,.",; '. �-, " �  '-.,., �! .. , .... ,," t... "" ", ... i ,.'._�;" ,.1' ¥, y',\.,,�, I s •. �, '.� �:, '.f·�.� i;'>� ; ,(. .� r.L1 ... ,.,. ". ,�'r'.'" "";-',." \ ' .... , t,· . 'w·',. ,·.·.':1,'" �,..."". "" .;" " -',-c--).

",,"", ,;�,. :<' ." ;, " .:' _ .. t eH mteractIons with Europeans. Wolf's first page opens the barrage: 
'" - "  -.-.-"" ,,�--,,""-.. . . ,  .. .. ..... . " . . , ....••. _".�'."_':<'" , . .  -.,.,"",.1"--".;<.,....,., ••• "'. , -�)"" ' .  . ' - , ",", ",' ,'.:-, 

The central assertion of this book is that the world of humankind constitutes a 
manifold, a totality of interconnected processes, and inquiries that disassem
ble this totality into bits and then fail to reassemble it falsify reality , Concepts 
like "nation ,"  "society," and "culture" name bits and threaten to turn names 
into things. Only by understanding these names as bundles of relationships, 
and by placing them back into the field from which they were abstracted, can 
we hope to avoid misleading inferences and increase our share of understand
ing. [Wolf 1 982 :  3] 

To follow through from this bold beginning, Wolf divides his analysis 
into three parts: a sketch of alternate modes of production in tht world 
of 1400, an analytic narrative of the European search for wealth in the 
rest of the world, and a description of the world division of labor under
capitalism. 

The book's basic design follows decent conventions: conditions be-
">-""""" . -

�?��h,E��,�,�_t,i��� ,�Jt��J. ,,_�TI.s.L�h..�n��:t"!�,':IE��}�;m. Cl ear I y, �Ch de
pends on the accuracy of the middle section, which treats Iberians in 
America, the fur trade, the slave trade, and the web of European trade 
and conquest in the Orient. Refreshingly, the accounts teem with 
detail, the reconstructions of connections and changes ring true, yet 
the argument as a whole continues to develop. The conclusion of 
Wolf's analysis of the slave trade conveys the book's tone: 

While Africa had long formed an integral part of the political and economic 
system of the Old World, European expansion after 1400 drew the continent 
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into a traffic of global scale. The demand for African slaves reshaped the 
political economy of the entire continent. It gave rise, in one common 
process, to new tributary states and specialized organizations of slave hunters, 
and it turned societies described by anthropologists as "acephalous, seg
mented, lineage-based" into the predilect target populations of slavers. �se 
<!.�ff.�[eut",S9..D§g.ygjj,2!l� . ...s���D,�L.5h�,;�[?!S�J?� .. "���.��E�.�?��" .,�? "D:E£�?gically 
separable states or "tribes" of people without history, They are, rather, the 
varial5le outcomes-6ra" ��itary' hist�rlcarproCess� " Notcan'one" ui1de"istand 

... , .. ,�""t>;!bl'''-'',,,-•. ,..,,..,......,'>'_"'''''��' ,�, ' .•. �-, �-�" c�.' "".,"",. f' ,,�, "�'i.�,1", .. " �·K��·"'�"'.-." '-c<., -"'·'''·�d"�,� ...... ",,�....... ...i .. .>!i�I' ." " ;.,o""'i .... ,;,�....... ...... , .. r.�'1"'" , 
. .. , ' _ " " ', Europe without a grasp of the role Africa played In its C1eve oDmehfand 

....... ,....,.-.;p ... _t.� .... ,....J..., •. ·:"l'� ... -···-.. ';i-w .. ····�l,'''.''<:'\�,= .. �,�,'x:: ... , ... «:; __ �;.; _ � < .', d_" " .. " �,,,, " ,  ' .. .. " , ,"�, ,Co ,,, ;,' .. . � t .: -" ."'" " .� .(c.,;", '.�" " " ,;, ".... ... ''' •• :,-,�".. -<."r" �-,,£.;�,,�.' 
eXB��§j9JJ.",,"le�f!.(;liUg"J?,�Hti£i.p.e!J.!�_ i,!: ,"���,� �.r.9�tJi' 'Y�,r�,!}(),L?�ly th e. European 
merchants and beneficiaries of the slave trade but also its African organizers, 

,........ .' .' ,- \ ." .-'.' .' .' . ., "" ',7H;' ,,--"�.. -�, .... ::.� •• ,�"" ",' • , .... '"'r' �'''� .;.�,." ��, .. .'o_.:··, ;-,,' ,,'c._ \ _."! " ,'-;--"'� " ',":" , .. , . .  � "  '-' ':"',< - • .  .' .'  , .' ,, : ,- .,.- - ' -, ,), .', " - � ..  , 

agenfS; and victims, [Wol 1982: 2 30-3 1 ]  
._ _ «' '00: ,' • ..,,,' ... �, .,.' �t,_,·,,,·,, , -.
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'>'�'' 'f' 
.... �,$.' 

Rarely has anyone 
well . 

stated the case for encompassing comparison .�(} .. . 
/ .. " " ,' c':,, 

_
_ ._ J.'T';.'-,/' '" ' ' 

"- I' .' '. _. " ',' A_ .... , "."" . . " .:' , .'  

, 

Early in his book, Wolf underlines the difference between his ap
proach and the approaches of Andre Gunder Frank and Immanuel 
W allerstein. F or WJ!liJ:E��.!.31!�-}Y2�.�S"�!;!E",�!l��&Jh�.£� tral place 
in th� whole .analysis b�longs to thj£1'.l?�Il�.i9�n,,,9L��1!��;g)j All three 
explam the dIfferences m the fates otvanous parts of the world in terms 
of their v���hl�.!rl�lL<2,!2�h�po�Jg"th$�,��p�n§A9.JL.<zf" ca pitalism. 

, \  There the separation begins. First of all, Fra�r'and�wan�rst�iD .
.

.
•. J -,----'--' -. incline to a very large definition of the capitalist sphen:;. They concen-
trate on capital accumulation vi�-'�;alangeTo�profit and tend to treat ---,,-- ''''-r��-'-- , �-_,, ___ ,_, _ ____ .... _ _ __<-all parties to unequal exchange as part of tFie same capitalist world 
system . Thus for them the European creation of worldwide markets 
dominated by their principal centers of trade and capital marked the 
opening of our own system. That happened in the fifteenth and " six-

_,'{I; , ; " __ ,":,::" .' 

teenth centuries. Capitalism, then, is a mode of exchange; the pfinpi-
pIes of capitalist production follow from the requirements of capihllist 
exchange .  

,I' i For Wolf, capitalism is  rather a distinctive mode of production. 
'p . Following Ern�;£M��del, he insists on -p�()du�ti��-f�-r p�ofitby means 

of wage-Iabor as its hallmark. For Wolf, the expanding trade of the 
fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, for all its successful pursuit of profit 
and capital accumulation, represents ITlercantilism; true capitalism 
only became the dominant mode in the eighteenth century. It never 
became the universal mode. 

Wolf's choice of the mode-of-production side in the continuing 
debate over the places of production and exchange in world capitalism 
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complements his insistence on the independent contribution of the 
"peopl� without ' histQrY'� Jo th� -hiStory 'onhe-capltalist �ystem� He 

,,-_._., ---_. ,-- , 
. - " -,.�.,-.,- ,.- - ---- -- - -

--.- '---- .. " 
-

------ , utterly rejects the lumping together of the people Tar -trom- the capitalist 
core in a peripheral zone of weak states and primitive peoples, sucked 
one by one into an orbit of dependency. 

-.,.�,-

To some extent, Wolf's differences from dependency theorists repre
sent the path by which he came to the problem in the first place. Frank 
and Wallerstein began by observ�g the influen�e oUhe core at the 
peri12he:r:.y (Frank mainly in Latin America, Wallerstein mainly in 
Africa), but then moved to the core in order to understand its actions: 
"Although theyutilize�rth�-fi;di�gs--oTanth-ropolog'iStsand regionaf 
historians, for both the principal aim was to understand how the core 
subjugated the periphery, and not to study the reactions of the micro
populations habitually investigated by anthropologists" (Wolf 1982: 
23). Wolf wants to give those people back their history and then to 
rewrife(n� ... l1istoXy�.()nhe-'<co;e"-Tn consoflance wl1h-lhaCrestltutlon� 

. . No ��� i;adicti on, b�t' ;' g�;�i��dh�.G!9� .. -�fT�b;�:·· - --- -·- ---""'�""· � 

. . . ' NoCill 'orWorFs-�;sI{;pi-�'g-�f history �u����ds� Perhaps inevitably, 
the incentives for which Europeans undertook the subordination of 
distant people, the benefits they gained from their efforts, and the 
sources of their initial advantage in the struggle remain unclear. En
gland's shift from production of sheep to manufacture of woolens from 
the fourteenth century onward, for instance, figures in Wolf's account 
as a pivotal event for the emergence of industrial capitalism . ButtWolf 
offers no substantial explanation of the critical change. 

More important, Wolf's concern to establish the long involvement 
of ostensibly isolated peoples in worldwide networks of trade, com
munication, and mutual influence drives much of his narrative. Sum
marizing the expansion of Spain and Portugal into the Americas, he 
stresses the creation (not the survival) in the highlands of a largely 
separate Indian sector. For lowland littorals and islands, he describes 
the systems of forced labor and cash-crop exports that Iberians put in 
place, but concludes with this characteristic observation: 

Thus, African slaves and their descendants became the dominant population 
along the Atlantic coast of Brazil, on the Caribbean isles and littoral, and 
along the coast of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. Here they wrought, on the 
plantations and in the redoubts of runaway slaves, their own modes of adapta-

1 1  tion and rebellion, in a history that is just beginning to be explored. [Wolf 
1982: 1 57] 

I 
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As a result of this preoccupation with new creations, Wolf neglects to 
a�. seri2..u�y ho.w the extent of involvement of �J�.eople_ in the portions 

� -, 0[1h..9.s�_I1.etw_Qrk�.g9minated __ by-. Ell IQP�a.ns �ff�c:t�dJhe __ �h,,!racter of 
..... -- . 

-_

._
-

--
_. ," th�.iLsocial-0I:gau.iz;ation� If the idea of a continuum of assimilation to 

European ways distorts the history of the so-called people without 
history, what idea does account for their variety? Here, Wolf fails to 
use his encompassing comparisons to full advant;:lge. 

Stein Rokkan Encompasses 

The late Stein Rokkan took a different tack from Frank, Wallerstein 
and Wol£; "b�t-h;�ied on encompassing comparison as wel l . .!:-ik� 
Immanuel WaIlerstein, he made a decisive move from general izing 

r.. : _ .. "' '... _31.0<__ _ .. .",.. � .... "...... .... ,.""..-. W""_'_"
_
'�"'''''''''�''"","""''''l�':-':'''''''''''':'''' :"..-.... . • ,.:' .. ,"""'�" .�-� -. ''';).---" .',,-- _'''<'':_;.;ii::���� ... '''<:' ""'":.., " ... ; ... , -.: __ • 0"'_' ,. " comparison, in which the cases stood as logically indenenaent in-

. � "'(;.;n.,�, ,.".;,...,,,..,..,.,., ��" ) .. N;"'� ,', "', -, _. �-"" "1.��;, ... '. L' '. -,.:"";.-:'.:,, ..... \ .• <;), ..... ,�,_..:.. ......... ," ' .... ,.J � ......... � ::A;""",,, """" "" .... � .• ",.,.. .. " "  .• .,. ,. phenomenon, to the preparation of a c?�,!2Plete 
map !3f:�:,)JJileint7traepenaencsysterrC"Af 15'otfiphase<;-orR�kkan' s 

• ,TO , '"'"_ .... _ "'.' .. -�)''''�''''''-t?, ... ..,,,,.7.''''''='�-''''''''.''-'':'''�': intellectual career, an enduring problem lay at the center of his effort: 
Given the facts that people throughout the world vary enormously in 
their interests and aspirations, and that the political possibilities before 
them always correspond imperfectly to their interests and aspirations, 
what determines the concrete political means and outcomes that dif
ferent groups of people actually have available to them? Why is it" for 
example, that the Swiss ended up with a centrifugal federal syst�tn" 

" ,

'

/. ::i i ii.( ,,,  ., , 

while the Scandinavian countries built rather centralized poli.tr�SY 
Why do political parties seem to be more effective vehicles for acfi�ri 
on the grievances of ordinary citizens in England than in Fratit�? 
Under what conditions can people approach direct democracy? The 
concrete questions varied, but the fundamental themes remained the 
same. 

In struggling with these enduring problems, Stein Rokkan never 
settled for a reductionist explanation: not the reduction of political 
means and outcomes to the simple expression of the population's 
interests; not the reduction to variations in political institutions such as 
voting laws and party systems; not the reduction to a vague but en
veloping political culture. As time went on, he turned increasingly to 
com�ex historical explanations. Confronted with a set of variations in 

._---
•• -.,. ,.. ""!"'�� ... -"... -.!'- ........" ....... ..."..,. .. , '"", ....... 
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contemporary political means and outcomes, he would move back in 
time, looking for the crucial choices: rapid or gradual, explicit ' or 
implicit that set presumably different paths of development. Thus 
the precocity or lateness of industrialization, the historical dominance 
of landed or capitalist classes, the region's response to the Protestant , 
Reformation, and many other features of a region's past became possi
ble determinants of its present politics. 

The same creative tension that drove all Rokkan's work informed his 
investigation of historical choice-points. The list of cruxes fluctuated 
and grew longer. In most trials, Rokkan was attempting to account for 
variation within Europe. In some of his later analyses, Rokkan worked 
with this set of "varia bl es": 

1 relationship of the region to the seven major migrations of peoples 
that left their residues across the European map; 

2 extent and centrality of the region's urban networks; 
3 subjection of the region to major empires; 
4 religious outcome of the Reformation, including the encourage

ment or discouragement of distinctive written vernaculars; 
5 organization of agricultural production. 

;:l�?' §E&�i��TI��;'a���
f;�l;��;�t:i�;�i;::t:,�t���'��i��;�� 

�e1.r$"IJJ!T!! ess, a �s.,�,::!s! .. , �£!t�,w..�§��,y',�h,,�,�,,!�,�_(.: ������, .�,t2oC;�,�I.Q.p�;;' 
.. 

. �,�;<.". �·'I:), .. �!.O'.�P. , ' - " ,' (penetration, integration, participation, identity, legitimacy, distribu-
tion) with which Rokkan had been working ten years earlier; to insist 

.... �� ... , " 11;,(,""""'" '''\\'';''''''}.�''''''''''''\I'I'\�!'' •. \;:.:';Y;�' v.:\' ...... :� .... _--= •• 'V-... �� ... ,,.,.�.,..�M>U�,�-:r;.-.i;!«j;,��.'?'� �;·!�"�_t.·�";-';" 

on the irrre1a'ction of economic, political, religious, and demographic 
factors; to ground the major variables in history. The idea, then, is to 

I, e�!?,�.�in the differences among conteI?��,s�;t,£,�,
�j.!!;,�I . ... sX���I;ns and, 

In thrsc'ase';"especl'a'l'Jy" Ui'e"po1'iticiirsystems of peripheral areas such as J his native Norway or his adopted Wales as cumulative consequences � £ \( :\i �I " �' (i i 
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ROKKAN'S "CONCEPTUAL MAPS OF EUROPE" 1 3 1  

ultimate set of generalizations never seems to have disappeared, As he 
reviewed one of his later summaries of the European experience, for 
example, Rokkan outlined a world-wide set of variations among the 
world's geocultural areas, The "master variables" he singled out were: 

\'-',�:�f'I(i£,: '�'I"'''_:' i-" ._ ,_.. ,c. , •• ,' 

1 secular/religious differentiation; 
i 2 linguistic unification/distinctness; 

1 .. 

I 
i " , 

! 
, 

.I 
, 
, ! � 

, 

3 differentiationlindependence of city networks; ' 
4 concentration/dispersion of landholdings. [Rokkan 1 975 :  592-95J 
Whether Rokkan saw the world in the image of Europe or Europe in 
the image of the world is  no doubt an idle question.  Either way, the 
correspondence between this l ist and his diagramming of European 
history conveys a clear sense that the exploration of Europe yields 
information concerning the structure of the world at large, Either way, 
the actual enterprise consists of placing all of Europe within a consis
tent conceptual space. 

Rokkan 's "Conceptual Maps of Europe" 

Stein Rokkan was a great inventor of conceptual devices. One of his 
more intriguing inventions took theform of "c2,12S,�ply,�L!TI"!E��:.�;l!£B� 
m,��} .�,!,���t��,"&�!�,;�,�lSs" .�,�p�2J;>$�Ut!9�!:,� iff�.r;!:�j.�,�!1?J,};�t!b!�,,�\�U£�� 
vanous pomts In tIme. North/South dIfferentIation, for example#: al� 

,-, ".:,!' "'; ·"'t':'."..->;", ';'>-"1'�-::"'.�N':"�./;'�'''.\.''llJ���� , 
ways represented some version of the influence of Mediterranean 
events and structures most commonly, the heritage left by the Ro
man Empire. Rokkan built and modified his conceptual maps in the 
same dialectical style he applied to his other work: picking up clues 
from other people's efforts at simplification, stating bold hypotheses 
only to qualify them immediately, constantly altering the categories, 
dimensions ,  and placements within them. 

\ The very creation of the conceptual maps, indeed, occurred as part 
of the Rokkanian dialectic, In a semi-autobiographical statement of 
1 976, Rokkan explained that he turned to the cartographic effort out of 
dissatisfaction with the sorts of models of cleavage structure and 
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of democratization he had presented in his Citizens, Elections, Parties 
( 1 970). Especially, he said, the model of democratization; it was · 

too atomizing; it treated each case in isolation, without taking account of its 
connections with its surroundings, of the geopolitical position of the area in 
question .  I began to study the links in space among the different cases, and 
became convinced of the decisive importance of interregional relationships, 
both in the process of nation-building and in the further structuring of mass 
mobilization. [Rokkan 1 976: 9; emphasis in text] 

Rokkan's intuition fell right on target. The most disconcerting feature 
of his earlier models is their implicit analogy with the giant cross
tabulations beloved of survey researchers: Large samples of ostensibly 
independent "cases," each one self-contained, line up neatly in rows 
and columns representing the abstract dimensions of theoretical im
portance. 

The conceptual maps, as we shall see, did not banish this mislead
ing analogy. They did reduce its scope. They helped him escape from 
the pernicious assumption that each of the states existing at the end of 
the process say, the states of Europe at the end of World War 11-
corresponded to a distinct "society" that had a long, continuous his- , 
tory. Instead, Rokkan was able to portray those states as organizations 
growing up amid populations linked by long-stranded social networks 
and varying continuously in cultures and modes of production . More 
so than any of Rokkan's previous models, they pointed to'lltlard a 
genuinely interactive, historical account of European statemaking. 

As of 1 979, Rokkan was working with the two conceptual maps 
appearing in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows us his summary of the 
geography of major European ethnic clusters before the High Middle 
Ages. For practical purposes, some such distribution served as the 
baseline for all of Rokkan's historical analyses; he made no effort to 
explain the Roman Empire's pattern of influence or the processes of 
division, amalgamation, and migration that spread distinctive cultural 
groups across the European map. Thus we begin with some Celts 
(Welsh, Cornish, and Breton) inside the limits of the northern Roman 
Empire, and others (Scots and Irish) outside its limits. The conceptual 
map places the raw materials of European statemaking and political 
differentiation in a crude spatial grid. 

I 
I 

! 
i 
I 
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FIGURE 1 .  
Rokkan's Geoethn ic Map of Europe Before the High Middle Ages 

Atlantic Central Plains Landward 
Periphery Coastal Plains and Alpine Territory Marchlands 

. .  Beyond the Icelanders East Norse Swedes Finns 
Reach of the Faeroese Danes Baits 
Roman Empire West Norse Prussians 

Celts: Scotland Poles, Lithuanians 
Ireland Moravians, Czechs 

Germanic Tribes: 
Territory of the Celts: Wales Angles, Saxons Burgundians East Franks Hungarians 
Northern Cornwall Frisians, Jutes Saxons Thuringians 
Empire Brittany West Franks Alemannians Bavarians 

Galla-Romans Bavarian settlers 
Normans 

Rhaetians Tirolians 

Mediterranean Basques Occitans Lombards Slovenes 
Territories Catalans Italians Croats 

Corsicans Sardinians Serbs 
Castilians Sicilians 
Portuguese 

The map selects and looks forward in time. Practically none of the 
Arctic-dwellers appear in it. Along the eastern frontier, we look in vain 
for Ruthenians, Ukrainians, Wallachians, Macedonians, Kors, Vots, 
Letts, Turks, Greeks� The scheme distinguishes Lombards from Ita-

, . - ' . 

lians, but does not separate Piedmontese, Venetians, or Neapolitans. 
On the whole, an ethnic group has a much greater chance to show \lp ·· 
on Rokkan's map if at some time after 1 300 someone built a st�:te. 

- ",', '" .. : 

dominated by people of that cultural origin .  . ... . 

Let me be clear and fair. Rokkan never claimed that the schefue 
provided more than a crude simplification of a complex process spread 
over centuries. With that understanding, the scheme has its uses .. As 
Rokkan summarized: 

These territorial distributions provided the ethnic-linguistic infrastructures for 
the institutional developments of the High Middle Ages; the first steps towards 
the consolidation of centralized monarchies, the early . leagues of cities, the 
first consociational structures, In the next round, the distribution of ethnic 
identities and affinities determined the character and the cost of linguistic 
standardization within each of these territorial structures: the development of 
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FIGURE 2.  

Rokkan's Conceptual Map of Europe, Sixteenth to Eighteenth Centuries* 
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such central standards was accelerated by the invention of printing and the 
religious conflicts of the Reformation and put the peripheries under heavy 
pressures to accept the norms set by the territorial centres. [Rokkan 1979: 
1-32] 

Thus, in Rokkan's view, the prior distribution of ethnic groups deter
mi ned one·ort��· 'E�j!lr,.�§!IL�.ti.Q:UiIiilQ� �(rSfS-Orsubseq�·enrsratemak-

_ ""' ... � .. ""''''' '-'�''''''1:''''� ' '''' ' '''' '' - ,,.,,_,-,J' ',. . ' "'I'o;,-'::;\lo,��"'r" ��""" ;"""-'<'""" '"'''''' '·"'·':.", .L ... ·-� ... -.II .'-. ",_" "" .. , ing, ana rrelped determine which of Europe s territories and groups wo uIa�" Decol �i i;e � ,,�i, 'ol'� ti�:;iTy'�·p�;iph��7�\I���·��(·"�·\· r���'��;l'�Mj.'r �;�, ",,�: ���i��'�'''�''�l "'�'>':"\"'�" 'I'� • .-,' '
,-

'!<I�it>�'�:;.:o'\.��I-�:'::_'l;'P;J,(��,"."'''\' tgl.r':\�"�' -;:: ... ';:k .... ; ", 1",;l' ".;' "f';': j. · ... i ";J� �n.:t· n.,.·" \" . Rokkan's second conceptual r11ap (Figure 2 shows its 1 979 variant) 
lays out the distribution of political entities in Europe from the six
teenth to eighteenth centuries. It therefore stops history after enormous 
reshaping of the ethnic "raw materials , "  at a point when national states 
had already become the dominant organizations within the European 
continent, but were still struggling mightily to increase their power 
within their own territories, within Europe, and in the world as a 
whole. In fact, the names attached to different locations in the map 
introduce uncertainty about the reference date and about the units 
Rokkan had in mind: As states, no "Belgium" existed before 1 830 ,  no 
"Italy" before 1 860 .  By that time, however, any political unit one 
might reasonably call "Burgundy" had long since crumbled into 
morsels gobbled up by France, Prussia, and the successors of the 
Habsburg empires. And so on through the map. 

Clearly, the conceptual map has little value as an index to a precise 
historical moment or as a catalog of specific political units . Insteac:l, it 
calls attention to systematic differences in the political experience� {)f 

I people dwelling in various regions of Europe, as a function of t��I1· 
, relationships to two major "axes" of development. Rokkan called tFi� 

East -West line his "state-economy" axis. On the West, states tI-iat 
extracted surplus from a highly monetized economy, long stimulated 
by its involvement in seaborne trade. In the center, a band of tightly 
linked trading cities extending from northern Italy up to Flanders, 
surrounded by areas of intensive agriculture: city-state Europe. On the 
East, states that ultimately extracted their surplus from coerced ag
ricultural labor. This axis, declared Rokkan, 

f 
i 

reflects the fundamental asymmetry o f  the geopolitical structure of Europe: 
the dominant city network of the politically fragmented trade belt from the 
Mediterranean to the North, the strength of the cities in the territories con-
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solidated to  the seaward side of  this belt, the weakness of  the cities in  the 
territories brought together under the strong military centres on the landward · 
Marchland. [Rokkan 1 979: 42J 
The statemaking implications of the "state-economy" axis are evident. 

The South-North dimension, in contrast, receives the . name of 
"state-culture" axis. There, according to Rokkan, we see the long-run 
impact of the Roman Empire, as transmuted into the relative in
fluence of the Roman Catholic church and its Orthodox sister in 
parallel north-south strips of Europe. To the North, we find a band 
in which national Protestant churches early marked off religious and 
linguistic areas within which the barriers to the state's cultural penetr�
tion were relatively low. As we approach the South, we encounter 
increasing degrees of religious "supraterritoriality," with corre
spondingly higher barriers to cultural integration. In the Mediterra
nean band, according to the map's implicit argument> the strong pres
ence of an international religious structure presented statemakers with 
a serious rival, and ethnic particularists with a strong base for resistance 
to national integration . 

Despite the vagueness in its references to historical times, places, 
peOp1e��·""6rrficar·unrtt"<R�l5k�;}'� '-conce-·tu1nC'rrtap'�iaeI.iIH"ies iQ}Jle 

_. ...... -_. _ ',', . ?'  ,.":,.,--,,- . .  ' • � I?- - ..... <j ... ' . , ,.., .. �,, ""-•• �� .. .:i!'::, .. ,,� ); . ." .':f,-.- ' �.(",-"> ' _ - ." � " �>_�_"' . • , ,:,:.,. ,' :' P " '" . ,,-," ,. .'" ' .  , ." " . - ., - .... �"--- - -.�.� -

principles of variation within Europe that othettre"atrn�nts 9LI<;u'[Q-
P.�i2:gQ!I��JJ:��Y�lQP�iiLi�giiI�Tly.�mrs.��.· MfCf�1l�wing Rokkan:s �wn 
method, we add another band of Islamic territory with th¥ "su
praterritorial" religious structure · even more of a barrier to any 
statemaker's capture of his subject population's exclusive allegiance 
than in the old Roman Empire's heartland to the south of Mediter
ranean Europe, and skew the "seaward" column eastward in that band 
to represent the commercial significance of the Mediterranean , we get 

, . 

a remarkably coherent sense of the major regional variations of state 
structure. 

To be sure, some predecessor made each of the major arguments 
that Rokkan translated into an "axis, " "dimension,"  or "band" of his 
diagram; he worked largely by transmogrifying and assimilating other 
people's monocausal structures. But the notion of an encompassing, 
two-dimensional process of differentiation in Europe's human geogra
phy that limited the possibilities for statemaking in different corners of 
the continent that notion, so far as I know, was Rokkan's own inven
tion. 

- .," 
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The conceptual maps have some of the characteristic weaknesses of 
all Rokkan's major models. In a perceptive exegesis of Rokkan's polit
ical geography, Bertrand Badie remarks: 

All in all, the variables Rokkan constructs in the course of his analysis are so 
numerous and defined so independently of one another that the conceptual 
map that results provides no more than an orderly juxtaposition of individual 
cases, each one representing an irreducible form of state- and nation
building. As compared with the methods of [Perry] Anderson and 
[Immanuel] Wallerstein, this method has the advantage of offering a more 
detailed and complex summary of the differences among European societies. 
On the other hand, it abandons any effort at an integrated, hierarchical 
explanation of political development, and thus moves away from sociological 
analysis, and the universal phenomena that analysis seeks to illuminate. 
Beyond the debate on the autonomy of politics, we begin to witness the 
confrontation between two different approaches, two different ways to use 
history in a developmental perspective . Anderson and Wallerstein turn to an 
historical method in order to show how differentiation occurs as a result of the 
operation of a factor they have previously defined as fundamental to national 
development; in contrast, Rokkan uses history to make an empirical review, 
by means of "retrospective diachronic analysis, " of all the factors that might 
somehow have influenced the various observable forms of change; but he 
cannot gauge their weights or their interrelations. [Ba die 1980: 1 1 5- 16] · 

Badie's judgment is a bit harsh. Like a seasoned tabulator of survey 
responses, Rokkan implicitly invoked two interpretive principles: a rule 
of variance-reduction and a rule of parsimony. He preferred variables 
that reduced the unexplained variance. For a given amount of vari-

-� '_,r _ .o. ance-reduction, he preferred a smaller number of variables. . . . ' . 
.> i' ""AA<, h+:;;;,.t;..1' • ��t· a-.,i ... .,,;:..',:,;;y...;; .......... -"""'" .,.,.",:,.,;::.�' """,,";,-" ." ...... ,:.� �;i;,� . ' . . _ 

". ··�Consde·ntiously followed, the two princii5Tes-someliffies""lead · an 
investigator to spurious and/or superficial explanations. But they alsb 
urge the investigator to eliminate distinctions that do hot make a 
difference, to give priority to distinctions that make a difference in a 
wide range of cases, and to undertake motivated choices among vari
ables that overlap extensively. If we were to indict Rokkan's applica
tions of the principles of variance-reduction and parsimony, it would 
surely be for excessive zeal: for seeking to eradicate all the unexplained 
variation, and for incessantly inserting new variables in the search for 
the Great Underlying Variable. 

At a minimum, Rokkan's procedure has the merit of clarifying what 
we have to explain .  A significant part of the literature purporting to 
deal with "political development," after all, consists of sketches of 



, 
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explanations for things that never happened: standard sequences of 
political institutionalization, the achievement of national integration, 
and so on . A good deal of the same literature, furthermore, miscon
strues the European experience: imagining it, for example, to consist 
of a series of approximations, more or less successful, to British parlia
mentary democracy. In these intellectual circumstances, we must wel
come an empirically grounded specification of what the analysts ,of 
European political change actually have to explain. 

The geographical distribution identified by Rokkan cries out for 
explanation: why the central band of commercial cities and their hin
terlands long and successfully resisted integration into large national 
states, why culturally homogeneous and autonomous states concen
trated disproportionately along the northwestern frontier, and on down 

"the inventory. In addition, Rokkan' s a�E§.Jh�m,�-�JyE:_§J2���,,�t����5ant 
explanatory I)roblems: If the in itial sway of the Catholic church over 

_,�;..,,,,.....I;,.,,,,,,,,,",,, .... I'- ._>c' ,. _",;,. _' • ... " ..... J�;.,'"-' � 

everyday social relations does not explain the marked South/North 
differences in the creation of national churches strongly controlled by 
their respective states, what does? Isn't it true, as Rokkan suggests, that 
their immediate access to commercial cities made it easier for the 
statemakers of Europe's western regions to bypass great landlords and 
raise essential revenues from trade? Stein Rokkan's conceptual maps 
make such questions clearer and more pressing. 

At that point, however, Bertrand Badie's complaint begins to gain 
force. The number of "variables" that visibly affected the dir,ction 
taken by one European state or another is very large. Even with the 
wide variety of political units Rokkan takes into consideration, no 
strictly empirical sorting of the multiple European experiences can 
come close to identifying the crucial variables, eliminating the inci
dental variables, or specifying the relations among the variables. By 

, 

itself, Rokkan's search procedure leads to an endless alternation of 
thesis and antithesis, without synthesis. 

More important, the conceptual maps ultimately fail to accomplish 
-�.�. �� ._- ." .... ,. -�''''' . ,,",_ ,,� L ,�, " "  "'_" " "'_" . ,10: "-_'b' "" .  ' .• " .. _ , .... ' _'C,' ,. � c' �""'�""".f"'�\··'''.��'''�.r',..��':tfot{���i��� tbSi,,,9Qt!:S�ti�,��K��"'Xh!'s'h,.lbs�,,9JjJ:�tI,!,�UX����m�4._��!!."s,�j!,��L!�,�,;S;.��mi;!l"�!!.2�.,,,2\L�.R�,ti�nL�E��,�:§�Ji!2�.� .. , .. ��?��t p?li.ti�al .  hi�!2E!es. Ha ving 

. clearly started an encompassing comparison, Rokkan repeatedly veered 
back toward the language and practice of variation-finding compari
son. Despite some intriguing hints of interdependence, the scheme as 
a whole presents the various national experiences as individual "cases" 

, I 

I 
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displaying the results of being subjected to different combinations of 
"variables . "  But Sweden, to take an obvious instance, is not simply a 
"case" located somewhere in the northern reaches of a giant cross
tabulation. The Sweden that appears on Rokkan's conceptual map is a 
shrunken remainder of the expansive power that at one time or another 
dominated Norway, Finland, Estonia, Livonia, and other important 
parts of the North. Can we reconstruct the political development of 
Sweden or, for that matter, of Norway, Finland, Estonia, and 
Livonia without taking that interaction directly into account? As a 
Norwegian, Stein Rokkan was acutely aware of Sweden's long 
hegemony in the North. Yet his scheme tends to reduce the known 
facts of international power to effects of similar positions within an 
abstract grid. 

In the last analysis, Rokkan's schemes have a remarkable flatness. 
They press all the past into the same plane: conditioning variables for 
the present. As historical schemes, they lack the essential historical 
ingredient: .. time. The previous histories of Sweden, Norway, Den
mark, and Finland are not merely accumulated residues; they are 
crooked paths. The early steps on those paths limit the later ones, and 
the paths taken by neighbors influence each other. The conceptual 
maps lack dynamism. 

What's Wrong? What Should We Do About It? 

Faced with that critique, I suppose Stein Rokkan would have smiled , run his fingers through his bushy hair, and replied, "Yes, that's right. 
How do you think we should get those international connections in?" 
He was the first to discount the current version of his model to , 
bemoan the connections it missed, to look for ways of altering it to deal 
more adequately with historical realities. With such a man, one did 
not hesitate to criticize. But, the criticism stated and discussed, one 
always felt a certain desire to help. Rokkan's influence endures: the 
work left unfinished in 1 979 invites us to take up the task and continue 
the search for better formulations . 

On the questions addressed by his conceptual maps, where did Stein 
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Rokkan leave the task? Let us recognize the value of those maps. First, 
they help us see that there was a spatial order to the development of 
national states in Europe an order that such classifications as center/ 
semi-periphery/periphery simply do not capture. Second, they make a 
case for the independent importance of variations in religious organi
zation (or of other factors strongly correlated with religious organiza
tion) as an influence on the builders of states in different parts of 
Europe. Third, they identify unequivocally the danger in building 
schemes of political development retrospectively, starting with France, 
Great Britain, Italy, Spain, and the other twenty-odd states that now 
divide up the European continent, and acting as if the explanatory 
problem were to fit a causal model to the internal transformations of 
just those states. 

Finally, Stein Rokkan's conceptual maps cast new light on an old 
paradox: the fact that capitalism and national states grew up together, 
and presumably depended on each other in some way, yet capitalists 
and centers of capital accumulation often offered concerted resistance 
to the extension of state power. Rokkan's emphasis on the network of 
trading cities brings out the probabilities that ( l )  where those .networks 
were dense, local capitalists had an interest in resisting incorpotation 
into strong states, and the means of defending that interest; (2) access to 
the taxable trade organized by those cities, and to the capital ac
cumulated within them, gave crucial advantages to statemakers whose 
territories lay athwart, or adjacent to, the dense trading networ�; ( 3 )  
only late, gradually, and incompletely did the masters of European 
states nationalize the capital on which they drew, both in the sense of 
ensuring that capital accumulating within a state's effective territory 
was at the disposition of that state and no others, and in the sense of 
relying mainly on local capital for the credit and financial administra
tion required to meet the state's operating expenses; and (4) the 
statemakers of eastern Europe, unlike their counterparts to the west, 
had compell ing reasons for relying heavily on their region's landlords, 
and for clamping both the peasantry and the urban classes under tight 
controls. 

More generally, Rokkan's conceptual maps embody an important 
...... , •.. _ " ". ,  .. _ ..• - ... , ., ." . . , ' , . , ' _ .  '

-, .  , -- ' '!'Il hypothesis. We might outline it this way: . 

1 In a broad sense, statemakers and would-be statemakers in all parts 
of Europe were aiming at similar ends, but 

- ., -.-, 
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2 both the means to · accorriplish those ends and the strategic prob
lems posed by threats and opportunities in adjacent areas varied 
systematically by location within the continent, and 

3 the different approaches to statemaking taken as a consequence of 
those variations in means and strategic problems produced 
significantly different political structures, region by region. 

The hypothesis is important precisely because it is not self-evident. To 
the extent that we consider the structure of a state to result directly 
from the interests of its dominant classes, for example, we will doubt 
that statemakers in different parts of Europe were, indeed, pursuing 
similar ends and will be more inclined to attribute systematic geopolit
ical variation to the geography of dominant classes and their interests. 
Rokkan's scheme recognizes the significance _of that geography of in- > 

terests�but treats it as a ��!.?f co�s!r�nts.?n_�pirin.Ksta.teJna.ke[s.xatQe=r_ 
than as the prime determinant of their interests. 

t�' thi�- ii'ght� th� g�e;test flaw o(the a�-g�m��t embedded in the 
conceptual maps is one I have not mentioned at all. The argument 
does not say why the people who built different kinds of states under
took the effort in the first place . Were they simply attempting to build 
up their personal power by whatever means were available? Did they 
have a vision, however dim and faulty, of the sort of structure they 
were struggling to create? Did states take shape as unintended by
products of efforts directed to other ends? I do not know whether Stein 
Rokkan ever addressed these questions directly, or what reply he wouJd 
have given them in 1 979. I regret not having asked him . 

For my own part, I think the answer is : some of each. The peopl� . ' 
who extended the power of national states were surely attempting, on 
the whole, to advance the interests of their own families, of their own ' 
factions, of the classes to which they belonged. The vision they had 
occasionally showed the influence of a doctrine or an historical mem
ory, but most often represented the condition of a rival: The point was 
to create an organization sufficiently effective to check, or even van
quish, that rival . Yet the state structures that actually took shape grew 
largely as unintended by-products of other activities. 

Which activities? The question helps us to become more specific 
about the elements missing from Rokkan's scheme. The interactions of 
war-making, taxation, and capital accumulation profoundly shaped 
European statemaking. Europeans did not undertake those three great 
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activities with the intention of creating centralized, differentiated, au
tonomous, far-reaching political organizations national states. Nor 
did they ordinarily foresee that organizations of that sort would emerge 
as a consequence of the pursuit of war-making, taxation, and capital 
accumulation . 

To put i t  very, very crudely: The people who controlled European 
states (and organizations that eventually became the cores of states) 
made war in order to hold off, or to master, their competitors, and' thus 
to enjoy the fruits of power within a secure, or even expanding, terri
tory. The large number of similarly situated competitors promoted the 
adoption of new military technologies that conferred even a slight 
competitive advantage on their users. But new technologies generally 
cost more than those they replaced. 

To make more effective war, powerholders therefore attempted to 
locate more capital . In the short run , they might acquire that capital 
by conquest, by selling off their assets, by coercing or dispossessing 
accumulators of capital . In the long run, the quest involved them in 
establishing regular access to capitalists who could supply and arrange 
credit and in imposing one form of regular tal'ation or another on the 
people and activities within their own territories. As the process went 
on, they developed a durable interest in promoting the accumulation 
of capital, sometimes in the guise of direct return to their own enter
prises, sometimes in order to assure the availability of capital to borrow 
and tax, sometimes to forward the interests of the capitalists OIll<whom 
they relied for financing. 

All these activities generated organization: the creation of standing 
armies, the establishment of services to supply those armies, the in
stitution of tax-collecting bureaucracies, the shaping of banks, mar
kets, and mints .  Statemakers did not seek to create the organization; 
they sought to sustain the activity. Among successful statemakers, the 
more difficult the extraction of the essential resources the bulkier the 
organization the activity brought into being. The organization 
statemakers created to sustain military activity and its complements 
hardened into the apparatus of a national state: durable, centralized, 
differentiated, autonomous, powerful . 

My account is willfully crude and incomplete. It ignores the varia
tion between the experiences of a highly centralized France and a 
federated Netherlands. It neglects the effects of different approaches to 
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collecting taxes. It may well be wrong. I certainly have provided no 
evidence here for its correctness . 

To the extent that it is plausible, nevertheless, this line of argument 
indicates what kind of effort would most effectively continue Stein 
Rokkan's inquiry: his underlying search for the origins of the political 
means and ' outcomes available to different groups of Europeans. A 
further tracing of the geographic variations identified by Rokkan's con-
ceptual maps will not yield large intellectual returns; the maps have 
served their purpose. In general, the next round of work must examine 
the interactions among contenders for power and their consequences 
for the creation of new political structures. In particular, the interac-
tions involved in war-making, taxation, and the accumulation of capi-
tal deserve the closest attention. 
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The Tasks at Hand 

n the light of any formal logic of comparison, most of the inquiries 
we have been examining are ungainly indeed. On the scale of conti
nents, national states, and regions, the matching of instances with 
each other only provides the grossest of natural experiments. Therein 
lie two traps: the trap of refinement and the trap of despair. 

It is tempting to look for finer and finer comparisons, with larger 
numbers of cases and more variables controlled . In the present state of 
our knowledge of big structures and large processes, that would be a 
serious error. It would be an error because with the multiplication of 
cases and the standardization of categories for comparison the theoret
ical return declines more rapidly than the empirical return rises. Only 
in building better theories by means of comparisons on the scale of a 
Bendix, a Skocpol, a Moore or a Rokkan will we manage to shift that 
curve of theoretical return from finer comparison. In a distant future, 
we can aim to have theories of large-scale social processes sufficiently 
precise that a well-measured chunk of a single region's experience will 
provide strong proof of a theory's validity or invalidity. . 

The trap of despair opens up when we decide that such a day '\Will 
never come can neVer come . If we can never �c:;"Lp.ill'lJJ.t;§ij.a.nt 

...... . . � .� . generalizations in the style of Stein "RokkarCwn'at's the use?_ . 
. ', . - .#- '--. " • •  , ... ,--.. �--- .• <�.-� •. , • ..,.. - '- - '  
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• of big struc-

t4�-POSSl ons U In space, some-
tirrles achtcilly-'improve our ilnaei-Stan(I'ing' of ihose"stru-Cfuierana pi-O
c'esses �ROkkan"scoiicep1uarmaps'orEUr'ope:tor ot 
sImply differ from models of state-by-state political development. They 
have more explanatory power. They are better models. 

In th�mprovement ofOtii unJerstand-ing, individualizing compari
sons, universalizing comparisons, variation-finding comparisons, and 
encompassing comparisons all have their uses. In fact, they are some
what different uses, I have described the four as if they were alternative 
tools for the same task. That helpful simplification will eventually have 
to give way. The four types of comparison differ, after all, with respect 
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task at haI1d. It also depends on the nature of the social world and the 
" ' ''':'I< -+'<'''fI'-''�-' . -�'. -.'.'.,0 • 

l imits to our knowledge of that world. Pragmatic, ontological, and 
epistemological realities all matter. 

Pragmatically, there are times when �hat we need most is a clear. 
understanding of the singwarititJl-pupiuiiCl!lar i ' ex erience. 

... -.. ,- '''-.�.. ,",-� .. y,,- - , If people have"oOr1"e a good �eal of theorizing, implicitly or explicit y, 
on the basis of that experience, getting those singularities right will 
serve immediate theoretical purposes. The English experience in 
creating parliamentary government and regularized opposition needs 
scrutiny over and over again because as the contrasting accounts of . 
Bendix arid Moore suggest that experience appears, transmuted and 
generalized, in so much argument about the bases of democracy. Tfi\� 
that case, individualizing comparison serves quite a general end. . ... 

Universalizing comparison, if appropriate and well done, has rare 
�� -

clarifying power. To showtFiat tfie same sequence q� sQJiiiin.r.tlQQof 
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caus-e�and effect recurs in wide'ly sepaiar€d'settings reduces the intellec-
"".--" " . .. ' ' ... . , " .  __ ,' ," -: " .' __  , . • ", '  � i-',,'. P' _ •. , . .. ," c, i-. '" ,.:1, ,._.;..., '. - '  • ---', ..... ". """'.""-. ... ,j;;-�,.,"'...."..-, ",,,,. ,,, " )j;c:.J'!# " ,' �"" JJ"> ... ":-",,,,,,.,,,,, . __ tual need to erect separate explanatory frameworks for ea chsenrfIg , 

sharpens . ()ur sensitivity J0 6ther siniiTCiiifies 'and 'dlrferenc�;"<;mong 
settings, and b�h�s,jdeJltifxJ()!I:I1� of lriterve'nfiori in fOoseo§'eftiijgs that 

+"",�,r."� 
, -, . , .. _e ,," ">,"_ ' _ _ " " '  • • _. " ,' "d. ,_' ,,_ ... , • ', . '. , .. ..• ", .. _,.,' , '",," ; . ' _ ' ,  . •.. '_, . ---. . . ", 

aie.]I�rY..J,9�,a.f£ecJJb�ITl . Suppose that demographers' long search for a 
standard sequence of transition, population by population, from high, 
unstable to low, stable mortality and fertility finally pays off. Knowl
edge of the sequence will cast intense light on the probable demo-
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graphic consequences of various programs of investment, employ
ment, agrarian reform, or fertility control. 

Variation-finding comparison, however, promises to help us rn,ake 
,.1 �'''' •• , ••.•. '. " .  ' _ " , .. ',"_ . __ ·,F,' __ " · ' .. -" .... , .  ",. '_,'P" , "." '. ,,,,�,"T'''''''''''''''' '" . . _�_"" "'�_ .• �._ -.-, .• _,_ ,_ •. _":,' �_. ,. . .  , ,... . . . . •  ". sense of social structures and processes that never recur In the same 

fotm; 'ye'fexp��;�'-�'o;,;�ortprin'ciplef'6'fc'ausa'lfff·"Non'e·otth�"'��aiyses 
,_ . . � �", """ " Vi' ''''-' ·'''-''"'.''''d''"" , " �, _ 

reVlewecf1;:; this boo( " for" 'exainpl'e;" 'proviaes much assurance that 
anyone will ever discover a single path leading diverse regions from 
low income to high income. Yet it remains possible that some corre
lates of change in income (for example, the tendency of populations to 
spend smaller shares of their income on food and shelter as income 
rises) will prove to be quite general. y �r.i<1ti.o.n:hI19ing .GQP},parison will 
identify and qmfirm those regularities . 

. .  • ,, " " " • _ __ , __ � 0 . -- •. 'C • •• '.'·' ..... c, __ '_�,. \.'., .. '"�_ , _  . • . , . 

,,' · ''§b.£gmp�.s.�.i�g"E��;'!J��!i�on,· n evertheless, w�E ,�!��!2 , !.��.9.J;q.:idt�!!!a-
��,�, .. �:XJ?!'!'QC1ti 9Ds .9.f." �J!ll,�tm�� ,, (l�d , p�()S����s., t��,�;.,����� ,tQ"",Y.l.ci(t to 
variation-finding. If the essential determinant of a structure or process 

, � .. �: " " , ','" " '''' ''i,'",'.,,' ._, -

is the connection of the social unit in which it appears to a whole 
system of social relationships, the connection frequently produces ef
fects which seem to be autonomous properties of the social unit itself. 
Thus the use of the coup d' etat as the standard form of succession to 

.- - . 

state power surely depends, at least in part, on the power and auton-
omy of the armed forces relative to that of any other organizations 
within the same state. 

Suspicion of some such regularity has led many analysts to search 
for roots of military power and autonomy in poverty, under�evelop
ment, or tribal ideology. But the explanation of military power and 
autonomy could lie mainly outside the states in question; armed forces 
could well gain relative power and autonomy within their own spheres 
to the extent that great powers provided arms, equipment, training, 
and military advisers to their states, and the amount of that military 
support could well depend on the geopolitical relationships of the 
states in question to the world's great powers. In that case, an encom
passing comparison would lead to a better explanation. 

Yet the relative value of the four types of comparison in social 
analysiSultlmately-'Q�Q,;'�� 'Q�� 9-�t�ioiy" al1d' epistem61bgf'·tl1e· actual 

_o!.�""" �_)I!,IO' ..... ,�.�,.�.'-':' �""<���.> I�o",a:"' .. '.1..;s:, ... !J.:-<l1-C� f;olf � ';" ' ;.\.". -. 1" , .·t;:� ·, ;",,� · . �... . ' , . .  . _ _ structure of the social world and the liinits of our ilbil itfto apprehend 
that structure. If the structures and processes to which we give grand 
names actually consist of unique creations having their own internal 
logics and nothing in common but the names, or if we have no way of 
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discerning their common properties, then universalizing, variation
finding, and encompassing comparisons will yield spurious results: at 
best, observations of regularities in our perceptions. 

If the world does, indeed, divide into coherent, autonomous 
societies whose operations are fully accessible to human understand
ing, then universalizing and variation-finding comparisons will lead to 
the truth, while individualizing clOd encompassing comparisons will 
serve at best as auxiliaries. If, however, social life really takes shape as a 
series of networks, vast or small but rarely well-bounded, which hu
mans can identify and comprehend reliably, then all four varieties of ' 
comparison will have their places in inquiry, and encompassing com
parison will come into its own . I am betting on this last possibility, 

If you join me in the bet, you will probably agree that individ
ualizing, universalizing, and variation-finding comparisons all have 
secure places in our intellectual toolbox. As scholars conti.nue JQ.,use 

-. 
. . 

" .• - . /> •. � ... .. -,�-' 

the various forms of comparison, my main hopes areJhat th�x ,'Yill 
. • '" _ . _. . . , 'U "" � , .. "' .... _._ .. � ••.•. " '4: 4� .<:,,-"':"-' ,,' : -, 0' .�'" >":'/'" .-: '-."_- . •  ,(.1 '--� , .. ··v.-!�,.--,- _. _' , .' 1-, " .:._ " •• ''''"-,.;''''' < ••• � -.... . , ,_ ..... .- -, . . . ' " .'� <'" . .. . - ' . 

, � . ,  . • . .  -. � _  . .. .. . � _ _  " . " , . -._ .. _ ," . . .. ' . . . .. .  n . m?y�. �.h$r.���"���t¥,. ,!?w,���"<���!�,r!5�lb:.gmyJlg.�g,,f,£W1Be,��S9n,}?tU�,it�? 
n.y-��.�,r�,9.t�.�!2,�!'�'�!!'����F�D.9j!JJt9!1.J:b�_;y,,�xJh�y', YJj IJ . ���S, (?ff wh<oltev�r 
H�m�ins., gLthe nernicious nineteenth-century postulat�s concerning 

���" ' " - .,< ' -�,'� "-r: I ""':'·'_�� l� .'" ;...�� :,' ' ... n . .!' ........ ,"� .�(,:' � ',: �;,." ..... • -.. ... b·O< .· "
. 

'.; .'�'_ ",-r. ':.,:� �';,' :: .. :1.., ,:;:-.��: •. : �':" ".",::" :-:-'. ,-.. '" ''-.. ' < -,.'" ··:· ..... :�·�f.·-'.\ .. .. ,�) •. ', 

big structures and large .Qrqc��ses . . .. .. ,' .... . .  � . • . , . •  " , .. ... ' .... • ''"'' •. � ...... �Y' • ., .• -.'" , .,r" .... , ,�' ... ,",� . ... � . ' , .' .. 
EnGQmpassing comparisons, however, deserve more attention than 

� .t;"" . . .... ...... "... • !r"',�,.->� .,',:-, :';'�''''�.;AA'' ' �t"1:�t'-"!:"'::�'.!J�,,:, ,!"'-)"i:"' ''''"'''''' ''>''''"''''''''''�';'''l�M.i:.t they have received. Encompassing comparisons have twin a§,X�}lt?g�� : 
directly taking account of the interconnectedness of ostensibly separate 

'�""'l"" "'" , ... ,.,.--" . ,'"'" ___ . .,." ... . -.-� """"-_ .... ,'" ,_ .... .-''''',.">;...." . .,,�N�,...,j'';'"".'''H�"''''''' ... ·�·i ... f ., ............. M"" �N<"l(,'r.'I''''''''''''''' ..... wr�';''! . .. :��" '<''''1''''':-'::-'':-'';;;; :;;: . .... : ...... ,,;, . .. '..: •. � . ' experiences and providing a strong incentive to ground ana yses explic':: ' 
i tl Y . (ri' the hi storic;r�;rt��i�-: ·C>."rtfie'struc(ure's" a-rla 'proc'esserfh�Y"i� � . 
clu d "e�'- "  . , .  -" " O-"" �'< . •  '" ,,0(.,:-.-,.._, l'a'I .. " ...... ' r. . . " ,,,> .. , . ...... .",...I't "' , �'. :'-" ""!"!o'.,, __ �\o-�.t:f: ""'{:I" (f' �: 'r') ... , ,." ,�'"" .. <, ..-,.�" .: " .�. " .. , ' ... ��i�""':�; If we move up from the macrohistorical plane in which this bo(iK 
has worked to world-systemic and world-his.toricaLJ.Jl.alxs.es, the im- . · 
portance of encompassing comparison increases, as the feasibility of 
universalizing and variation-finding comparison declines. For our 

" " -own time, it is hard to imagine the construction of any valid ana'T:ly-sl-s 0[--
long-tei-m .. 

str�cturarchange - Iharooes ·noCf6-riilecCpantcrrtar alter-
a tions, . ,djg�C1I.Y:·9iJii9�i!��tlj��:f?1�J�Y.2�.�1���ii��ri���L�.�.�!er pro-
cesses of the era: the creation of a system of national states and the 
formati�n ·Of a .

. woildwlde 'capltaITst"·sy�t�;;;·: W� -fa�e ' the cnarre�ge of 
integrating big structures, large processes, and huge' cOriipa[i;ons into 
history. 
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